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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Problem Statement and Objectives
In the preface to Retracking America, a recent treatise on
societal structure and planning theory, John Friedmann (1973)
presented a deprecative indictment of the conceptual foundations
of contemporary planning. He stated, "Our inherited notions of
planning are dead. We are thus constrained to reconsider what we
need and on the basis of this need to rethink planning from the
start."l To those concerned with urban planning and design and
societal problems, such a pronouncement is disconcerting. When
considered relative to two major problem areas facing planning and
design activity, however, such a pronouncement appears an a priori
truism.
The first problem area, characterized by Donald Schon
(1971) as "beyond the stable state," by Emery and Trist (1972)
as "the turbulent field," and by Cartwright (1973) as "meta-
problems," is the increasing interrelatedness and complexity of
urban problems themselves. The second problem area, addressed by
lFriedmann, John (1973), Retracking America: A Theory of
I_!:~!:_~?;~~;_~l~~_X_~dnn__~l_g_, Anchor Books, Garden City, New York, n , xiii .
1
much of the "urban crisis" literature, is the increasing deterioration
of the quality of everyday life experienced by many groups in our
cities.2 The nonviability of our traditional concepts and methods,
therefore, appears strongly related to their inability in helping
planners adequately formulate or account for these increasingly complex
issues. This refers especially to issues such as the quality of life
as well as other considerations often termed subjective or humanistic.
The overall goal of this study, therefore, is to contribute to an
epistemology of urban planning and design in helping to resolve these
3problems.
More specifically, this study is directed at investigating two
problems basic to any considerations to quality of life in urban
2The urban crisis literature is extensive. Specific refer-
ences are indicated on p. 7. Much interest is developing in the
concept of quality of life as a framework for public policy consider-
ation. See: The Quality of Life Concept prepared by the Office
of Research and Monitoring, Environmental Protection Agency,
Washington, D.C., 1973; L. Senesh, Quality of Life, ERIC Clearing-
house for Social Studies, Boulder, Colorado, 1972; A. D. Hill et al.
(eds.), The Quality of Life in America, Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
New York, 1973; L. Wingo, Jr., liTheQuality of Life: Toward a
Microeconomic Definition," Urban Studies, Vol. 10, 1973, pp. 3-18.
3The goal of this study acts as "aspiration level" generative
idea that the objectives of this study orient toward. This con-
sideration and arguments regarding the viability of current planning
theory are expanded later in this chapter as well as in Chapter III.
Also, the term "quality of life", is initially defined here as those
combinations of physical, psychosocial, and cultural factors which
interact in the various settings of people's lives to produce
individual and group states of internal well-being--internal states
directly tied to their various external settings (or environments).
I~ter, in seeking to operationalize this complex definition for
planning and design, the quality of life concept will focus on
those factors most relevant in reducing the incidence and intensity of
psychosocial stress in urban environments.
2
3planning and design. The first involves an understanding of the
relationships between what Stephen Carr (1967) has termed the "city
of the mind" or the psychosocial environment and the physical enVlron-
ment. The psychosocial environment refers to situations and conditions
of daily life, such as those associated with one's work, family
relationships, or friendships, and the attitudes, needs, values,
cultural norms, or perceptions of people about these situations.
The physical environment refers not only to building and movement
systems but to considerations such as the density of neighborhoods
and the relative size and descriptions of space and objects generally.
The relationships between the psychosocial environment and
the physical environment are inexorably complex and difficult to
understand. The first objective of this study, therefore, is to
investigate the role and significance of two bodies of knowledge,
stress theory and symbolism theory, in helping to clarify and struc-
ture these complex relationships. The second objective is to
incorporate operationally these findings into the urban planning
and design process. The third objective is derived from and closely
related to the first and second. It is to understand ways in which
to regulate the levels, incidence, and intensity of human stress
in the planning and design of the urban environment. The importance
of these objectives in helping to understand major societal problems
becomes apparent when one considers recent activities such as an
4international symposium held in Stockholm in 1970.4 Sponsored by the
World Health Organization and the University of Uppsala, the symposium
on "Society, Stress and Disease" explored an issue believed fundamental
to the well-being of urban societies. That issue, outlined by
Dr. Lennart Levi (1971), Director of the Laboratory of Clinical Stress
Research of the Karolinska Institute, concerned the following: how
might we understand the complex relationships among people's psycho-
social environments and the suspected influences of these environments
on the increasing pervasiveness of chronic diseases in urban society
such as heart problems, hypertension, and mental illness.S An overall
perspective indicating the importance of stress in understanding
this issue was presented by Dr. Stewart Wolf (1971).
Essentially, it appears that man needs to live in a fashion
acceptable to his fellows. He needs to derive spiritual
nourishment from his activities and the things which happen
to him, and he needs to satisfy in some ways his various
emotional yearnings, including his unquenchable thirst for
power and prestige, and to realize his potential for love
and creativity. Threats to his ability to perform in all
of these spheres constitute the important everyday stresses
that are apparently behind so many states of disability and
disease.6
4Levi, Lennart (ed.), (1971), Society, Stress and Diseases:
Volume One, The Psychosocial Environment and Psychosomatic Diseases,
Proceedings of an International Interdisciplinary Symposium held in
Stockholm, April, 1970, Oxford University Press, New York, 1971.
5Ibid., pp , 3-4.
6Ibid., p. 5.
Branch, University of
was titled, "Patterns
Dr. Wolf, Director of the Marine Biomedica1
Texas Medical Branch, Galveston; the art~cl~
of Social Adjustment and Disease," pp. 5-6.
Therefore, human stress in the urban environment appears to
be a significant determinant of overall human health and well-being,
and therefore, a critical factor in improving the quality of life
in urban society. Supporting this belief, the eminent endocrinologist
and philosopher Rene Dubos (1965) stated:
.[I]t is not possible to define health in the abstract.
Its criteria differ with the environmental conditions and with
the norms and history of the social group. The criteria of
health are conditional even more by the aspirations and values
that govern individual lives. For this reason, the words health
and disease are meaningful only when defined in terms of a given
person functioning in a given physical and social environment.
The nearest approach to health is a physical and mental state
free of discomfort and pain, which permits the person concerned
to function as effectively and as long as possible in the
environment where chance or choice has placed him.7
Another distinct issue that reflects upon the viability of
traditional approaches to planning and design approaches was demon-
strated by the disciplines represented at the Stockholm symposium.
That issue is the fragmentation and increasing specialization of
knowledge that renders interdisciplinary research and collaboration
on societal problems so difficult. For example, although oriented
toward medical and behavioral science stress research, a major pur-
pose of the symposium was to relate this research to urban social
7Dubos, Rene (1965), Man Adapting, Yale University Press,
New Haven, Connecticut, p. 351.
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6conditions and environmental planning.8 However, while the symposium
had significant implications for many disciplines concerned with the
complex problems of urbanization, of some forty interdisciplinary
contributors to the proceedings, only one represented the urban
planning and design discipline.9
This paucity of input from the traditional urban oriented
disciplines to such a symposium may seem insignificant to the many
planners, researchers, designers, and administrators who must deal
pragmatically with everyday urban problems. However, this point is
important to this study for two reasons. It supports Friedmann's
(1971) appraisal of the viability of current planning ideas. It also
appears to be symptomatic of a critical trend in modern society
mentioned above, a trend political philosopher Bertram Gross (1971)
has described as the "fragmentation crises." One important aspect
of this crises is our increasing inabilities to communicate across
disciplines or generally integrate and synthesize our highly
specialized knowledge about man and environment in resolving urban
problems.
8Levi, L. (ed.), (1971), op. cit., p. 306; also, see Gasta,
Carlestam, "The Individual, the City and Stress," pp. 134-138 and
"Planning for a Good Environment," pp. 405-414; Session Two was
totally devoted to social and conditions, pp. 61-190. Also, Richard
Lazarus' article, "Environmental Planning in the Context of Stress
and Adaptation," although written after the conference, gives a good
overview of these relationships, pp. 436-447.
9This was Dr, CarLestam Gosta, Chi.ef 01: Development dad
Research Development of the Regional Planning Office for Stockholm.
His papers are identified in footnote 8.
7This lack of substantial involvement from the planning disci-
plines at such a symposium begins to raise serious questions about
the validity of planning and design activity from at least one
perspective. This perspective is that overall human health in the
total environment, which was the Stockholm theme, 1S the foundation
upon which efforts to improve the quality of human life in cities must
be based. If traditional planning and design ideas regarding the
public interest, rationality, choice, efficiency, amenity, or the
larger allocative and distributional issues about income, health care
delivery, and so on actually help in understanding and resolving urban
problems, then a concerted effort to consider overall health and
well-being within one's total environment may be unnecessary. How-
ever, it is clear that our traditional ideas underlying urban planning
and design are not directed toward understanding or resolving funda-
mental problems, such as improving the quality of life in cities.
A brief review of how a societal problem topic which has received
considerable attention in recent years has been considered helps
support this belief. This topic is the "urban crisis."
The urban crisis has been discussed from a variety of per-
spectives dealing with many issues. The literature has ranged from
Duhl's (1963) The Urban Condition, to Hadden et al. 's Metropolis in
Crisis (1967), to the Kerner Commission Report (1968) to Banfield's
(1970) :.I£l_e__TJp..ll.~~~!:Il1:_y.. ~:.:~.~y,to Down's (1970) Y!"E_8:n_P:r:g~.!_e!ll_s.?!l.~
810Prospects. In general, the problems and concerns in these works
have centered around unemployment, housing quality, access to public
services, crime, drug abuse, rapidly rising service costs of all
types, and the concentrations of poor and disadvantaged persons in
the center cities. A specific factor identified by Moynihan (1970)
as significantly contributing to such problems is that since the early
1950s only one out of every five new jobs in the United States was
created in the center city causing an erosion of the central city tax
b d d .. 1 . 11ase nee e to support 1tS SOC1a serV1ces. Other factors identi-
fied by Bodenheimer (1972) were the inadequate public transport for
the center city poor to the suburban job market, the inequities of
the regressive property tax, the flight of whites to the suburbs,
and the deteriorating quality of public education.12 These issues
may be considered among the major substantive concerns in the urban
crisis literature.
The procedures suggested to solve these concerns had many
forms, but unfortunately few problems have been solved. For example,
although there are differing appraisals, many public officials and
persons effected (as well as urban researchers) argue that urban
10These specific studies are not intended to represent the
total spectrum of approaches toward addressing the urban crisis.
llMoynihan, D. (1970), "Poverty in Cities," in J. Wilson (ed.),
The Metropolitan Enigma, Anchor Books, pp. 376-379; also, see
Fortune, June 1972.
12Bodenheimer, T. (1972), liThePoverty of the State," Monthly
Review, November, p. 7.
9renewal did little more than demolish structures and dislocate families
from communities.13 According to Bodenheimer (1972), its failures
were comparable to those of zoning, a concept which never recognized
nor resolved the conflicts between the private ownership of land and
the interdependencies of urban functions that determine the quality of
life. Also, more recent proposals such as urban homesteading, housing
allowances, or more total development proposals such as model cities
and new towns-in-town appear to contribute little to understanding or
resolving urban problems.14
The reasons for these failures 1S that these briefly sketched
problems, generally subsumed under the rubric of the urban crisis,
involve factors embedded within the total fabric of our society
and its controlling institutions and mechanisms. However, a more
specific conclusion is also clear: namely, that critical problems
are too complex for our traditional planning and design approaches
to resolve. Also, from a general systems theory perspective, little
13Marris, P. (1963), "A Report on Urban Renewal in the United
States," in L. Duhl (ed.), The Urban Condition, Simon and Schuster,
New York, pp. 113-134. Especially see: J. Wilson (ed.), Urban
Renewal: The Record and the Controversy, MIT Press, Cambridge.
l4For a specific review of model cities that has implications
for other traditional "liberal reforms" generally see R. L. Warren
et al. (1974), The Structure of Urban Reform, Lexington Books,
D. C. Heath and Company, Lexington, Mass., pp. 171-182. Also, for
a general overview of governmental efforts in these various areas
see Thomas R. Dye (1972), "Dilemmas of Urban Policy," in Understanding
Public Policy, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, pp. 161-182.
For a critical r ev.i ew or the impact of new commun i.t ieo, ;3e~" Will_lam
Alonso (1970), "The Mirage of New Towns," The Public Interest, No. 19,
Spring.
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is known about the substantive nature of these chronic problems as
they interact.15 Therefore, were massive funding available for these
various specific programs (an issue often voiced as the key to solving
urban problems), the contention of this study is that more urban
renewal, job training, new towns, and so on, would contribute little
to the resolution of chronic urban problems. On the larger societal
development level, similar policy directions for solutions are often
suggested. For example, conflicting suggestions for public policy
by economists such as Galbraith (1958) and Milton Friedman (1955)
center on the need to determine the proper institutional configuration
regarding public-private actions in the economy in order to solve
basic societal problems.16 However, as suggested by John Friedmann's
(1973) criticisms of "allocative planning" and Ackoff's (1974) criti-
cisms of "reactive planning," such approaches are inadequate in
resolving complex societal problems as well as misleading 1n helping
understand them.
Such approaches tell us little of the nature of the problems
they attempt to solve. They tell us even less about the interactions
of the substantive nature of the problems themselves or about the
15See R. Dentler (1967), "Nature of Social Problems," in
R. Dentler (ed.), Major American Social Problems, Rand McNally,
Chicago, pp. 1-17. Also, see J. Forrester (1969), "Notes on Complex
Systems," in his controversial, Urban Dynamics, MIT Press, Cambridge,
pp. 107-114.
l6St~eWilliam H. Miernyk (1970) discussi.ouof market de cLsLons
and social-value judgments, in Economics, Random House, New York,
pp. 605-609.
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interactions of the substantive problems with the procedures advanced
f 1 0 h 17or so vlng t em.
Many people agree that the issues of distribution or alloca-
tion regarding all forms of wealth (i.e., property, income, knowledge,
safety, etc.) are basic questions in the functioning of society.
Also, the productivity of a society as well as the efficiency with
which various sectors of the economy provide goods and services are
important basic issues. However, the contention of this study is
that such issues within the context of rapid technological and socio-
cultural change involve considerations that vastly transcend the
capabilities of our traditional economic and political models to
understand.18 This is because problems generated by rapid societal
change are not only economic and political in nature. Such solution
models are important, but critically inadequate. They tend to over-
simplify the psychological, social and ecological dimensions of
the problems themselves and the decision processes involved in
resolving them. Nor can such models serve as viable proxies for these
dimensions as our traditional problem-defining decision-making
assumptions about rationality, the public interest, or collective
19choice have suggested. Therefore, to deal effectively with problems
of the urban crisis and issues such as the quality of life, attempts
17ThO 011 b f h d 1 d 0 Ch III1S argument Wl e urt er eve ope 1n apter .
l8p 0 d'rle mann, J. (1973), op. cit., pp. xi.v-xx.
19This issue will be further developed in the discussions of
planning theory in Chapter III.
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to understand and resolve them must not be inanely oversimplified
as the solution to dealing with complexity. As W. R. Ashby's (1956)
"law of requisite variety" suggests in cybernetic theory, to deal
with today's complexity our planning and regulatory systems must be
20as rich as the phenomena they seek to understand and regulate.
Therefore, this study does not attempt to reduce arbitrarily the
complexity inherent in addressing the relationships between the
psychosocial and physical environments.
Another direction fundamental in seeking more viable planning
and design (and also another area of conceptual complexity) involves
the need to integrate deliberately the concerns for science with those
of humanism. In this study, symbolism theory with its emphasis on
meaning in the urban environment will be shown to be significant in
contributing to this integration. The importance of this integration
in promoting societal well-being has been traditionally urged by
architects such as Louis Kahn (Cobb, 1969), urban historians such
as Lewis Mumford (1961), planners, and others in the creative
design fields. However, a growing host of scholars and scientists
from other fields is increasingly being heard. Mathematician Warren
Weaver (1960) in the Report of the President's Commission on National
Goals warned of the "disastrous gap" that has developed between the
beliefs of the scientist compared to the humanist and artist. Systems
theorist Robert Boguslaw (1965) has expressed similar concerns. He
20Ashby, W. R. (1956), An Introduction to Cybernetics,
University Paperbacks, London, pp. 205-207.
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warned of the dangers to future society from the "new utopian" hard-
ware oriented systems analysts whose basic concerns are for efficiency
rather than humanness in influencing societal development.21
In summarizing the above discussions, several interrelated
issues have been identified as fundamental to an epistemology of
urban planning and design. First, to counteract the pervasive
"fragmentation crisis" in society, planning and design must integrate
and synthesize knowledge and directly address the inherent dynamic
complexity of current urban problems as well as future urban develop-
ment. Addressing only the functional analysis of isolated phenomena
is thus assumed a problem itself. Second, urban planning and design
must address the meaningfulness of the city to diverse groups,
including the meaningfulness of its institutional control mechanisms.
Addressing only the functioning of urban systems and their various
control mechanisms is thus assumed a major problem itself. Third,
urban planning and design must be formulated within a conceptual
framework which considers overall human well-being in the total
environment. The contention of the study, therefore, is that
addressing these three interrelated issues provides the conceptual
foundations upon which urban planning and design efforts to improve
the quality of daily life in cities must be based. In order to
contribute to an understanding and integration of these fundamental
issues, the primary objectives of this study have been formulated.
2lBoguslaw, R. (1965), The New Utopians: A Study of Systems
Design and Social Change, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
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The first is to inquire into stress theory and theories on symbolism
relative to unde~standing the relationships between man's psychosocial
and physical environment. The second is to relate these findings
from stress and symbolism theories to the problem-solving decision-
making processes of urban planning and design. The third is to
contribute toward the reduction of stress in helping to improve the
quality of life in the urban environment.
B. Methodology
There are two basic parts to the methodology of this study.
The first part formulates a working model of an urban planning and
design process. The second part tests, non-empirically but concep-
tually, the validity of this model.22 The model is formulated as an
hypothesis of a process assumed necessary to understand and regulate
those psychosocial stress factors in a generalized urban problem
situation. Conceptual testing involves examining the major variables
of the model, their interactions, and the considerations previously
specified as necessary in providing a framework within which the
variables interact. This examination involves search, analysis,
22 010 0 old d 0 0Attempts to ut~ ~ze emp~r~ca ata an regress~on analys~s,
factor analysis, or other statistical techniques in order to
demonstrate certain variable relationships is premature at this
stage of inquiry into the problems generating this study. Hope-
fully, empirical studies will be developed relative to the
testing of the model, or its derivative, in the future. Some
form of testing of the model at this time, however, is necessary.
Therefore , the idea of conceptual testing is offered. For a
general discussion on model testing principles, see J. O'Shaughnessy
(1972), Inquiry and Decision, George Allen and Urwin, Ltd., London,
p. 131.
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integration, and synthesis of selected theories as well as empirical
research in the traditional behavioral sciences, the design disci-
plines, and the emergent field of man-environment relations.23 One
test of the model is its overall ability in helping to conceptualize
and integrate diverse areas of theoretical and empirical research on
the psychosocial and physical environment. Another test is the
determination of the validity and importance of the major model
variables in accomplishing the overall goal and objectives of the
study. This latter test also involves the ability of the model, in
terms of measurement features and indicators, to be operationalized
in definitive problem situations for urban planning and design.
In discussing the methodology of scientific inquiry generally,
Abraham Kaplan stated, "... [T]he aim of methodology is to under-
stand in the broadest possible terms, not the products of scientific
inquiry but the process itself."24 This idea is of central importance
in attempts to integrate psychosocial with physical environment
factors relative to a process of urban planning and design.
Inquiry into methodology itself, therefore, is an intrinsic
epistemological task of this study. This is because urban planning
and design, as indicated in the previous problem statement discussion,
23The behavioral sciences include psychology, sociology, and
economics. The design disciplines include city and regional planning,
architecture, and urban design. Man-environment relations include
environmental psychology, social ecology and environmental design.
Also, anthropology and pub lie policy auaLy si.e are areas important
to problems addressed in this study.
24Kaplan, A. (1964), The Conduct of Inquiry, Chandeler,
Scranton, Pa.
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involves the interaction of procedural and substantive areas of know-
ledge.25 Also, a primary assumption underlying this study was identi-
fied as the necessity for synthesizing and integrating these procedural
and substantive knowledge areas in understanding or resolving urban
problems. This assumption, also supported by the previous discussions
of our inabilities to resolve the urban crisis, suggests that functional
reductive methodological orientations toward understanding and resolving
complex urban problems are nonvalid. Holistic, synthetic approaches,
in combination with analysis are, therefore, necessary.26 The
holistic synthetic approach in this study is based upon a system
model of the urban planning and design process. A major premise
of a system model is that its structure is based upon its function,
and conversely, its function is based upon its structure. The proposed
model, therefore, will permit examination of problem situations in
terms of the variables and indicators significant in psychosocial
25In addition to those previous examples, the procedural
issues range from the activities of the planner or designer in
searching for, selecting, and evaluating data to be used as informa-
tion for the problem-solving task to public participation and
implementation strategies. Also, techniques such as heuristic or
dynamic programming and simulation are procedures for manipulating,
screening, or evaluating information. The substantive issues cover
a wider spectrum. Social equity, aesthetics, public goods and
services production and distribution, housing quality, movement
systems, and social alienation are only a few examples.
26For extensive arguments for the holistic approach see:
Kurt Goldstein, R. Dubos (1965), op , cit., 335-338; for a review
of major works in philosophy contributing to a holistic view see
F. MaLson (1966), _!he_Broken Imase: Nan, §cience and S_<?.cie.sy_, \
Doubleday-Anchor, New York, especially Chapters II, IV, and VII.
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stress. Also, the model identifies decision points 1n the planning
and design process where interactions among the variables are to be
encountered.
Urban problems have been characterized as complex and dynamic.
Therefore, a model concerned with psychosocial stress in cities must
be complex and adaptive as opposed to mechanical or organismic.
A mechanical system model is equilibrium seeking with minimum organi-
zation. An organismic system model seeks homeostasis within certain
1- - - - - 271m1ts to ma1nta1n a glven structure. However, a complex adaptive
system model, such as discussed by Buckley (1967), is concerned with
the development and elaboration of its structure to remain viable.
Such a system interacts with its environment, is under dynamic ten-
sion, is goal-seeking, processes information and learns, and is
self-organizing and self-directing. This study will argue that
this is the model that must characterize the urban planning and design
process in accomplishing the goal and objectives of this study.
Mechanical and organismic models of natural, social, or urban
physical systems (alone or 1n combination) are too restrictive with
their primary emphasis on efficiency, productivity, or equilibrating
entropic processes.28 Complex adaptive models are more viable for
urban planning and design in that they emphasize the various mechan-
isms that influence goal-seeking or decision-making generally in
27 Buckley, W> (1967):, .~3cci~l_£g_t a~~'...:"i~d~_~·_~~__ 2.0.~:_~El~.~_:£.l~~~EL)
Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N. J., p. 80.
28Ibid., pp. 22-36.
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individuals and organizations. Therefore, a further basic distinction
of the proposed model is that it is an open decision model, as opposed
29to a closed one.
There are, however, major problems in attempting to determine
29Closed-system models usually describe most organizational
decision-making processes. Such models usually have predetermined
goals with a minimum of concern for the complexity of decisions
themselves or the complexity of the environment of the decision act
or decision-makers. Also, alternatives and outcomes are predetermined,
preference ordered, and solutions are maximized based upon the
idea of the rational decision process. (Linear programming and games
of strategy are prime examples of closed-system decision models.)
In contrast, open system models hold a complex view of the decision-
making process and problem situation and attempt to deal with learning
and adaptive phenomena in a search process relative to non-ordered
alternatives whose outcomes are not predetermined. Ideal aspiration
levels (i.e., the elimination of pathological human stress in cities)
rather than predetermined goals are used as limiting concepts that
help to generate and re-generate the process. Also, characteristics
of the decision-maker and behavioral issues in general are emphasized.
A classic example of an open-system decision model is Herbert Simon's
(1957) work in "satisficing".
The basic problems associated with closed models involve
oversimplification, the reality of incomplete knowledge when
making decisions regarding alternatives and outcomes, and the
restrictive non-viable behavioral assumptions of economic rationality.
Attempts to make closed models more behaviorally viable has lead
to the use of subjective probability where probabilities are assigned
to probable outcomes in attempts to reduce uncertainty situations
to ones of risk. Utility theory based on rationality in the
preference-ordering of alternatives and sub-optimization due to our
inabilities to maximize are additional attempts to make closed
models more viable. However, as Alexis and Wilson state in
Or anizational Decision-Makin (1967), " ... even with these
extensions, subjective, probability, utility theory, sub-
optimization] the theoretical foundations of closed models are
inadequate to serve as a point of departure for a general understanding
of human decis ion processes, II p. 157. Therefore, based on the
objectives of this study, a major concern here is the development
of an open-system decision model addressing the issue of human
stress in cities relative to the urban planning and design
process.
-------~
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definitive causality in complex adaptive system models, because they
are concerned not only with causes but consequences and various
interaction issues. In summarizing the methodology of this study,
therefore, an important point is that these activities primarily seek
to examine the structural properties of the problems addressed rather
than to examine only the substance of the problems themselves.
In other words, the major emphasis is to examine stress and symbolism
theories and research relative to problem-formulation and decision-
making in the urban planning and design process rather than with
these areas of research as separate topics.30
C. Outline
Following this introductory discussion of objectives,
problems, and methodology, Chapter II addresses the formulation of
the working model hypothesis. The model is presented in order to
identify and relate those concepts, variables and indicators which
the remainder of this study seeks to validate. The formulation of
the model will identify those operational, structural, and sub-
stantive properties required of the model. Also, various constraints
to the model's development are presented. Following these discus-
sions, the basic substantive areas of knowledge this model is required
to address are developed. These involve behavioral, environmental
interactive, and design factors. Derived from these structural
30This study is developed in relation to specific theories
on stress and symbolism and general theories in other areas but does
not attempt nor imply addressing the full range of substantive content
in these areas.
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and substantive areas, the primary variables of the working model
are derived. The final section in the formulation of the working
model describes the procedural flow necessary for utilizing the
model in an urban planning and design process.
Having formulated those factors and relationships significant
to this study in Chapter II, the next necessary step is the testing
of this formulation. This is the task of Chapter III. This conceptual
testing has three parts proceeding from the most specific variable
analysis to the overall framework considerations. These three parts
involve an analysis of the major variables stress and symbolism,
their synthesis, and an analysis of the model framework. Examining
stress and symbolism as specific areas of theoretical knowledge as
the initial testing activity is important for several reasons.
First, stress is a concept that pervades many disciplines. Because
of this, however, its value as a synthesizing concept can be greatly
diminished due to inconsistent or conflicting definitions and
referents across disciplines. The concept of symbolism also per-
vades many disciplines with similar difficulties. Therefore, a
definitive understanding of the significant factors of these
concepts is necessary in order to structure their use in the urban
planning and design process. For these reasons, stress and symbolism
must be considered relative to overall theories of human behavior.3l
31Support f o r the drgument that an und e r s tanding of human
behavior is essential to a theory of urban planning and design
is extensively developed in Chapter III.
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This is essential in order to demonstrate the importance of stress
and symbolism in understanding two areas central to the objectives
of this study. These areas include the factors of the psychosocial
environment significant to human well-being and those general factors
operating in problem situations to influence decision-making
behavior.
After examining stress and symbolism as specific conceptual
variables, the next model testing step considers its overall framework.
Two major bodies of knowledge are addressed here, urban planning
theory and ecological design theory. Planning theory is reviewed to
determine the validity of three of its major theoretical components:
the public interest, rationality and choice, and orientation and
action.32 Determining the validity of these components in explaining
public or private decision processes and in understanding human
behavior generally is important in supporting the assumptions of
this study and in demonstrating the nature of the problems generating
it. Also, an analysis of planning theory and the role and signifi-
cance of symbolism theory in contributing to the validity of planning
theory's major theoretical components is important in accomplishing
the primary objectives of this study. The analysis of ecological
design theory, the second major body of knowledge addressed in the
32The idea that there is a unified body of knowledge that can
be legitimately called urban planning theory is equivocal at best.
However, these three components identified are believe~ to reflect
the conceptual foundations as evidenced by an extensive search and
review of the literature. References in support of these ideas
are in Chapter III.
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model framework, ~s the final and most comprehensive conceptual test
of the working model. This emerging field is analyzed relative to
four of its major areas of research: specific sociophysical environ-
ments, space and human behavior, human adaptive processes, and
environmental perception and cognition.33 Because of the many
disciplines, conceptual orientations and methodologies involved ~n
these amorphous areas, the working model appears especially signifi-
cant. In the analysis of these four areas, the primary testing
issue ~s to determine and demonstrate the importance of stress and
symbolism, and the model generally, as conceptual mechanisms for
synthesizing and integrating this body of knowledge for urban planning
and design. The validity and usefulness of this synthesis and
integration in accomplishing the purposes of this study is, there-
fore, the major conceptual test.
Having formulated and tested the working model in the
preceding chapters, a summary and discussion of those activities is
necessary. This is the task of Chapter IV. The significance as
well as the deficiencies of the model in generally ordering the
complexity of psychosocial and other subjective or humanistic
considerations for incorporation into urban planning and design is
discussed. The beginnings of a refined emergent model along with
its potential applications and uses in policy, planning, and design
are discussed. Finally, a general conclusion to the total study
33The rubric ecological design is discussed in Chapter III.
is presented in Chapter V. The important considerations here are
suggestions for further research needed to resolve those problems
critical to the betterment of urban society.
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CHAPTER II
A WORKING MODEL OF THE URBAN
PLANNING AND DESIGN PROCESS
The primary purpose of this chapter is to present a working
model of the urban planning and design process.
This model serves as an hypothesis about the relationships of
factors in the planning and design process necessary to understand
and regulate psychosocial stress in the urban environment. This
chapter, however, involves not only describing and explaining
the model but also addresses how the model was initially generated.
This latter concern is important in initially establishing the
model's relationships to the problems and objectives directing
this study. Therefore, presenting a working model at this point
in the study is important for two reasons. Firstly, it serves as
an initial conceptual structure that identifies and relates the
various substantive and procedural factors necessary for any
planning and design process concerned with influencing psychosocial
stress. Secondly, the working model initially identifies the
nature of the overall product necessary to the objectives of the
study.
There are three general parts to the presentati.onof the
working model in this chapter. Part A, the Overall Model
24
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Formulation, includes a discussion of the general relationships among
the basic elements of the planning and design model, as indicated by
Diagram A, page 26. These elements are its Inputs, Throughputs,
Outputs, and Exogenous Relationships. Part A also includes a dis-
cussion of the characteristics required of the overall model,
how it was initially generated, and the generalized steps involved
in its operation in planning and design. The final and most extensive
segment of Part A, related to Diagram B (p. 27) discusses each of
the basic elements of the planning and design model.
Part B of this chapter addresses two issues, the Variable
Relationships and Initial Testing. The former involves the development
of a formal statement, in equations, about the specific relationships
among the major variables derived in Part A. The latter issue,
initial model testing, briefly addresses the model's relationship to
classic interaction theory in the behavioral sciences. This latter
segment of Part B is important at this point in the study because
it initially introduces and relates the model equations to those
issues significant in testing the model, which is the task of the
following Chapter III. The final segment in presenting the working
model, Part C, addresses the major constraints to the development
of the model and presents a summary of this chapter.
A. Overall Model Formulation
The four basic elements of the over all planning and design
model are indicated in Diagram A (p. 26) and Diagram B (p. 27)
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which is a refinement of the basic elements in Diagram A. Before each
of these elements is discussed in detail, however, a discussion of
the general relationships among these elements is necessary in order
to indicate the basic conceptual structure of the planning and design
model provided by these elements.
Element 1 of Diagram A, the Inputs, refers to the two types
or areas of information necessary for the operation of the model.
One type addresses the properties of the problem situation (also
termed the problem context or reference situation in various litera-
ture) under investigation. The other type of information addresses
those theories and conceptual mechanisms available (and hypothesized
in this study as necessary) to help order the problem situation data.
The importance of these conceptual mechanisms within this Input
element of the model is that they provide a definitive interrelated
framework that specifically relates to the generalized steps involved
in the operation of the model in the next element, the Throughputs.
Element 2 of Diagram A, the Throughputs, identifies the
major variables of the model and the sequence of steps for
analyzing-synthesizing problem situations in order to understand
their psychosocial stress dimensions. Therefore, by identifying
the primary variables and their interactions and by establishing
a definitive process for examining problem situations, in operation
this element is important for one basic reason. It yields information
in forms that allow one to understand and, therefore, influence
the factors significant to psychosocial stress in problem situations.
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Therefore, Element 3 of Diagram A, the Outputs, refers to the specific
types of information resulting from Element 2.
Element 4, the Exogenous Relationships, is the last basic
element of the overall planning and design model in Diagram A. This
element indicates that although this model is hypothesized as critical
in helping to make planning and design more effective in addressing
the quality of life and in helping to understand certain major urban
problems, the model can only hope to be an augmenting tool. In other
words, the model seeks to be a tool to augment and enrich, not
supplant, those economic, political, and other traditional policy
models more often used in efforts to understand and resolve urban
problems. Therefore, the overall structure of this model indicates
that any of the various types of outputs COp) from the planning and
design process may be considered a product of the interactions and
relative importance of its various inputs (i), its throughputs (t),
and its exogenous relationships (e).
where i = problem situation characteristicss
ic generative conceptual theories
tv = problem variables
ts = operational steps
a,8,y= weighting factors
Having generally discussed the overall relationships among
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the basic elements of the model, an understanding of why these specific
elements are included is also essential in establishing the validity
of the overall model. In seeking to establish this validity, it is
first important to identify the characteristics required of the model.
Derived from the problems and assumptions generating this study, as
discussed in Chapter I (pp. 1-23), there are three basic character-
istics required of this model. First, it should be analytic-synthetic
~n its operation rather than solely analytic or functionally reductive
in nature. Second, the substantive components of the model should
address human behavior, the objective physical environment, and their
interactions. Third, the variables should be operational in terms
of indicator development. Fourth, procedural and substantive
variables should be the same.34
Closely related to its required characteristics, the basic
purpose of the working model identified earlier, is to serve as an
hypothesis--an hypothesis (or assumption) concerning a planning and
design necessary to understand and regulate those significant psycho-
social stress factors for urban problem situations. Therefore, each
of the four basic conceptual elements of the model to be discussed
below are subcomponents of this overall hypothesis.
The first basic element in Diagram B, the Inputs, address
theoretical issues as well as the specific problem situation. The
theoretical issues involve stress and symbolism theory and also involve
34This fourth requirement is discussed ~n Chapter III.
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procedures by which to organize the various types of input. As a
sub-hypothesis, this element indicates that stress theory and symbolism
theory provide the conceptual mechanisms necessary to accomplish two
purposes. They enable one to integrate psychosocial factors and
physical environment factors in defining the substantive nature of
the problem situation to be addressed. Also, they provide conceptual
mechanisms for developing the procedural aspects of the planning and
design. Therefore, stress theory and symbolism theory are important
because they enable the substantive and procedural factors within the
urban planning and design process to be structured of the same vari-
abIes. This appears the only way, operationally as well as concep-
tually, to integrate physical and psychosocial factors with the
planning design process itself. The other item in the first conceptual
element of Diagram A, the reference situation data, refers to the
characteristics of the various elements and boundaries of any
problem (i.e., the socioeconomic and physical characteristics of an
area to be redeveloped; the characteristics of various groups
influenced in determining the impacts of alternative development
proposals; the characteristics of spatially located elements of
proposals; or the characteristics of the decision-making power
structures influencing the problem situation).35
The other theoretical issue addressed by the Input element
35For examples of reference situation dat8 analysis, see the
author's study: "Social Well-Being Impact Assessment," in the
San Francisco Bay and Delta Area Water Quality Study, U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, San Francisco, Calif., July 1971, Vol. 3, pp. 56-119.
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1n Diagram B, is the data ordering framework sets. The purpose of
this framework is to help organize the reference situation data inputs
as well as the conceptual inputs from stress and symbolism theory.36
This framework is important because, along with stress and symbolism,
it functions as an initial source of input in determining the major
planning and design variables of the model. Therefore, this framework
36Set theory relative to the structuring of design problems
has been insightfully discussed by Christopher Alexander in his seminal
work, Notes on the Synthesis of Form, Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, 1964. Most of his thoughts on problem decomposition, sets
of "misfits", sets of links, field (the structure of the sets of misfit
variables), and so on, were concerned with the "realization" of physical
form. In his study, design problems were structured as a linear graph
(G) composed of sets of "misfits" elements (M) and other sets of inter-
actions, or links (L) which join various "misfit" elements. Alexander,
in the broadest sense, defines "misfit" as the problems of the real
work generating a need for a design solution. He also defines
"misfit" as stress, "that is, some state of affairs that is somehow
detrimental to the unity and well-being of the whole ensemble," in
terms of the interactions between a form and its context. Therefore,
if a set M is composed of all possible misfits between some form and
its context, each element of M is a variable with two possible states,
fit or misfit, a binary situation. This set M is then decomposed to
give a design program which is then used to develop construction
diagrams from which a final form (solution) is developed (pp. 73-84).
Alexander essentially was attempting to develop an
analytical structure for design problems and a conceptual framework
for such an analytical process relative to the realization of
physical form. Therefore, like Alexander, this study is concerned
with the design process--but a design process which is not only
concerned with the realization of physical form, but is concerned
with its relationship to ecological form and psychosocial processes.
However, like Alexander, set theory seems a logical analytical device
for attempting to give structure or order to the problems generating
this study. Whereas the complexity of physical design problems
tend to negate the validity of intuition alone as the design paradigm,
so does the complexity of the urban psychosocial environment negate
the validity of our traditional sequestered planning orientations
(i,e., economic, social, or physical planning) when complex urban
problems or crisis issues are examined.
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indicates that complex urban problems may be formulated as consisting
of four sets of considerations: behavioral, environmental, design,
and interactional. Each of these sets of considerations will be briefly
discussed below in order to demonstrate the initial search-analysis-
synthesis activity used to derive the major variables, in Element 3
of the model, the Throughputs.
The behavioral considerations are directed at identifying
those sets of issues or factors significant in understanding why people
act or behave (i.e., the processes involved) 1n certain ways 1n
certain situations. Because the problems generating this study
involve individuals as well as groups, these factors are derived
from basic concepts 1n psychology and sociology.
Although there are varied and divergent conceptual and
methodological research orientations in psychology, concerns for
perception, cognition, and response are pervasive.37 However, as
discussed by Chaplin and Krawiee (1968) in Systems and Theories of
Psychology, the shift in perceptual research from emphasis on the
stimulus condition factors (the forces and entities in the environment
outside the person) in the traditional stimulus-response format to
an emphasis on the person's response has introduced many complicating
37perception and cogn1t1on will be further discussed relative
to symbolism theory in Chapter III.
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factors.38 These include personality factors, value orientations,
situational and basic needs, and other factors central to perceptual
research. Theories on cognition, as exemplified by Bruner, Goodwin,
and Austin's (1966), A Study of Thinking, are concerned with cognitive
styles, creativity, response formats, situational or environmental
factors, symbolic problem meaning, and perceptual learning, along
with other personality factors of perceptual theory.39 From psychology,
therefore, the basic behavioral concepts include perception, cognition,
and response. In understanding the behavioral considerations relative
to these concepts in any problem situation, the following factors are
significant: needs of individuals (motivation in personality
generally), value orientations, the symbolism (of the stimuli factors),
38J. Chaplin and T. Krawiee (1968), Systems and Theories of
Psychology, 2nd edition, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, N. Y.,
pp. 31-42. Also, see Itte1son (1970), "Constancies in Perceptual Theory"
in Proshansky et al. (eds.), Environmental Psychology, Holt, Rinehart,
and Winston, N. Y., pp. 112-115.
39See: J. Bruner and L. Postman (1949), "Perception, Cogni-
tion, and Behavior," Journal of Personality, Vol. 18, p. 22. Also,
see D. Krech and R. Crutchfield (1948) discussion of perceptual organi-
zation and cognitive structures in their Theory and Problems of Social
Psychology, McGraw-Hill, N. Y., pp. 78-93; also, see W. Epstein (1967),
Varieties of Perceptual Learning, McGraw-Hill, N. Y., pp. 290-301.
Of special importance to this study is A, L Hallowell (1972) dis··
cussion of "Cultural Factors in the Structura1ization of Perception,"
in L. Samovar and R. Porter (eds.), Intercultural Communication,
Wadsworth, Belmont, Calif., pp. 51-67.
35
40and arousal and response mechanisms and processes.
Shifting concerns from the individual to the group is a major
epistemological problem in the behavioral sciences. However, for the
purposes of this study, a major assumption in seeking to overcome
this problem is an emphasis on identifying types of individuals on
one hand, and types of groups on the other. This assumption, there-
fore, means that those factors from psychology (identified above)
will also be viewed as important behavioral factors for groups.
However, additional concepts for studying groups are also necessary.
These can be found in the research on group processes and organizational
development.4l These additional factors derived as central to group
research include roles and their associated concerns for social
42statuses and group norms.
The second item in the data ordering framework sets of
Diagram A is the environmental considerations. These are important
in the planning and design process because they address the quantifi-
cation, measurement, and description of space, objects, and movement
40Each of these considerations will be extensively discussed
in Chapter III.
41See: J. Luft (1963), Group Processes: An Introduction to
Group Dynamics, National Press Books, Palo Alto, Calif., pp. 1-7,
63-71; also, M. Alexis, and C. Wilson (1967), Organizational Decision-
Making, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N. J.
42 h . heorv u h .. 1 .T e central~ty of role t eory ~s t e cr~t~ca concept ~n
the behavioral sciences integrating the individual personality and
the social group is supported by E. C. Tolman (1952), "A Theoretical
Analysis of the Relations Between Sociology and Psychology," Jour.
Abnor. Soc. Psych., 47: 291-298.
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channels of the nonhuman physical environment. Often termed the
objective environment, these elements provide physical boundaries
and reference points for human activity. This element addresses
information from the physical and natural sciences as well as those of
engineering and other fields concerned with understanding and measuring
the man-made environment as well as natural processes. Examples of
environmental considerations range from the number of dwelling units
per acre, to the width of sidewalks, to the soil types and vegetation
characteristics of land areas, to the identification of travel modes
and dwelling unit types used by various population groups.
The third item in the data ordering framework sets of
Diagram A is the design considerations. These are important in
planning and design because they address those processes involved in
creating or generating objects, concepts, or activities which are new
or are developments or elaborations of existing knowledge or entities.
These factors seek to extend analytic or functionally reductive
orientations toward knowledge by emphasizing the processes of synthe-
sis and integration. Although there is evidence that disciplines
such as sociology are becoming increasingly concerned with design
- - b 43 h f h desi .1n 1ts roadest sense, t ose areas 0 researc on S1gn s1gnificant
to this study include: Alexander (1964, 1968), Simon (1969, 1972),
Norberg-Schultz (1965), Jones (1970), Broadbent (1973) and Archer (1969)
43Especially see Robert Boguslaw's diseussion of "design not
planningll as the paradigm for human action in W. Bell and J. Mau,
eds. (1972), The Sociology of the Future, Russel Sage Foundation,
N. Y., pp. 240-258.
on design methods; Weiss (1971), Churchman (1961, 1968), Trist (1968),
Ackoff (1962), and Kauffman (1968) on systems and organizational
development theory; Bennis (1966, 1969), Mitchell (1970, 1974),
Arnsberg and Niehoff (1964), and Sanford (1966) on social change
theory; and Friedmann (1973), Harris (1967), Bolan (1967), and Lynch
(1960) on urban planning theory.
The issues investigated in these various areas of design
inquiry have included such divergent topics as problem identification
and structure, search, programming, actors in the process, control
mechanisms, modelling techniques, and intervention strategies.
From examining these divergent topics, however, two concepts emerge
as basic and common throughout the research. These concepts are
problem-solving and decision-making. The validity of using these
concepts as the basic synthesis structures for the emergent field of
Design Science is based on the assumption that an understanding
of human behavior generally must be the foundation for any under-
standing of design. This appears especially true when defining
design, as does in this study, as a form of creative behavior, an
assumption supported by Heimestra and Ellingstad (1972) in Human
Behavior: A Systems Approach. When viewing overall human behavior
as a system, they have identified problem-solving and decision-making
as the basic processes involved.44 However, the important point is
that in understanding these primary design concepts within any
---------------------
44Heimestra, N., Ellingstad, V. (1972), Human Behavior:
A Systems Approach, McGraw-Hill, N. Y., pp. 7-26.
37
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problem situation, the following factors are significant. Problem-
solving processes are concerned with the discovery of knowledge but
are determined by three interrelated factors: cognitive factors of
the individuals involved (functions of perception); the basis and situ-
ational needs of the individuals involved (functions of personality);
and the information characteristics of the reference situation
(functions of the signs and symbols involved).45 Decision-making
processes, which are concerned with interpreting as opposed to dis-
covering knowledge, also involve the above problem-solving factors with
the following additions: the reference situation factors (functions
of the problem definition and structure in terms of risks and uncer-
tainties); adaptive factors of individuals involved (functions of
cognitive responses to the reference situation and the actions
46selected). Therefore, an important point from this discussion (where
design is considered a form of behavior) is that the factors signifi-
cant in the process of design are essentially the same as those
factors identified as significant in the behavioral considerations of
persons in any reference situation. This is especially important in
efforts to integrate the procedural and substantive dimensions of
l· d d . 47p ann1ng an eS1gn.
The fourth and final item in the data ordering framework sets
45Ibid., pp. 45-67.
46See the decision classification ontlinp of O'Shaughnessy,
J. (1972), Inquiry and Decision, op. cit. (footnote 22), pp. 13-17.
47This issue will be further discussed in Chapter III.
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of Diagram A is the interactive considerations. These are primarily
related to the emergent field of man-environment relations, which
include environmental psychology, social ecology, and environmental
design. The importance of these considerations for planning and design
is that they seek to integrate and synthesize the various factors
identified in the behavioral, environmental, and design considerations
outlined above. Although the various behavioral and design disciplines
are increasingly contributing to the field, the following areas of
research are significant to this study: Barker (1968) in behavior
settings analysis, Piaget and Inhelder (1948) and Lee (1969) on
spatial schemes; Strauss (1961) on life style and urban form; Hall
(1969), Sommer (1968) and Stea (1969) on prexemics and territorality;
and Proshansky, Rivlin, and Ittelson (1970), Craik (1970), and
Moos (1974) on man-environment theory.
Although there is no unified theory for this emergent field,
several basic assumptions pervade. First, the physical environment
(natural or man-made) is not considered to be a definitive series of
containers for human behavior, containers from which people react,
as an emphasis on only environmental factors in planning and design
would imply. A second assumption, however, is that human behavior
is influenced by the environment, as an emphasis on only behavioral
considerations in planning and design ignores. Therefore, as dis-
cussed by Proshansky (1970), Craik (1970), and Moos (1974), the man-
environment field does not view the environment or human behavior as
separate domains of inquiry. Instead, everyday life, from a
40
theoretical and methodological perspective, is viewed as a complex
interchange of activity involving several elements: physical settings
(rooms, streets, parks, etc.); the social relationships, personalities,
and types of tasks of the actors in settings; and the various cultural
and group norms permeating society.48 The dynamic interaction of
these elements involves all those factors previously identified within
the behavioral, environmental, and designs considerations.
In referring again to Diagram B (page 27), the preceding
discussions have addressed the Inputs, Element 1 of the working model's
basic elements. The next element to be discussed in presenting the
working model is Element 2, the Throughputs. This element performs
two functions. It identifies the major variables of the models and
indicates the need to establish measurements and indicators for these
variables in order to operationalize this model for planning and design.
It also identifies the basic sequence of steps for analyzing-
synthesizing problem situations in order to determine their psycho-
social stress dimensions.
The major variables of the planning and design model include:
(a) symbols-symbolic interactions; (b) needs; (c) values; (d) stress;
and (e) adaptation. They were derived not only from stress and
symbolism theories, but were also derived from those factors identi-
fied as distinct and significant in the four sets of considerations
48proshansky, H., Lttel.son, \oJ" and Ri.vLin, L., cds , (1970)
Environmental Psychology: Man and His Physical Setting, Holt, Rine-
hart, and Winston, N. Y., pp. 277-282.
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(behavioral, environmental, design, and interactional) in Element 1
discussed previously. The sub-hypothesis of this Element 2 of the
working model, therefore, states that these variables may function as
a structure for defining the substantive aspects of problems in terms
of the planning and design process used to resolve them. When seeking
to resolve complex urban problems, such a conceptual structure
enables one to relate (analysis-synthesis) conceptual and empirical
inputs from the behavioral, environmental, design, and man-environment
fields more effectively than with the traditional categories of
analysis and solution approaches discussed in Chapter I (pp. 6-12).
The second component of Element 2, identifies the five
basic steps for using the model in planning and design. These steps
are the following:
(In relation to a specific problem or reference situation.)
Step 1: Define and describe the major types of symbols and symbolic
interactions (from the data ordering framework sets and
symbolism theory);
Step 2: Define and describe the major values and needs (by indi-
viduals and groups) associated with the major symbols and
symbolic interactions;
Step 3: Identify which symbols and symbolic interactions, based on
needs-values analyses, induce the stress condition in
specific groups (from stress theory);
Step 4: Identify which stress inducing symbols and symbolic inter-
actions produce undesirable adaptation responses (based on
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the values-needs analyses);
Step 5: Identify which factors of a probable stress induced adaptation
response (based on the values in relation to the symbols
and symbolic interactions in the reference situation) should
or can be changed (based on resource limitation constraints)
to eliminate or reduce the undesired stress induced
adaptations.
The final element requiring discussion in the working model
identified in Diagram B is Element 3, Outputs. (Element 4 was
discussed previously in the section on the relationships of the overall
model elements, page 29). Basically, the model outputs include the
identification of those factors (from Step 5 in the Throughput) which
are the points of intervention in the reference situation that permit
the maintenance or achievement of certain needs and values (goals)
and the reduction of pathological (non-benign) stress. Also, a major
output of the model is an adaptive cost measure for the population
groups in the reference situation based on alternative planning and
49design intervention proposals.
B. Major Variable Relationships and
Initial Testing
Having generally described, in Part 1 of this Chapter, the
basic purposes of the working model, its four basic elements, and a
generalized procedure for its use in planning and design, the final
49The adaptive cost measure is further developed in the stress
theory section of Chapter III.
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task of this Chapter is to specifically formulate the relationships of
the major model variables and to establish the initial behavioral
validity of the overall model.
A definitive statement about the relationships of the major
variables in the planning and design model is an hypothesis which
states the following:
Stress condition characteristics (sc) of urban problem situations
are functions of the interaction of significant symbols (SyI)
characterizing the situation. These significant symbols (SyI)
are functions of the properties of the objective physical envi-
ronment (Ep), social structures present (Ss), and the cultural
norms (Cn) of the influenced groups (Pt), all of which represent
or influence the goals (G), values (V), and needs (N) of the
individuals and groups with respect to time (t). In equation
form these relationships are:
Sc = f(SyI)
SyI = f[Ep(Pt), Sc(Pt), Cn(Pt)]t
where Pt = f(G,V,N)
Although the major conceptual testing of the working model
occurs in Chapter III and is devoted to understanding stress and
symbolism theories as a basis for planning and design, the conceptual
testing of the overall variable relationships should first be
introduced relative to the classic ecological model of human behavior
developed by Kurt Lewin (1951). As one of the most influential
44
50interaction theorists in psychology, his "life space" model of
behavior
B = f(P,E)
basically states that the behavior (B) of a person is a function of
his personality (P) and the environment (E) in which the behavior
occurs. Lewin's model, therefore, is the basic model of behavior
generating the above working model of the planning and design process,
with major elaborations, however. These elaborations are necessary
because the Lewin model, except for theoretical purposes, is non-
operational in helping to structure and understand the complexity of
urban problems. Therefore, based on the purposes and problems gener-
ating this study, the model of behavior proposed here is more definitive
in addressing specific types of behavior and specific characteristics
of the environment. The concern here is for adaptive behavior which
is in response to urban conditions characterized as stress inducing.
Therefore, the concern here is with stress induced behavior which
involves the stress condition characteristics of specific problem
situations and specific population groups involved. The model of
behavior in this study
50Although Murray's (1938) "alpha press-beta press" concept,
Aryyal's (1941) "biosphere" concept, and Murphy's (1947) "organism-
situation field" concept are major works, Lewin's (1951) concept is
considered the most basic of the early interactionists. See:
G. Stern (19711), "B;;::f(P,E)" in R. Moos and P. Irise L, Issues in Social
Ecology, National Press Books, Palo Alto, Calif., pp.··5·5·9::568~·m ._.-.
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Ar = f(Pt, Sc)
states that adaptation, or adaptive behavior (Ar), is a function of
the specific groups (Pt) involved and the stress condition character-
istics (Sc) of the reference situation. From this model of behavior.
the formal model and hypothesis about an urban planning and design
process was developed. Therefore, the overall variable relationships
of this model are:
Ar = f CPt, Sc )
Pt = f(aG, OV, yN)
Sc f(SyI)
SyI = f[Ep(Pt), Sc(Pt), Cn(Pt)]t
where Ar adaptive behavior
Pt = population groups
G = goals, a = weighting factor
v = values, cS = weighting factor
N = needs, y = weighting factor
Sc = stress condition characteristics (of
reference situation)
SyI = significant symbols
Ep = properties of the objective physical
environment
Ss = social structures
Cn = cultural norms
t temporal factors
*[Specially note that G, V, and N are considered the dimensions
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of personality (P) from Lewin's model, which may be compared to the
characteristics of social groups and thereby retain the same variables
for analysis-synthesis purposes.]
C. Model Development Constraints and Summary
Having discussed the conceptual elements of the working model
in Part 1 and having established the relationships of its major
variables in Part 2, the final part in presenting the working model
of the planning and design process is to identify the major constraints
to its development. First, the epistemological divergencies within
the behavioral sciences, insightfully presented by Lana (1969) in
the Assumptions of Social Psychology regarding holistic versus functional
reductive orientations,hinders the transfer of behavioral theory and
methods to the planning and design disciplines. Also, design,
planning, and man-environment relations as bodies of scientific theory
or knowledge are in very embryonic stages of development. Therefore,
within these limitations the interactive theoretical orientations
in psychology, sociology, and anthropology are believed to provide
important epistemological keys for developing theory and research
methods significant in understanding the complexities of urban life
and urban development for the future.
In summary, the formulation of the working model of planning
and design process presented in this chapter is an hypothesis.
It is an hypothesis about those considerations necessary to describe,
explain, and predict the comb illations of Lndi.vi.duaL, social, physical,
and cultural variable interactions significant in inducing psychosocial
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stress and its concomitant adaptation requirements for types of
population groups in types of settings. These groups and settings
could range from the elderly in rest homes to the major actors in
the decision processes directing a redevelopment project in a specific
urban community. This model, therefore, seeks to address how one
formulates a problem in its various contexts and also seeks to specify
those factors within the social and physical urban environment signifi-
cant ~n understanding human stress relative to policy, planning,
and design decision processes.
The conceptual testing of the model, initially begun in this
chapter with a discussion of Lewin's (1952) ecological model of
behavior, follows in Chapter III. This primarily involves two
activities. The first is an examination of stress theory and symbolism
theory, the major conceptual elements generating the model. The
second is an examination of urban planning theory and ecological
design theory, the major bodies of knowledge contributing factors
important to the four sets of considerations within the model
framework.
CHAPTER III
CONCEPTUAL TESTING OF THE WORKING MODEL OF
THE URBAN PLANNING AND DESIGN PROCESS
The conceptual validity of the working model of the urban
planning and design process must be established relative to four
areas of knowledge: (A) stress theory; (B) symbolism theory;
(C) urban planning theory; and (D) ecological design theory. This
chapter, therefore, is concerned with inquiry into certain basic
issues and concepts in each of these areas. Stress theory and
symbolism theory must be examined because they are components of
the major conceptual inputs in the working model (Diagrams A and B,
pages 26 and 27), and also they are the major variables in its
throughput operation. Urban planning theory and ecological design
theory must be examined because they are related to the model's
four data ordering framework sets of considerations (behavioral, environ-
mental, design, and interactional), which is the second major con-
ceptual input in the model.
The importance of stress theory and symbolism theory involves
their role in helping to understand human behavior and in helping
to establish relationships between the psychosocial environment and
the physical environment, Inquiry into basic issues within planning
theory is important in further identifying the problems with existing
48
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concepts and methods attempting to deal with complex problems such
as the quality of urban life. (Also, the overall goal of this study
is to contribute to the epistemology and urban planning and design.)
Inquiry into ecological design theory, the most extensively examined
area, is significant to this study for two reasons. First, relative
to the model's conceptual inputs, ecological design theory involves the
analysis as well as synthesis of the four data ordering framework sets
of considerations, especially the interactional set. Second, ecologi-
cal design theory is important to this study because this area (more
than any other body of knowledge) is specifically concerned with
investigating the relationship between the psychosocial and the
physical environments. Therefore, directly contributing to the
objectives of this study, inquiry into ecological design theory
involves determining the role and significance of stress and symbolism
theories in helping to synthesize the basic issues in this emergent
field for use in the urban planning and design process.
A. Stress Theory
Stress is a routine part of everyday life, and from the many
divergent research efforts addressing the stress concept, a variety of
definitions and types of examples have been offered. The effects of
traffic noise on one's hearing ability as well as its effects on one's
general irritability is one type of concern in stress research
(Glass and Singer 1972). The effects of job competition or maritaL
problems on hypertension as well as on one's general ability to
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accurately perceive ways to resolve such problems are other types of
research concerns (Lazarus, 1966; Appley and Trumbull, 1967).
Also, the impact of rising levels of violent urban crime on individual
fear and anxiety and its associated restrictions of movement in the
city at night or its impact on "white flight to suburbia" are further
examples of the pervasive application of the stress concept to con-
temporary urban problems (Newman, 1973). As these divergent examples
suggest, human stress is a major concept in many fields. This popu-
larity, however, offers several problems as well as opportunities in
seeking to use it as a basic variable in a model of the urban planning
51
and design process.51
These problems arise mainly from the need of planners and
designers to have the divergent stress research conceptualized in a form
51Stress theory and urban act1v1ty have been conceptually
discussed by J. Wolpert (1966), "Migration as an Adjustment to Environ-
mental Stress," Jour. of Social Issues, 22:92-102 and by L. Brown and
E. Moore (1971), "The Intra-Urban Migrative Process: A Perspective,"
in L. Bourne (ed.), The Internal Structure of the City, pp. 200-209,
in terms of residential mobility. Also, W. Clark and M. Cadwallader
(1973), "Locationa1 Stress and Residential Mobility," Envir. and
Behavior, Vol. 5, No.1, March, pp. 29-43, have developed an opera-
tional model of location stress based on one's desire to move relative
to one's ease of moving. These studies are important in their
attempts to relate the stress concept to the characteristics of the
physical environment, yet major conceptual problems remain to be
resolved in them. One problem involves concepts such as "household
stress" developed by Clark and Cadwallader (1973). Their household
stress model states that the median level of stress in a household
is a function of the ease of getting satisfaction elsewhere minus
the present level of satisfaction for each of five characteristics
of the dwelling: the size and facilities of the dwelling, access to
work, access to friends, kinds of people in the neighborhood, and air
pollution. Measuring stress by an individual household attitude
scale which evaluates each of the five dwelling characteristics,
a significant correlation was found between desire to move and loca-
tional stress with four of the five characteristics (excluding air
pollution) working equally in creating household stress. However,
one of the most important issues in stress on individuals is the
variety of coping or adaptive opportunities available for alleviating
stress. As Clark and Cadwallader indicate, moving to another dwelling
is only one possible adaptive response to stress which mayor may not
be significant or the most appropriate if other responses (i.e.,
renovate the dwelling) are available. Also, within the dwelling the
psychological structure of various age groups (i.e., children, ado-
lescents, young adults, aged) is different and stress induction
and the resulting adaptive responses is likely different for these
groups for the same situations. Therefore, if these basic issues
within stress theory were investigated in terms of a planning and
design process, the validity and usefulness of psychologically aggre-
gated concepts such as "household stress" for decision-making
could be more reliably determined. This study seeks to investigate
stress theory for these purposes.
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that enables them to understand and use its richness and diversity.
This conceptualization, however, should not be based upon arbitrary
simplification that destroys the primary value of the stress concept,
which is its integration of the diverse factors associated with
human well-being. Unfortunately, in the literature on stress, few
attempts at the synthesis or integration of research on stress have
been made. Scott and Howard (1970) identified eight conceptual models
of stress, the problems with each, and offered a model to overcome
52these problems. Appley and Trumbull (1967) offered eight observa-
53tions on the overall nature of stress. Heimstra and McFairling
(1974) discussed "the concept of stress" in their introductory text
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on environmental psychology. Also, as mentioned in Chapter I,
the Stockholm conference (Levi, 1971) on "Society, Stress and Disease"
produced several works aimed at a general understanding of stress.55
However, even though these efforts are important for the
behavioral sciences, the conceptualization of stress theory and
empirical research in a form appropriate for use in the integrative
and synthetic as well as analytic processes of urban planning and
design remains a necessary task. Therefore, this study seeks to
52
Scott, R., and Howard, A. (1970), "Stress Theory," in
S. Levine and N. Scotch (eds.), Social Stress, Aldine, Chicago,
pp. 260-278.
53
Appley, M. and Trumbull, R. (1967), eds., Psychological
Stre~~, Appleton-Century-Crofts, New York, pp. 10-11.
54Heimstra, N. and McFairling (1974), Environmental Psychology,
Brooks-Cole, Monterey, Calif., pp. 151-153.
55
See footnote 4.
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develop such a synthesis and integration. This task is structured
around the general definition of human stress developed by psychologist
Richard Lazarus (1966); namely, that human stress is a condition of
the individual in his environment as a result of some threatening
situation.56 However, causes of such a threatening condition may
involve a variety of interacting factors, including those within the
individual, those involving one's social relationships, and those
involving one's culture and its natural and built environment features.
In order to initially organize these divergent stress
factors for planning and design, inquiry into stress theory will
involve three parts. Part one addresses the two most basic levels
at which the stress concept is researched: social stress and
psychological stress. (Stress more specifically related to the physical
environment and its role as a synthesis concept for environmental
psychology and social ecology will be examined in the ecological
design theory section of this chapter.) Social stress is examined
to identify the basic issues and findings of several of the most
influential urban social theorists. Inquiry into psychological
stress (which includes physiological stress and adaptation issues)
also addresses basic research findings, but this inquiry is also
concerned with developing the relationships of various stress
factors more formally than in the social stress research. Part
two involves the synthesis and int.egration of soc.ial and psychological
56Lazarus, R. (1966), Psychological Stress and the Coping
Process, McGraw-Hill, New York.
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stress considerations. The results of this integration are then
compared to the formal variable relationships of the working model
(the equations on page 45) and a general sub-model of psychosocial
stress for use ~n the planning and design process is presented. Part
three is a summary of stress theory.
1. Social and Psychological Stress
Although often under a variety of rubrics, the concept of
stress in the structure of society itself has been a major interest
for sociologists ranging from the pioneering work of Emile Durkheim
in France in the late 1800s to the recent societal prognostications
of Alvin Toffler (1970) in Future Shock. Durkheim (1897, translated
1951) was concerned with the integration of social groups and attempted
to relate suicide with either high or low degrees of group regimenta-
57tion. Nisbet (1953), influenced by the early work of Durkheim,
was primarily concerned with alienation in urban society. He viewed
alienation to embrace three conditions for the individual in society:
alienation from the institutions in society that influence him
(e.g., government); alienation from physical place (e.g., one's
immediate environment); and alienation from the past (e.g., one's
heritage). He essentially related these ideas to his concept of
the missing social bond in urban society, the community.58
57
Durkheim. E. (1897, translated 1951 by J. Spaulding and
G. Simpson), Suicide: A Study ~n Sociology, Free Press, pp. 297-326.
58
Nisbet, R. (1953), The Quest for Community, Oxford
University Press, N. Y., pp. 10-22.
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Georg Simmel (1950), another influential theorist, was
concerned with the conflict in patterns of integration in group
affiliations in urban society. These conflicts are based on the role
discrepancies facing the individual due to the gre?t amount and variety
of situations which one must daily confront. Simmel viewed these
circumstances as compelling urban man to adopt an attitude and style
of behavior based on one's intellect rather than one's feelings in
order to manage the stimuli overloads encountered in daily social
. . 59~nteract~on. Similar concerns and conclusions were advanced by
Louis Wirth (1938) and more recently by Stanley Milgram (1970).
Milgram, emphasizing the individual's ability to process the great
amount of stimuli received in daily urban life and identified six
areas in which adaptive behavior has resulted: (1) the allocation of
less time to each social interaction; (2) the disregard for low priority
encounters; (3) the development of more entrenched boundaries for
various interactions; (4) the blocking of various types of social
inputs by using screening devices such as defense mechanisms;
(5) the limiting of the intensity of perceptual inputs such as the
development of transitory relationships; and (6) for society generally,
the creation and growth of specialized institutions, such as welfare
agencies, to absorb the great amount of social interaction resulting
59Simmel, G. (1950), "The Metropolis and Mental Life," in
K. Wolff (ed.), The Sociology of Georg Simmel, Macmillan, N. Y.,
pp. 27-36.
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f b 1"" 60rom ur an ~v~ng.
Generally, the results of such adaptive behavior patterns
suggested by Milgram is the creation of new social norms for urban
living which say people must and should only respond to crisis-type
situations directly involving them. Alvin Toffler's (1970) conclusions
are similar. Drawing from the earlier work of Simmel (1950) and
Wirth (1938), Toffler outlines two basic trends of contemporary urban
61The first is toward the creation of "modular man",interaction.
a man whose norm for social behavior is "I don't want to get involved".
The second trend identified by Toffler is the increased necessity
for transitory relationships in social interaction.62 The problems
with such relationships center on the built-in expectations people
carry to them, expectations often violated or unfulfilled and resulting
in stress to the individual.
The conclusions offered by these influential works in
urban sociology (Durkheim, 1897; Wirth, 1938; Simme1, 1950; Milgram,
1970; Toffler, 1970) suggest several issues significant to the
development of stress as a major variable for a model of the urban
planning and design process. These involve the characteristics of
the urban social environment itself and the resultant impact of these
characteristics on the attitudes and styles of behavior of people.
60Milgram, S. (1970), "The Experience of Living in Cities,"
Scie~ce, 167, 13 March, p. 1462.
61Toffler, A. (1970), Future Shock, Random House, N.Y.,
pp. 47-71.
62Ibid., pp. 194-209.
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The literature suggests that the most important stress inducing
characteristics involve the intensity and diversity of perceptual
inputs from social interactions confronting people and further suggests
that urban living produces too much. Urban interactions are considered
pathologically excessive because the resultant attitudes and behavior
patterns people have been compelled to adopt are a priori not desired
for overall social and individual well-being. These non-desirable
adaptations include the entrenchment of group boundaries and
increased group conflict, the alienation and isolation of people,
and the adoption of non-involvement or non-concern attitudes toward
events or situations outside one's daily encounters. Therefore,
the overall basic question facing planning and design concerned with
stress reduction is how can (or what aspects of) the intensity and
diversity of social interaction be influenced to permit and encourage
certain types of desired adaptations? There are many complex
dimensions to this question. To begin addressing it, however, one
must more fully understand stress 1n the individual, which involves
psychological and physiological considerations. Stress relative
to the individual is important because the effects of contemporary
urban life involve not only group and institutional adaptations but
adaptations in a variety of ways in individuals also.
App1ey and Trumbull (1967) define psychological stress as
" . a response state \,,1108e .induc r i.on depends on the mediar ion of
. 63some appraising, perceiving, or interpreting mechan1sm."
63Appley, M. and Trumbull, R. (1967), op. cit., p. 9.
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Lazarus identifies this mechanism as the intervening variable "threat",
"... which implies a state in which the individual anticipates a
confrontation with a harmful condition of some sort.,,64 Therefore,
in order to understand psychological stress, not only are the charac-
teristics of the situation or the environment important (whether
physical, social, or cultural) but the basic characteristic of the
individual must be known.
Relative to the environment itself Lazarus has identified
three sets of factors significant in one perceiving the environment
as threatening:
1. The amount or intensity of the threat based on one
evaluating his chances of effectively handling the threat, which is
based on the resource balance between the threat and one's resources
to overcome it;
2. The temporal nearness of the threat; and
d f b i . . h . . 653. The egree 0 am 19u1ty 1n t e s1tuat1on.
Also, there are three sets of factors associated with the psycho-
logical structure of the individual significant in one perceiving
the environment as threatening:
1. The strength of one's motivations to achieve or
protect threatened goals;
2. One's confidence to handle the situation based on
his history in similar situations; and
64Lazarus, R. (1966), op. cit., p. 20.
65Ib·1d., p. 119.
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3. 66One's general intellectual resources.
The importance of these sets of factors for a model of
the urban planning and design process is that they identify the factors
associated with any type of problem situation most significant in
67inducing psychological stress in the individuals involved. However,
these sets of factors are only involved in a person perceiving or
"appraising" (Lazarus' term) a situation as threatening. If one
does perceive the situation as threatening, one then begins to decide
how to handle it. Lazarus terms this the development of one's
"coping strategy," which is essentially one's mental or cognitive
66Ibid., pp. 148-149.
67Lazarus, R. (1966), Ope cit., p. 20. Lazarus states that
a person cognitively evaluates stimuli from a situation as being
possibly threatening or non-threatening, and this appraisal process
is based upon two classes of antecedent considerations: factors in
the stimulus configurations and the psychological structure of the
individual. Once this appraisal has occurred (as threatening), pro-
cesses to reduce or eliminate the anticipated harm begin. These
processes, called "coping processes," are cognitive activities termed
by Lazarus as "secondary appraisal." The classes of considerations
involved in secondary appraisal also are based on the factors in the
stimulus configuration and the psychological structure of the individual
but also involve the degree of threat believed present. According to
Lazarus, these three classes of considerations in "secondary appraisal"
give form to a person's coping process which is actually the "coping
strategy" for dealing with the situation (p. 20). Therefore, the
concept of threat is anticipatory and the concept of threat appraisal
is cognitive activity intervening between stimuli and reactions to them.
However, a major consideration for the planning and design processes
re18tive to these issues is that threat app rai.sa l processes nro not
necessarily conscious activities. This consideration poses serious
problems for decision processes based solely on rationality as will be
seen in the discussions of planning theory in the model framework
discussion.
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adaptation to the stressful situation.68 One's cognitive adaptation
to the stressful situation, therefore, is a critical issue in determining
the impact of the situation on the well-being of individuals.
In seeking to determine the significance of stress in affecting
the quality of life of people, therefore, an understanding of
cognitive as well as other types of adaptations by individuals to
stress in the environment is an essential task. For this reason,
in the working model presented in Chapter II, adaptation (in addition
to stress) is a major variable in Diagram B, Element 2 of the Through-
puts (page 27). Lazarus (1966) suggests four major categories of
adaption (or adaptive response) to stress:
1. Cognitive adaptations (or one's "coping strategies"
mentioned above)
2. Motor-behavioral adaptations
3. Affective adaptations, and
. . 1 d . 694. Phys10log1ca a aptat10ns.
The research on cognitive adaptations has reported the effects of
stress on perception, problem-solving, social adaptation and other
68When reviewing Lazarus' (1967) work, it is important to note
that the terms "coping process," "secondary appraisal of threat,"
"psychological stress response," and "adaptation" are roughly synonymous.
69Lazarus, R. (1966) opo cit.) pp. 7-8. Note that except
for affective adaptation, threat is not a necessary condition for
these responses.
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factors (Sarason, 1960; Martin, 1961; Krause, 1961, and Horvath, 1959).70
Motor-behavioral adaptation research has reported stress responses such
as speech disturbances, increased muscle tension, and tremor (Mahl,
711959; Schlosberg, 1954). The research on affective adaptations has
reported the effects of stress on feeling or emotional responses such
as fear, anger, anxiety, depression and guilt (Janis, 1958; Grey,
1971; Lindmann, 1960).72
The research on physiological adaptations to stress ~s pri-
marily grounded in the work of Canadian endocrinologist Hans Selye
(1952) who pioneered stress research beginning in the late 1930s.
His work on the G.A.S. (the General Adaptation Syndrome) is the classic
70Lazarus' (1966) recent work has emphasized that these
studies have ignored the important variety of coping processes involved.
He argues that cognitive adaptations are actually" ... one step
removed from threat-related processes . • ." Relative to cognitive
adaptation, this means that "••• the effect of psychological stress
• depends heavily on the nature of the task, personality factors
and degree of threat .•. " (pp. 363-364).
7l0ther motor-behavioral adaptation studies on "expressive
act" and "instrumental acts" are especially significant to a planning
and design model based on human behavior. Expressive acts are
important because they address styles of behavior and contain infor-
mation about motives, attitudes and emotions. Most of this research
has focused on "cognitive styles" and "body language" (Lazarus, 1966),
pp. 34-342). The research on instrumental acts has focused on the
purposes or goals of behavior as contrasted with behavior styles.
Lazarus' (1966) work cited above dealing with the factors in the
environment and with those in the individual involved in "threat
appraisal" is significant.
72There are many problems with measuring affective states,
yet the researchers do agree on the nature of affective states.
For a discussion of the available measurement terhniques such
as the MMPI, TAT, and multidimensional "check-lisi.:s,"see R. Lazarus
(1966), pp. 341-347.
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model of the impact of stress of human physiology. Essentially,
physiological adaptation to stress involves damage to the body's tissue
systems and is related to changes in the autonomic nervous system,
adrenal glands, and so forth. The situations usually studied involve
physiological responses to "aversive stimuli" (Selye's term) such as
surgery, extreme heat or cold, of chemical agents. The body's
adaptations to such stimuli result in the process termed by Selye,
the General Adaptation Syndrome (G.A.S.). Basically, the G.A.S.
states that after an alarm reaction stage by the body (arousal), the
hormonal and sympathetic nervous systems mobilize the internal body
mechanisms to counteract the stress. If the stress stimuli continues,
a stage of resistance follows. While this resistance is increasing,
however, resistance to other forms of stress is lowered. If the
resistance stage does not end soon, therefore, a final stage of
exhaustion will develop with a severe decline in one's ability to
resist all forms of stress. Prolonged stress results in a massive
shutdown of those functions of reproduction, growth, and resistance
to infection in favor of those mechanisms for ready action against
73the original stress.
The importance of Selye's G.A.S. for stress theory generally
is that all situations (stimuli in the environment) which induce the
stress in individuals result in this pattern of adaptation. This
pattern has been reported regardless of the type of situation inducing
73Selye, H. (1952), The Story of the Adaptation Syndrome,
Acta, Montreal, pp. 39-52.
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stress whether it be solely physiological (i.e., surgery), environ-
mental (i.e., extreme heat or cold), or psychological (i.e., intense
74competition or fear).
2. Stress Synthesis
The importance of these four adaptative response categories
for planning and design is that they are the indicators of stress in
individuals and potentially allow one to analyze proposals for inter-
vention into situations in terms of the probable types of adaptations
resulting for different population groups. The differences in the
adaptive consequences of alternative proposals could then be deter-
mined and an adaptive cost could then be assigned to each alternative.
However, before such a cost measure can be operationally developed,
several major conceptual issues remain to be explored and resolved.
These issues primarily involve the need to understand the differences
between and relationships among the adaptation indicators discussed
earlier relative to the social stress research of Durkheim (1897),
Wirth (1938), Simmel (1950), Milgram (1970), and Toffler (1970) and
those associated with the psychological stress research, primarily
from Lazarus (1966).
In relation to stress theory generally, Lazarus (1966) has
emphasized that the indicators and factors associated with research
on social, psychological and physiological stress are not automatically
74 Grey, J. (1971), The Psychology of Fear and Stress,
McGraw-Hill, N. Y., p. 61.
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hierarchically linked.75 For example, the entrenchment of group
boundaries and group conflict as indicators of social stress (Simmel,
1950; Milgram, 1970) are not automatically antecedents of psychological
stress in the individuals influenced. However, one concept in the
behavioral sciences does begin to bridge factors significant to
individuals with those of the group relative to human stress. It 15
76the concept of roles. Whereas needs, values, and feelings (or
cognitions, history, "field forces", etc.) are considered the inter-
vening concepts that must be considered in psychology in order to
understand behavior in a situation (Tolman, 1952; Lazarus, 1966),
in sociology the concept of roles is central to understanding behavior
in a situation.77 However, the role concept is significant not only
as an intervening factor in the behavior of groups in sociology but
is also significant as the integrating concept between psychological
and sociological levels of stress analysis. Spiro (1961) states:
.•• [I]t is in the concept of role that personality and social
systems interact. If personality is viewed as an organized system
of motivational tendencies, then it may be said to consist, among
other things, of needs and drives Social roles are
capable of satisfying personality needs--[and] these needs may
serve to motivate the performance of the roles. But if social
systems can function only if their constituent roles are per-
formed, then ••• personality not only serves its own function,
75Lazarus, R. (1966), Ope cit., p. 22.
76A role is defined as the ".•• function or expected behavior
of an individual in a group, usually defined by the group or the
culture." H., Fairchild (ed,) Diction~~~£;i;.9l_<?~, Li t t l.e f i.eLd ,
Adams, Totowa, N. J., 1972, p. 262.
77
Tolman, E. C. (1952), Ope cit., pp. 291-298 (see note 42).
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but it becomes a ~rucial variable in the functioning of social
systems as well.7~
In other words, when social roles (i.e., mother, teacher, board chair-
man, etc.) prevent the satisfaction of individual needs (i.e., safety,
love, self-esteem, etc.), the individuals are stressed and collectively
the functioning of the social system to which they belong are stressed.
Lazarus (1966) emphasized this point by stating that the relationships
between a person's goals and the roles prescribed by society are of
major importance in determining a stressful or non-stressful environ-
ment and are of major importance in determining if coping processes
f
. 79or resolving stress are avallable.
One of the most significant empirical investigations demon-
strating the importance of the role concept in understanding psycho-
social stress in urban society is Dodge and Martin's (1970) Social
Stress and Chronic Illness. Supporting the contentions of Dubos
(1965) as well as Levi (1971), Wolf (1971), and others at the Stock-
holm conference mentioned in Chapter I, Dodge and Martin state the
following theory: chronic diseases (which today are the major causes
of death in developing countries) are primarily caused by individual
stress which is socially induced by modern technological society.80
78Spiro, M. (1961), "Social Systems, Personality, and Func-
tional Analysis," in B. Kaplan (ed.), Studying Personality Cross-
Culturally, Harper and Row, N. Y., p. 100.
79Lazarus, R. (1966), Ope cit., p. 413.
80 .Dodge, D. and Martln, W. (1970), Social Stress and Chronic
Illness: Mortality Patterns in Industrial Society, University of
Notre Dame Press, pp. 28-34.
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Their work on social stress relates the critical work in three areas:
(a) theories on status integration (macro-sociological in scope);
(b) theories on status consistency (macro-micro or middle-range socio-
logical in scope) and (c) theories on cognitive dissonance (micro-
sociopsychological in scope). However, only the status integration
81
theory component of their theory was empirically tested.
For testing purposes, their theory states that chronic
disease in a society varies inversely with the degree of status inte-
gration in that society. Composed of s~x postulates, their model of
status integration is primarily based upon role conflicts in society.82
This conflict refers to a lack of social concensus in modern society
regarding: (a) norm-role status alignment, (b) role-status ambiguity,
. .. 83and (c) situational role-status pr~or~t~es.
Dodge and Martin's theory on incompatible statuses and
role conflict states that the type of demands or expectations a
person faces are dependent on one's statuses (i.e., father,
8lIbid., p. 318. Cognitive dissonance theories, based on the
work of Festinger and Sampson, state that psychological tensions are
based on discrepancies (dissonances) among various cognitions in a
person. This dissonance is believed to motivate behavior or atti-
tudes to reduce it. Status consistency theories based on Sorokin's
work concern the degree to which a person's status on a variety of
the major social status hierarchies are comparable (i.e., education,
income, occupation). Status consistency theories are important for
planning and design because they are valid as a social structure
concept as well as a psychological structure concept.
82Ibid., p , 67.
83Ibid. ~ p , 83.
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department head, married, etc.). When certain statuses, based on
cultural norms, are incompatible (when occupied simultaneously by a
person) the roles expected of the person due to incongruent statuses
may be difficult to perform. In such situations, the stability of
one's social relationships are threatened or disrupted. For example,
a mother, age thirty, usually implies she is or has been married.
A father, age thirty, with a college education, usually implies (a
normative expectation) not only that he is employed but also that he
has a "good" job. A mother who is not or has not been married or a
father (or mother) who cannot obtain employment requiring their advanced
d " ""b "1" 84e ucat~on are examples of status ~ncompat~ ~ ~ty. The most classic
examples of status incompatibility in most American cities are black
fathers who are not employed and cannot support their families.
Dodge and Martin's work is important to the working model
in this study because the measuring of the degree of status integration
provides an operational indicator for the intensity of stress in an
area. Their measure of status integration (MSI) is based on the
extent to which status occupancy in a specific area conforms to a
84 "Ib~d., pp. 272-327 for summary of theory testing and other
examples.
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85 Maximum MSI would, therefore, describe an area in whichpattern.
knowledge of one status measure would allow the prediction of the other
major remaining statuses. Minimum MSI would describe an area where
knowledge of one status measures allows no prediction of the others.
For example, in a small rural midwest or deep South town a woman age
thirty allows one to predicate the statuses of mother and housewife.
In a maj or city, however, a woman age thirty is no basis for predicting
other statuses. Therefore, Dodge and Martin define the former example
as an area of high status integration, the latter area as an example
of low status integration (when using age, sex and marital status as
86
indices) .
As indicated 1n Table 1, page 69, the MSI's Dodge and Martin
developed for certain areas (in this case, states) did allow the
prediction of the ranks of chronic disease death rates among
85Ibid., pp. 273 and 313. The measuring of status integration
(as the independent variable) was based on census data in which fre-
quency distributions (on age, sex, income, occupation, color, marital
status, education, and state locational considerations) were developed
to give the patterning in the occupancy of status configurations.
These patterns of occupanc¥ were presumed to provide an indicator of
role conflicts. Therefore, the United States census data and vital
statistics reports were statistically analyzed to determine the covari-
ation of measures of status integration and appropriate levels of
chronic disease mortality. A spearman coefficient of rank difference
correlation between the independent variable (measure of status inte-
gration) and the dependent variable (chronic disease mortality) was
utilized (p. 273). An important theoretical consideration is that the
MSI (measure of status integration) is a limited mathematical indicator
which is characteristic of socially induced stress in the social struc-
ture (at an aggregate level only) and actually does not measure
anything relative to the individual (p. 313) ..
86Ibid., p. 137. Other indices used in the test of status
integration were color and occupation (pp. 159-177).
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populations defined by age and color. For example, in Table 1 the MSI
for New York state was .1724 compared to .2314 for Mississippi. Mor-
tality rate for heart disease in New York state was 938.3 persons per
100,000 while Mississippi was 488.4 per 100,000. Although a variety
of alternative explanations for these differences other than status
integration are possible (for example, poor data collection or reporting
procedure in Mississippi compared to New York), the MSI does begin to
provide one plausible explanation and measure for socially induced
stress in a population. Their tests, therefore, did demonstrate
that their theory and its measures were able to predict the ranks of
chronic disease death rates among populations defined by age, sex, and
color, and that a specific societal attribute measure (their MSI)
is related to chronic disease mortality rates in a predictable
f h.i 87as ~on.
In addition to providing an indicator of social stress,
Dodge and Martin's work suggests that if stress reduction is a basic
"quality of life" planning goal, then policies which promote a high
MSI for cities should be recommended. Based on Dodge and Martin's
87Ibid., p , 231. Similar empirical work relating "cultural
change" issues and human health has been reported, R. Rahe (1969),
"Life Crisis and Health Change," in P. May and J. Wittenborn (eds.),
Psychiatric Drug Response: Advances in Prediction, Thomas, Springfield,
Illinois; H. Tyroler and J. Cassel (1964), "Health Consequences of
Culture Change," Journal of Chronic Disease, 17:167-177. Rahe (1969)
has shown that the degree of "life change" in a person (reflecting
accelerating social and cultural change accompanying urbanization)
has a positive statistical correlation with "health changes" as
reflected in morbidity in various chronic diseases. Tyroler aud
Cassel (1964) have also reported similar conclusions regarding chronic
disease and cultural change.
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theory, this suggests policies which promote the development and clear
articulation of alternative, yet socially acceptable, life styles.
Also, each alternative should provide clearly articulated and defined
role-status sets and role-status priorities. The major point for
planning from Dodge and Martin's social stress theory, is that while
diversity in the opportunity for individual choice of and mobility
among life styles should be promoted in urban social policy, ambiguity
in the role-status configurations within the various life styles
should not be promoted. For example, one of the prime attractions
attributed to the various religious movements within the growing
so-called "youth culture" life style is the articulation of specific
expectations by the groups regarding the behavior of the individuals
in terms of their proper roles and its associated statuses. Also,
such clearly defined expectations, roles, and statuses can be
explanations for the attractiveness and even necessity for juvenile
. .. 88gangs in certain maJor c1t1es. Therefore one very general impli-
cation for planning and design is that programs which help recognize
and promote the development of diverse life style choices for many
types of population groups should generally help reduce the level of
socially induced psychological stress in the urban environment. In
the following sections of this study dealing with symbolism and
ecological design theory, further evidence regarding the nature of
88See: Cloward, R, and 0111In, L. (1965) "Delinquency ~ln.]
Opportunity," in E. McDonagh and J. Simpson (eds.), Social Problems;
Persistent Challenges, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, N. Y., pp. 424-428.
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those factors important to such role-status and life style considera-
tions for urban planning and design will be presented.
3. Summary and Sub-Hodel
Inquiry into stress theory has addressed three areas: social
stress, psychological stress and efforts to integrate these two areas.
The previous discussions of social stress relative to the work of
Simmel (1950), Wirth (1938), Milgram (1970) and Toffler (1970) were
primarily concerned with the "overloading" amount of social interaction
stimulation a person faces in daily urban living. The results of such
overloading effects groups as well as individuals. The most pervasive
group effects are the entrenchment of group boundaries and group con-
flict which are closely related to effects on the individual such as
alienation, frustration, non-involvement behavior, and a general
"loss of community."
The discussions of psychological stress relative to the works
of Lazarus (1966) and Selye (1952) were also concerned with identifying
basic characteristics of the environment important in inducing stress.
However, the importance of the psychological characteristics of the
influenced individuals was also emphasized. In both social and psycho-
logical stress, the adaptations of groups and individuals are
important (as indicators) in determining the consequences of stressful
situations and the relative costs and benefits associated with
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89alternative actions aimed at reducing stress.
In seeking to synthesize social and psychological stress
research into those general concepts and factors most significant to
urban planning and design, Diagram C, page 74, is presented. As a
model of psychosocial stress induction, the diagram indicates that
when the roles, norms, and statuses within a social setting are
ambiguous, non-aligned, and non-priority ordered, and are perceived as
such by individuals, such a setting "threatens" or disrupts three
major need-value concerns of people: identity, affiliation, and
90control of one's environment. Such perceived settings induce the
stress condition. Based on additional individual, groups, and
setting factors, a variety of adaptations or responses by the
89Based on an analysis of the characteristics of situations
which induce adaptive responses (using the various stress indicators)
and an analysis of the characteristics of types of individuals and
groups, two items could be developed: a vulnerability profile and an
index of adaptation. Based upon motivations, past history, etc., a
vulnerability profile predicting stress process for specific popula-
tions in specific situations could be developed. (See: M. Appley and
R. Trumbell (eds.), Psychological Stress, Appleton-CenturY-Crofts,
N. Y., p. 11.) Also, for certain types of stressful situations
(i.e., intense job competition, noise, crowdedness) the types and
degree of adaptive responses could be determined within ranges for
each population group and adaptation coefficients could be deter-
mined for each group indicating their degree of potential benign
(non-harmful) adaptive flexibility. From these two items (the pro-
file and index) the distribution of stress could be determined for an
existing problem situation, then compared with the distribution of
stress under alternative intervention proposals. Comparing the differ-
ences would indicate an "adaptive cost" (who is stressed, what adap-
tions required) for each alternative proposals.
90Barker. G. and Chapman, D" eds. (1962), Mail and Society ion
Disaster, Basic Books, N. Y. indicate that in addition to threat, great
uncertainty relative to many situations, especially those involving
pain avoidance and physical survival, are significant to stress induc-
tion (pp. 9-18).
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individual (i.e., cognitive, physiological, etc.) or the group (i.e.,
entrenched boundaries) are possible.
As Diagram C and the previous discussions have indicated
(Smelser, 1961; Tolman, 1952; Lazarus, 1966; Simmel, 1950; Milgram,
1970; Spiro, 1961) the primary concept for integrating social and
psychological stress research is role theory. Role conflict and its
impact on human health is especially significant (Dodge and Martin,
1970). The basic points are that due to role discrepancies individuals
are stressed when social conditions do not allow them to develop
internal sets of expectations about their behavior that are externally
(socioculturally) valid.
These concerns for internal expectations and external
validations are central issues in stress theory because they indicate
that stress in individuals and groups results from transactions or
interactions with their environments. This issue of transaction,
therefore, is the primary reason that the concept of symbolism is
critical to any understanding of stress as well as any understanding
of the basic relationships between the psychosocial environment and
the physical environment. The importance of symbolism as a conceptual
mechanism relating the behavior of people to their environment was
indicated in the specific model of behavior developed in this study
(page 45). Equations for the model were identified as:
Ar [(Pt) Sc)
where Pt = f(aG, oV, yN)
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Sc = f(SyI)
f[E (Pt), S (Pt), Cn(Pt)]tP sSyI
This states that adaptive behavior (Ar) is a function of one's person-
ality, based on their goals (G), values (V), and needs (N), and the
stress condition characteristics (Sc) of the problem situation.
However, these characteristics (Sc) are functions of the significant
symbols (SyI) which are functions of the physical environment (Ep),
social structures such as roles (Ss), and the cultural norms (Cn) as
perceived by individuals (Pt) based on their goals, needs, and values.
Lazarus (1966) indicates that for any situation to induce stress
in the individual It ••• its harm to the psychological system must be
communicated symbolically.,,9l Therefore, any understanding of human
stress and its importance to improving the quality of urban life must
be developed in relation to an understanding of the nature of symbolism
and its significance in human behavior and in the structuring of
society and culture itself. Such an inquiry, therefore, is the next
necessary task of this study.
B. Symbolism Theory
Inquiry into symbolism as a theoretical construct is essential
to this study because it is a critical factor in any understanding of
the relationships between the physical and psychosocial environments,
and as previously discussed, is essential to understanding psychosocial
91Lazarus, R. (1966), op. cit., p. 395.
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stress for urban planning and design. The importance of symbolism as
a generative concept as well as an operational variable for planning
and design is reflected in the working model (Diagrams A and B, pages
26 and 27) presented in Chapter II. Symbolism, however, is also sig-
nificant in seeking to address three other concerns critical to
urban planning and design. These are the need for a greater under-
standing of human behavior, the need to integrate overall concerns
for science with those of humanism; and the need to address the
meaningfulness of urban life and urban process in any attempts to
understand the functioning of urban systems and the decision processes
influencing them.
Commenting on the importance of symbolism in urban life,
Anselm Strauss (1967) states that the most urgent research tasks for
contributing to an urban theory is "... the development of categories
and related hypotheses about the differential symbolism of space, and
92
the differential behavior associated with that symbolism." However,
not only is the symbolism of urban space and form significant relative
to human behavior, but symbolism is also a critical factor in under-
standing the problem-formulating, problem-solving, and decision-making
activities of the urban development process. Thomas Dye (1972) in
Understanding Public Policy emphasized this point in his discussions
of the importance for determining the "symbolic impact" (costs and
92
St.raus s •. A.. , (1.<)1)·7·), "Urbau R· ea r cl ~l' t . " .. 1, a J . ,1 t;':.H:.d Cl v'ra l::gl\.:!S, Ln ~:Cln'H·1.:'
and Fagin (eds.), Urban Policy Research, Sage, Beverly Hills, Califor-
nia, pp. 58-59.
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b f· ) f bLi . d . . . 1 d i t i 93ene ltS 0 pu lC programs alme at 1mprov1ng SOC1a con l l0ns.
He emphasizes that policy is determined not only by its tangible
effects on improving specific problems such as minority housing, but
is determined by how these groups perceive and, therefore, "feel"
about the desires and actions of government and the larger society
. If' h di t i 94 fbI· .1tse to 1mprove t ose con 1t10ns. The importance 0 sym 0 1sm 1n
understanding decision-making processes is further emphasized by
Peter Odegard (1952). In the introduction to Ithiel de Sola Pool's
Symbols of Democracy, he states:
Symbols of identification, deprivation, and indulgence are
among the major weapons in any ruler's arsenal of power. It is
on his skill in the manipulation of such symbols that the success
or failure of the political leader, more often than not, depends
•.. [Symbols] •.. abstract and meaningless as they may appear
to the logician, have a vital function in the lives of human beings.
That function is to give communicable meaning to actual experience
or behavior or to serve as a compensatory device for the satisfac-
tion of elementary human hungers.95
A priori, Odegard's statement appears to have significant
implications for inquiry into the development of cities. Regardless
of its importance, however, the ambiguity and pervasiveness of the
idea of symbolism as an issue in understanding urban processes and in
decision-making {and the often metaphysical and non-objective status
conferred upon such concerns due to the rationality, objective-function
93Dye, T. R. (1972), Understanding Public Policy, Prentice-
Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, p. 292.
94Ibid.,pp. 293-295.
95Pool, I. (1952), Symbols of Democracy, Stanford University
Press, Palo, Alto, p. 3.
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orientation of most urban researchers) often has discouraging impacts
on serious inquiry into such issues. As discussed in the Introduction
to this study, however, such a situation is one of the primary causes
contributing to the failures of contemporary urban planning and design
to effectively address the complexities of urban problems, especially
such issues as the quality of life. TIleimportance of symbolism in
helping address such issues is that it provides a conceptual structure
for understanding not only issues such as the need for colonial
architectural styles by the nouveau rich in suburbia. More signifi-
cantly in this study, symbolism helps address the meaning impacts of
low income housing programs, public participation in governance pro-
grams, and a plethora of other substantive as well as procedural
issues significant in policy, planning, and design activities influ-
encing urban development. Also, an understanding of the symbolic
factors of various problem situations is essential to an understanding
of psychosocial stress induction.
The importance of symbolism in the conduct of all human
activity is indicated in Diagram D. Essentially, this diagram states
that there are three basic ways by which one attains knowledge. The
cognitive processes of sensing and thinking are the basic processes
of science and the scientific method. However, involved in these
processes is also the humanistic dimension of symbolizing, influencing
not only the basic cognitive processes but also our epistemologies
.18 well as out eva l uat, l.on cr i.te ri.a . The cout eut. i_Cll< LU l.ll i_e. ;;tudy)
therefore, is that not only is symbolizing a basic component of all
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intellectual inquiry, but that symbolizing is a basic human process
associated with human feeling, and as such, influences all human action
to significant degrees. Tnerefore, a concern for human behavior 1n
an urban theory necessitates a concern for not only "logical thinking"
and "perceptual sensing," but also for "affective meaning." This is
specifically significant if science and humanism are to be integrated
in efforts to deal not only with the issue of the urban future but
also with the issue of understanding and improving the quality of
life in cities now.
To understand the role and significance of symbolism in inte-
grating and accomplishing the basic objectives of this study,
inquiry into symbolism will involve two parts. Part I addresses
symbol systems analysis. This involves examining symbolism relative
to social and cultural structure and relative to theories on individual
and group behavior. (Symbolism relative to the physical environment
is more specifically addressed later in the Ecological Design Theory
section.) Also, Part 1 involves the development of a conceptual
sub-model for examining the basic factors in problem situations to
determine the significant symbol systems involved. (This sub-model
is a refinement of a portion of the overall working model presented
in Chapter II.) Part 2 involves a summary of the major concepts and
factors in symbolism theory relative to the major factors derived
from the previous analysis of stress theory. The purpose of this
summary is to more specifically integrate major factors within
these two conceptual areas relative to the working model of the urban
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planning and design process presented in Chapter II.
1. Symbol Systems Analysis
Symbolism is a pervasive complex topic that has long been of
interest to philosophers, psychologists, sociologists, and anthropolo-
gists, as well as to the visual and performing arts, and in a
variety of implicit forms to the various design professions. The
seminal work of psychologist Carl Jung (1956) regarding the human
collective unconscious was greatly concerned with man's involvement
with symbols. His definition of symbols was directly related to his
concepts of the human "complex" and "archetype", and the three terms
h· h bl' h' k 96are used somew at 1nterc angea y 1n 1S wor s.
Another significant work relative to symbols and human
nature is that of philosopher A. N. Whitehead (1928). In his philoso-
phy of "organic unity" he intertwined the relationships of symbols,
96Basically, these terms deal with the nucleus of "meaning"
in man's collective unconscious, where the archetype is considered the
nonperceptib1e, psychic structure from which an archetypal image is
manifested. See: J. Jacobi (1959), Complex. Archetype. Symbol: In
the Psychology of C. G. Jung, Princeton Univ. Press, p. 122. The
symbol to Jung, therefore, is an archetypal image or the mode by which
the archetype becomes manifested or discernible (p. 75). In Jung's
work, the symbol is considered a universal expression of an intuitive
idea--an idea best expressed by or only capable of expression by a
symbol. (Examples of this are Plato's discussion of the cave symbol-
izing his theory of knowledge or Christ in his parables on Heaven.)
Jung considers symbols ambiguous in that once they are totally definable
they become signs, and bipolar in that they are synthesizing devices
reconciling pairs of opposites such as consciousness-unconsciousness or
backwards-forwards (pp. 85-90). He believes symbols arise spontaneously
in man and are not produc t s: of h i.s del iberare r ariona.l thinking. (0
the broadest context, Jung states, "Inasmuch as every scientific theory
contains a hypothesis, and is therefore an anticipatory description of
a fact still essentially unknown, it is a symbol" (p. 46).
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meaning, and reality ~n terms of "representational immediacy" and
"causal efficacy.,,97 He viewed representational immediacy as a mode
of perception involving the abstraction of qualities of objects or
concepts. On the other hand causal efficacy was viewed as direct
perception which gives meaning based upon past experiences. (The
latter is usually termed symbolic reference.) Still another approach
to symbolism and human nature, especially visual symbolism, is offered
by A. Whittick (1960). He divides symbols into five classes: those
objects used as symbols to imitate entities; those objects used as
symbols because of association with an entity; those objects or con-
cepts used as symbols to suggest the "nature" of something; several
objects used as symbols of an idea; and several objects used as
components of a larger design to suggest an idea. He characterizes
the essence or purposes of visual symbolism in man as efforts to
reduce the confusion, complexity, and disorder of life through
98
symbols of familiarity, unity, and order in the world.
As can be seen from these cursory remarks on the work of
Jung, Whitehead, and Whittick, symbolism as a theoretical topic has
taken very divergent paths of inquiry, and similar to the concept
of human stress, a variety of definitions is possible. Therefore,
based on the overall purposes of this research and as a point of
97Whitehead, A. (1928), Symbolism: Its Meaning and Effect,
Cambridge Univ. Press, pp. 38-60.
98Whittick, A. (1960), Symbols, Signs and their Meaning,
Bradford, Newton, Massachusetts, p. 5.
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departure, a symbol 1S broadly defined for this study as any mechanism
(object or concept) which possesses meaning for someone because it can
elicit meaning from within people and, therefore can transmit (or
communicate) some form or degree of meaning within society. For basic
terminology, symbols are distinguishable from signs because signs are
defined as objects or concepts which only transmit information--they
o 99do not elicit or possess mean~ng. As mentioned above, symbols may
be visual (i.e., the Cross, Star of David, American Flag, or a Cadil-
lac); they may be linguistic (i.e., words such as freedom, democracy,
rationality, scientific method); or they may be combinations of both
(i.e., low-income housing, City Hall); or they have to be categorized
by other ways according to function as well as form. Therefore, in
seeking to develop an analytic as well as synthetic framework for
99 0 h i.d f 0 0 1 b 1 d 0Slnce tel ea 0 mean~ng ~s centra to sym 0 s an s~gns,
Charles Morris' (1938) work in semiotic (a symbol-system itself or a
language to talk about signs) is significant. In Foundations of the
Theory of Signs (Chicago), he defines the term "meaning" along three
dimensions which he believes completely describes the meaning of a sign.
Three dimensions are syntactics, semantics, and pragmatics. Syntac-
tics is inquiry into the symbol systems of mathematics and logic which
investigates only the relationships between signs and is not concerned
with the relationships of the signs to reality. Semantics is inquiry
into the linguistic and pictoral symbol systems which attempt to
investigate the relationships between signs and reality itself (i.e.,
operational definitions of things, processes, concepts, etc.).
Pragmatics is inquiry into the utilization of a symbol system which
investigates relationships between the goals or purposes of people and
the symbols and signs they use (pp. 21-42). Therefore, the major
dimensions of semiotic of concern in this study is semantics and prag-
matics and the interaction of these two aspects of symbols. The
concern in this study for human stress and its associated symbol
systems and a concern for t.hc symbo L systems of urban pLaun.i.ug an.t
design are one attempt to analyze and integrate Morris' semantics
and pragmatics dimension for urban planning and design.
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understanding such a complex ambiguous concept, a method for addressing
symbolism for use in the urban planning and design process is developed
as an elaboration of certain work of several significant behavioral
science theoreticians, primarily Talcott Parsons et ale (1951),
George H. Mead (1938), and Hugh D. Duncan (1968). There are exceed-
ingly divergent theoretical and methodological orientations among
these works relative to symbolism and human behavior, and an exhaustive
inquiry into these divergencies, much less a resolution of them, is
beyond the scope and purpose of this study. However, the comprehen-
siveness of these works relative to social structure, behavior, and
meaning in society is important in seeking to help understand and
resolve the problems that generated this study discussed in the
Introduction. Therefore, from these various perspectives, a method
for analyzing symbol systems is developed and later integrated with
the previous findings from stress theory. From this integration the
basic generative analytic-synthetic concepts comprising the working
model of the urban planning and design process presented in Chapter
II are derived.
The analysis of symbol systems and their functional relation-
ship to human behavior are major theoretical components of Talcott
Parsons, Edward Shils et ale (1950) in their major integrative work
in the behavioral sciences, Toward A General Theory of Action.
Their work is important to the study because they have postulated
an analytic classification system for studying symbols which is based
on the structure of culture, social organization, personality, and
86
human behavior propositions.
types of symbols:
Essentially, Parsons et al. view culture as composed of three
. . d 1 . 100cognltive, expresslve, an eva uatlve. Cognitive
symbols primarily relate to beliefs and ideas about objects and
situations in society. Expressive symbols relate to feelings and
emotions about situations and objects. Evaluative symbols are pri-
marily standards of value-orientations used to resolve conflicts in
all types of situations.
An understanding of the cognitive symbols operating in
any problem situation is important in planning and design because
cognitive symbols concern the normative expectations of groups rela-
tive to the allocation of goods, services, and rewards in society.
Since these symbols are nonempirical systems of beliefs not commonly
shared by various groups, Parsons et al. state that social conflict
results when the decision-makers attempt to enforce uniformity or
stability in the belief systems (cognitive symbols) by non-cognitive
mechanisms such as by evoking "traditionalism" or "authoritarian
101enforcement." The important point for this study is that these
enforcement attempts induce psychosocial stress primarily through
role and role-expectation conflicts. Conflicts in the beliefs among
groups regarding life style (i.e., the family, marriage, sexuality,
etc.), resource conservation, planning for the future, free enterprise,
100Parsons, T, and ShLls,g" eds . (1951), T,:l~~a_~-~__~l q,:.r!.~I_ill
Theory of Action, Harper and Row, New York, pp. 167-172.
101Ibid., p. 168.
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and so forth are a few basic examples of cognitive symbol divergencies
confronting problem-formulation as well as decision-making processes
in planning and design.
Expressive symbols relate to how people feel about various
objects or situations (i.e., an oppressive organization, valuable
open-space, etc,). The regulatory symbol system developed by Parsons
et al. is especially important in structuring problems and making
decisions in planning and design. Parsons et al. indicate that the
patterning of value-orientations (whether collectively or self-
oriented) largely determines behavior, and they further indicate
that this patterning may be determined by examining a set of value-
., h'd h . 102or1entat10ns, a set t ey conS1 er ex aust1ve. A value system may
be considered dominant when a particular combination is determined
to exist in most of the social situations (i.e., the family, political,
occupational, institutions, etc.) in a specific cultural group. For
example, the "individual achievement complex" is identified as the
dominant value-orientation pattern in the United States. This is
because even though it 1S most fully institutionalized in the occu-
pation system, this pattern also permeates the family and other
major sociocultural institutions. Understanding the regulatory
symbols of various groups in problem situations is important, there-
fore, because when there are conflicts among groups regarding the
dominant value-orientation patterns in the major social institutions
102Ibid., pp. 172-175.
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(i.e., the importance of education, work, etc.), psychosocial stress
results. 103
Parsons et al. 's structure for determining regulatory symbols
is important not only for predicting stress, but is also important
for the planning and design process generally. This is because
value systems (individual and collective) permeate and influence every
phase of these processes--from initial problem definition, to data
and methodology selection, to alternative plan evaluations, to choice,
and finally to action recommendations. Therefore, Parsons et al.'s
work is important because they offer an exhaustive set of value-
orientation patterns which potentially may be used to determine the
dominant value patterns of all the major groups (i.e., users, poli-
ticians, etc.) in problem situations.
Another important component of Parsons et al.'s symbol
system typology (which is a common reference point for each type
of symbol) is the four "situational object" categories toward which
103Ib"d 175~ ., p. •
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. 104peop e or~ent. These categories are: persons, collectivities,
nature, and cultural tradition. The person category refers to group
concepts regarding "human nature". Collectivity refers to group
concepts regarding politico-economic ideologies such as socialism,
capitalism, or democracy. Nature refers to ideas regarding pollution
or conservation of the physical environment. Lastly, the cultural
tradition category refers to ideas about a group's heritage. its
potential future, or temporal orientations generally.10S This classi-
fication system is important for planning and design processes because
it initially establishes a common reference point from which to
compare differences not only in the value-orientations (the regulatory
symbols) of groups, but it also provides a point to compare all the
symbol systems operating to influence psychosocial stress in groups.
l04parsons et ale 's system of human action is based upon the
concept of the orientation of action-orientation that can be directed
toward two classes of objects, physical and social. The physical
objects are defined as cultural and non-social; the social objects are
individuals and collectives. This "orientation" concept embraces
selection, which is cognitive discrimination based on values, drives,
and motivations and embraces choice, which is based on evaluation
standards. This idea of orientation toward action in terms of the
personality and social systems means that "concrete orientations and
concrete interactions are events in time and space" (p. 159). In the
personality system these orientations are expressed in terms of
needs and dispositions, in the social system they are expressed in
terms of roles and role expectations, and in the cultural system they
are expressed (externally to the person) in terms of symbols. The
important points in this study are that they define culture as involv-
ing "ways of orienting and acting"--ways embodied in meaningful
symbols. They view the cultural system and its component symbols as
the mechanisms of transmission (or communication) among individuals
(or personalities) by learning and among social svstems by diffusion
(pp , 21~22) >
105Ibid., pp. 168-169.
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Basically, Parsons et al. 's structure of culture suggests
that for any problem situation, the symbol systems involved may be
analyzed as the product of a set of orientations (or attitudes) for
each group, a set of object classification, and the number of groups
or major actors involved.
Symbol systems =
(of a specific
situation)
orientations x
(attitudes)
object
classification
x
group(s)
·cognitive
•expressive
·regulatory
•individual
•collectivity
·nature
.cultural tra-
dition
(number of
separate groups
of actors)
However, using this analysis in actual problem situations would require
many complex combinations of symbols, so many as to have questionable
value as a viable or realistic method for determining symbol systems.
For example, if the redevelopment of a twelve block area in a city is
taken as the overall problem situation; if the residents, the city
council, the planning commission, the redevelopment authority, and
the mayor are taken as the major actors and groups, and if a recreation
area and a youth organization are taken as the physical and social
object classification orientations, respectively; a symbol system
involving thirty different configurations results (i.e., three
orientations x two objects x five groups). When the number of
physical and social objects increases (i.e., ten of each), three
hundred symbol configurations aye possible" and t.h i.s is considel'iup,
the residents as only one group.
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Therefore, in seeking to overcome these complex problems
encountered in applying Parsons et ale 's method directly to urban
problem situations, stress theory and the working model presented ~n
this study appear significant. Stress theory, with its related
variables and indicators, helps identify the major characteristics of
the psychosor.ial environment (i.e., status inconsistency) important
to well-being. Also, major values (i.e., identity maintenance) import-
ant to well-being are known. In later discussion of ecological design
theory relative to the working model framework considerations, the
characteristics of the physical and ecological environment important
to well-being will be developed. Before investigating these physical
and ecological factors, however, another conceptual body of knowledge
in the behavioral sciences is available in helping to identify and
determine the most significant psychosocial symbol systems important
for planning and design. This is "symbolic interaction theory."
Symbolic interaction theory is important to the conceptual
and operational needs of planning and design for several reasons.
First, it offers an approach toward explaining human behavior not
covered by most sociological theory, such as Parsons et al.'s theory
b . 106of ehav10r. Second, certain major works, such as Duncan's (1968)
Symbols in Society, help refine the basic categories for human
orientation upon which comparative symbol systems for planning and
106 (" 'Blumer, R. 1972» Society as Symbolic Lnt er a r.t; ion,' in
J.Mauis and B. Meltzer (eds.), Symboli.c Interaction: A Reader in
Social Psychology (2nd edition), Allyn and Bacon, Boston, pp. 147-148.
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design may be developed. Third, symbolic interaction theory, with
its emphasis on role theory and the "acting units" concept, provides
significant conceptual links to major issues in stress theory. Fourth,
a specific effort to uncover the analytical dimensions of meaning in
terms of symbol systems begins to help provide the conceptual founda-
tions upon which to understand the impact of urban systems and
decision-making that goes beyond traditional concerns for only their
functioning or performance. This emphasis on the meaning of urban
processes and form is, therefore, a critical link in seeking to
connect urban science with urban humanism, a link this study argues
as critical to improving the quality of life in cities.
Symbolic interaction as a body of behavioral science theory ~
embraces the work of many significant theoreticians, including
Mead (1938), Cooley (1922), and Dewey (1925) in role theory, Bruner
(1958) in social perception, Maslow (1954) in self-actualization,
107and Gassirer (1954) in language and culture. Although specific
work of several of these theorists (Bruner and Maslow) is addressed
in later sections of this study, the most significant issues con-
trasting symbolic interaction theory with other sociological theory
(i.e., Parsons, 1951, discussed above) have been outlined by the
leading symbolic interaction theorist, George H. Mead (1938).
These contrasting issues, which are considered the main principles
107Kuhn) M, (1972) l "Major 'rrends in Symbol ic Interacti on
Theory .i.n the Pas t 'I'wenty·-Five Years, II in J. Manis and B. He1tzei
(eds.), Symbolic Interaction.
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of symbolic interaction, involve: self-identification, construction,
d 1 k· 108an ro e-ta l.ng. Self-identification says that a person defines
objects and situations relative to oneself; the construction principle
says one acts toward these objects based on one's ongoing activity;
and role-taking indicates that individual action occurs in a social
context in which individuals "take-the-role" of others to accomplish
group action. The important differences between these principles
and those of conventional psychology and sociology were discussed
by Blumer (1972). He suggests that the traditional psychological
categories of attitudes, needs, values, feelings, environmental
pressures, and so forth do not address the self-identification and
construction principles because these interactionist principles
indicate that one's behavior is based on how one "interprets" motives,
needs, and values within the action being undertaken. Also, Blumer
(1972) indicates that much of sociology views groups as striving for
some level of equilibrium, as does Parsons et al. 's theory of action
discussed earlier. However, the role-taking principle of symbolic
interaction is different in that separate individuals are viewed as
aligning their actions by interpretation for the purpose of a common
goa1.109 Generally, therefore, Blumer (1972) indicates that the
principles of human behavior advanced by the symbolic interactionists
suggests that fl ••• human beings interpret or define each other's
108Blumer ~ H, (1972), op .. cit., p , 1l+6,
109Ibid., pp. 147-148.
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actions instead of merely reacting to each other's actions. [Human]
response is not made directly to the actions of one another but instead
is based on the meaning which they attack to such actions. "Thus," he
states, "human interaction is mediated by the use of symbols, by
interpretation, or by ascertaining the meaning of one another's
action. "llO
The importance of these principles for planning and design
processes concerned with the urban future is that the meanings people
attach to various physical, social, or cultural dimensions of the
urban environment is important in determining the various types of
human activity probable. Also, however, the meaning people attach to
governmental programs and to institutional behavior generally is
III
important in how people formulate as well as pursue common goals.
Therefore, the meaning of urban systems and those institutional pro-
cesses controlling them (i.e., financial, economic, political) is as
important to the well-being of society as any measure or understanding
of their objective functioning or performance.
The importance of meaning in the functioning of society
relative to its major symbol systems has been extensively examined by
another significant symbolic interactionist, Hugh Duncan (1968) in
SymbolS in Society. Two closely related aspects of his work are
l10Ibid., p. 145.
111Sec T. Dye (1972)) op. cit.; his discussions of public
"policy output I! versus lIpolicy impact" regarding issues such as "fair
housing" and the "war on poverty" are excellent examples of the
importance of meaning on behavior; pp. 292-295.
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significant to this study: his conceptual analysis of the structure
of symbols in society; and his various propositions regarding the
function and significance of symbols in maintaining order in society.
Duncan defines a symbol as a "public meaning" of something,
meaning based upon not only the form of the symbol itself but also
upon the context 1n which it occurs. This form and context defines
the structure of symbols which, therefore, defines the structure
of public meaning.112 In seeking to understand how Duncan's work
might help one deal with the symbol systems within any planning and
design problem, it is important to understand that he specifically
differentiates between the structure and the function of symbols.
Structurally, he views the symbol form as "dramatic," and the symbol
context as "socia1." The dramatic form has five elements: the situa-
tion, the social function of any action, the roles involved, the ways
of communication involved, and the purposes of social order for the
action. The social context is viewed as comprising eleven basic social
institutions: the family, political decision modes, the provision of
goods and services, defenses of all types, education, sociability,
d 1 h 1 h d 1f 1
· . d vsc i 113games an pay, ea t an we are, re 191on, art, an SC1ence.
For clarity and comparative purposes, Duncan's theory of symbols is
interpreted here to state:
ll2Duncan, R. (1968), Symbols in Society, Oxford University
Press, New York, pp. 1-15. He considers meaning "bestowed" on a
symboI as a r esu Lt of the 1tc:odi.f:'ied'l pas t: ',~xperi,c(\c1.:'!~of .1 pc rsou
in a specific culture.
ll3Ibid., pp. 16-17.
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where
Ss = f(F ,C )s s
F symbol form: "dramatic"s
C = symbol context: "social"s
The above relationships suggest that the symbol systems (S )s
operating in a society may be viewed as a product of its five form (Fs)
elements and its eleven basic context categories (C ). The importances
of this model for the objectives of this study is that it helps aug-
ment the work of Parsons et al. (1951) in seeking to develop a general
model for analyzing the symbol structure of problem situations in
planning and design. However, before discussing the nature of this
general symbol structure model, another aspect of Duncan's work in
symbol systems appears significant to an epistemology of urban
planning and design. This involves the function, as contrasted with
the structure, of symbols in society.
Duncan asserts that the function of symbols is to create
and maintain order in society, and that this is accomplished by
symbols "naming." Naming, according to Duncan, means that symbols
"••. inspire belief in their capacity to consecrate certain styles
of life as the 'true' source of order in society ..• where any
style of life is defined as an expression through symbols of
appropriate and inappropriate ways of acting.,,1l4 Therefore, Duncan's
overall thesis is interpreted for our purposes to state that social
114Ibid., p . 22.
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order and organization (Os) is a function of "naming" (N), which is a
function of the interaction of its significant symbols (SI). These
symbols are functions of the public meaning (Mp) they transmit or elicit
from people. Meaning is a function of the structure of the symbols
(S ), and the structure of symbols is a function of the form (F )s s
and context (C ) of the symbols as they interact. For later compara-
s
tive purposes, these relationships are summarized in equations as
follows:
° = f(N)s
N = f(SI)
SI = f(M )
P
M = f(S )p s
S = f(F ,C )s s s
Generally, these symbolic interaction relationships may be
viewed as human communication resulting from certain types or styles
of human behavior. Supporting this view, Duncan has stated,
"Communication occurs in forms, and these forms are public as well
as private, for if there are no common symbols there can be no
. d h . ,,115common mean1ng, an ence no commun1ty. Therefore, symbolic
interaction theory suggests that the idea of community is closely
related to the expression of the most important symbols that are
common and shared by groups of people, and that the interaction of
115Ibid., p. 32.
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these symbols is meaningful in giving direction for one's behavior.
Therefore, social order and organization (0 ) is a way to view human
s
behavior (B) in terms of society itself. This suggests that Duncan's
theory may be expressed as:
Os = feB)
which says that social order (0 ) is primarily a function of behavior
s
(B) as expressed in social organization. This relationship is
especially important when compared to Parsons et al.'s (1951)
General Theory of Action.
Parsons et al. postulate that behavior (B) is a function
f ' . . d· (0) 116o one s or1entat10n towar act10n .a
However, they also con-
sider behavior as a function of the personality (P), social (8),
and cultural systems (C).117 Also, the cultural (C) system is defined
as a function of the symbol system (S ) and one's orientation towards
116See footnote number 104.
117parsons and Shils (1951), op. cit. They indicate that any
system of human action may be elaborated into the three configuration-
al subsystems in which the components of human behavior become organ-
ized and differentiated: the personality, the social, and the cul-
tural systems. The personality system is defined as the organization
of the orientations (or attitudes) and motivations of one person.
The social system is defined as the organization of social interaction
issues among several persons, although they say this system is not a
plurality of personalities. The cultural system is defined as the
meaningful "system of symbols" and bodies of artifacts, not an
org ani.z ed sy s t em uf f unc tLcuaI conc r e t.e .1.c.t:i()ll~~11.kc th,' t)i::·n;fm.lli'-y
and social systems. However, a major point is that they say the
action systems, (the personality and social systems) each have psycho-
logical, social, and cultural aspects (pp. 53-109).
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action (0 ) 118a .
B = f(O )
a
B f(P,S,C)
C = fCS ,0 )
s a
Therefore, conceptually solving for 0a or B (since they may be con-
sidered approximate functions of each other) yields the following:
·if C
•then 0 = f(~ )a Ss
·also, if B = fCP,S,C)
·and if 0 Z Ba
·then ~ = f(P,S,C)Ss
PISl unity·or -- =SS
These relationships suggest that if one seeks to understand behavior
(B), one must analyze the culture (C), which is the setting for that
behavior, relative to the system of symbols (5 ) which comprise that
s
culture. Also, these relationships suggest that the personality
system (P) and the social system (5) when analyzed relative to or
divided by the symbol system (5 ) yields a form of conceptual unity.
s
118Ibl."d., 56 64pp. - •
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The important point is that these relationships essentially state the
same conclusions suggested by Duncan's theory even though they are
conceptually developed from different models of behavior.
Duncan's theory suggests that behavior (B) or social order
(Os) is a function of symbolic interaction (SI), where symbolic
interaction is a function of the structure of the symbol system (S ).s
•if B ::: f (0 )
s
.and ° == f(SI)
s
. Os.tnen -- == unity
S
s
These relationships from Duncan's work suggest that if one seeks to
understand social order or organization of society (Os), which is an
expression of the behavior (B) of a culture, then one must analyze
that social order relative to the structure of the symbol system (S ),s
which, like Parsons' theory, also yields a form of conceptual unity.
Conceptually, therefore, one may conclude from the work of
Parsons and Shils' (1951) General Theory of Action and Duncan's (1968)
Symbols in Society that the analysis of the structure of the symbol
system in a culture is necessary in understanding social organization
and human communication--hence, all basic forms of human behavior.
Therefore, the importance of these works on symbolism for urban
planning and design is that they provide foundations upon which to
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develop a model for analyzing symbol systems relative to those factors
significantly contributing to the behaviors of individuals as well as
social groups. Therefore, in seeking to summarize and integrate
these theories, the following three propositions are derived as a
general model for analyzing symbol systems relative to human behavior:
a) The behaviors (B) of major actors and groups in a
problem situation are functions of the meaning (Md) of that situation
to the various actors and groups.
b) The meaning of a problem situation is a function of the
significant symbol systems of the various groups (5;) and the goals (G),
needs (N), and roles (R) of those actors and groups, with respect to
time (t).
The significant symbols (5s) are a function of three
y
types of actor and group attitudes (0 ) toward four object categoriesa
c)
(e ) within one or more of seven interaction contexts (Ie).
o
B - f eMd)
s + L (G ,N ,R). ]tMd = feS )[(G,N,R)iy ~g
5s = f(O ,C ,IC)
y a 0
°a = f(e ,E ,R )s s s
C = f(S.,S ,P ,P)
0 ~ c n c
IC = f(ici' 0 0 0 ic7)
where e = attitudes toward cognitive symbols (beliefs)s
E = attitudes toward expressive symbols (feelings)s
R attitudes toward regulatory symbols (values)s
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S. = social objects (the individual)
1
Sc = social objects (collectivities)
Pn = physical objects (nature)
P = physical objects (cultural tradition)
c
iCl = the family; iC2 = authority system;
iC3 = economic system; iC4 = knowledge system;
ics = health and welfare system;
iC6 = religion; iC7 = aesthetics
i = individuals
ig = groups
Although it is beyond the scope and purposes of this study
to develop further conceptual validation for the above propositions,
these propositions are important to this study for two reasons.
First, although methodological and theoretical, these propositions
are primarily axiomatic; that is, they serve as rules or procedures
by which to uniformly analyze and compare the symbol systems operating
in similar as well as differing problem situations. Second, these
propositions display the various psychological and sociological
factors which must be considered with symbol systems in order to
understand their influences on human behavior. This study, however,
is primarily concerned with the identification of those symbols most
significant in influencing human stress in the urban development and
in how these two tyres of ini:ormai..:ionmay be used in the planuing
and design process. Therefore, the most appropriate discussion of
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the above propositions regarding symbol systems analysis should be
relative to the major issues derived in the previous discussions of
stress theory. This, therefore. is our next task.
2. Stress Theory and Symbolism Theory--
Conceptual Interactions
The discussion of the interaction of stress and symbolism
theories can be most clearly presented by first presenting a summary
of the major factors derived from the previous symbol systems analysis.
Based on an integration of the work of Parsons et al. (1951) and
Duncan (1968). the previously stated propositions indicate that to
sdetermine the symbol systems (S ) of any problem situation one musty
determine three types of attitudes (Ga) for each group toward the
major physical. social. or cultural objects (C )o comprising the
situation. Also. this determination must be based upon the context
(IC) from which the groups or actors perceive the various objects
and total problem situation.
SS = f(O .C .IC)
Y a 0
However. to determine the importance of these symbol systems on
behavior. four other factors were identified as necessary considera-
tions in conjunction with the symbol systems. These are goals (G).
needs (N). roles (R). and temporal factors (t). Although each of
these factors has been previously mentioned relative to symbol or
stress analysis (i.e•• Parsons et al., 1951, on values as regulatory
systems; Dodge and Martin, 1970 on role conflict). a more definitive
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understanding of how to consider or analyze needs (N) and roles (R)
as specific psychosocial factors within the urban planning and design
119process is necessary in accomplishing the objectives of this study.
A variety of scientists and scholars has emphasized the
importance of understanding the different types of human needs in
making decisions regarding future urban society. Rene Dubos (1968)
emphasizes man's need for environmental and cultural diversity
because one's daily life experiences determine which of man's genetic
120attributes are to be nurtured or lost. Bertrand DeJouvenal (1965)
calls for an understanding of human needs relative to the work-leisure
121issue facing future societies. Edward Hall (1969) emphasizes the
importance of culturally conditioned needs 1n planning future envi-
ronments.122 Erich Fromm (1970) emphasizes human needs rather than
organizational or economic efficiency as the critical issue necessary
123to promote social betterment. However, one of the most useful and
often cited theoretical construct for analyzing human needs relative
119Temporal factors (t) are more specifically addressed 1n
the ecological design theory section.
l20Dubos, R. (1968), "Man and His Environment: Adaptation
and Interaction," in The Fitness of Man's Environment-Smithsonian
Annual II, Smithsonian Institute Press, Washington, D.C., pp. 48-53.
121DeJouvenal, B. (1965), "Utopia for Practical Purposes,"
Daedalus, Spring, 94(2), pp. 437-453.
122Hall, E. (1969), The Hidden Dimension, Anchor Books,
Doubleday, Garden City, New York, pp. 3-6,
123Fromm, E. (1970), "Humanistic Planning," Journal of the
American Institute of Planners, 38, March, No.2, pp. 67-71.
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to planning and design is H. A. Maslow's (1943) classic theory of
human motivation.
Basically, Maslow maintains that needs are hierarchically
organized and his theory offers a framework for describing and
explaining this organization. In this hierarchy of needs, the lower
level needs such as hunger and physical safety take precedence over
124higher needs such as self-esteem. Maslow maintains that people
constantly seek to move up these levels because satisfaction at one
level is motivation for the next. Relative to the objectives of this
study, two issues are important regarding Maslow's needs analysis.
First, when a person's needs are blocked at one level, he is
threatened and, therefore, psychological stress may result. However,
even though little is known about the substitutions people may make
regarding mid-level needs (i.e., affection, belonging, or esteem),
Maslow's theory does help explain how various groups might view the
same planning problem differently. For example, if a funding program
to improve water quality in the upper reaches of the Delaware River
is the planning issue, groups most concerned with aesthetics and
self-actualization needs (who are not hungry, are relatively safe,
and have high self-esteem) may be expected to support such a program.
However, groups who are hungry or are daily faced with crime,
violence, indignity, and few chances to overcome these problems
cannot be expected to be concerned with water quality or the pristine
124Maslow, H. A. (1943), "A Theory of Motivation," Psycho-
logical Review, 50, May, pp. 370-397.
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wilderness. Although many other examples are possible, the primary points
important for planning and design is the recognition of the differences
in how various decision-makers, planners, and users may react to the
same situation or issue based on having to daily confront different
types and levels of need. These differences in need (based on Maslow's
theory) will result, therefore, in different behaviors even though
a common symbol system may exist for the various groups.
In addition to a determination of differential needs, an
understanding of roles in any problem situation is important in
seeking to determine behavior. Classic role theory, as exemplified
by Linton's (1936) role model of society, argues that social stability
is maintained by roles which are founded upon social concensus and
h· . f 1 1 125t e 1ntegrat1on 0 cu tura norms. However, more recent work in
role theory suggests that other dimensions of human roles are
significant in understanding social problems. These included role-
playing, role-making, role-taking, and role-conflict.126
Role conflict was addressed previously in the analysis of
stress theory. Also, even though it is beyond the scope of the
study to further address the role concept, the following observations
as to how the role concept may be generally used in the planning and
125Linton, R. (1936), The Study of Man, App1eton-Century-
Crofts, New York.
l26See: W. Goode (1960), "A Theory of Role Strain," ~eric~n
Psyd1010gical Review, 25, pp, 483-04:16; aLs o, R.l'urne! \_U62.j, "Rule
Taking: Process Versus Conformity," in A. Rose (ed.), Human Behavior
and Social Processes: An Interactionist Approach, Houghton Mifflin,
Boston, pp. 20-40.
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design process appears important. In analyzing any problem situation,
the identification of the "acting units," which is the basic unit of
analysis in symbolic interaction theory, will begin to help one under-
stand the most significant roles involved. An acting unit may be one
individual (i.e., the mayor, an urban economist, a gang leader), a
small group with a common purpose (i.e., a juvenile club, a planning
firm), or an organization representing a constituency (i.e., a planning
commission, a city council, or the Gray Panthers). H. A. Mead states,
"There is no empirically observable activity in human society that
d . f .. ,,127oeS not spr1ng rom some act1ng un1t. He further indicates that
whatever the acting unit, all action is formulated in relation to the
128situation in which the action occurs. Therefore, the acting unit
concept appears to offer planning and design an important basic
mechanism for analyzing roles in problem situations.
In addition to analyzing situations in terms of existing
social structure roles, the generation of alternative plans, designs
or intervention policies should more explicitly address role-making.
Citizen participation in planning is currently the most common example
of role-making, yet, any decision activity effecting the basic
institutions of education, the family structure, or one's occupation
has role-making or role-changing consequences. These consequences,
as previously discussed in stress theory, can have serious negative
127Blumer, H. \1972), Ope c i.t , , p , 150.
l28Ibid•
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impacts on the health and well-being of people. Generally, as concep-
tual structures roles are important because the are "skeletons" of
rules of behavior which are hierarchical, interactive, and even dynamic
over time. Understanding roles in planning and design, therefore,
enables a better understanding of likely whole patterns of behavior.l29
From the preceding theoretical discussions, one may conclude
that analyzing symbol systems as a product of attitudes times objects
yields information about value systems and belief systems. This infor-
mation is important to planning and design because it indicates how
a person or group might generally perceive the total problem situation
as well as certain specific components (i.e., physical or social
objects) of it. Symbol systems, therefore, may be considered basically
to yield "value orientation" information. Analysis of needs and goals,
however, helps to more specifically determine how the problem situation
and its major components ~ perceived by various actors and groups.
This may be considered "motivational orientation information." Finally,
analysis of roles helps indicate the probable formal and informal
patterns of behavior, including hierarchies, interactions, and con-
flicts, within problem situations. This may be considered "behavioral
orientation information." Therefore, based on value, motivational,
and behavioral orientation information, one may begin to determine
the differential meaning problem situations often have among the
major actors and groups involved. And as most behavioral theorists
129See the references in footnote 126.
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postulate (Parsons et al., 1950; Duncan, 1970; Triandis, 1970;
Fishbein, 1971; Hollowell, 1951), the meaning of a situation to people
is the closest indicator of their probable behavior relative to it.130
The preceding inquiry into symbolism theory has resulted in
an overall conceptual structure for analyzing the major psychosocial
factors significant in understanding behavior and meaning within problem
situations. However, such a conceptual structure is still too general
to be operational in actual urban planning and design processes.
Therefore, in seeking to make this conceptual structure more operational,
tae integration of the major issues and findings from the previous
analysis of stress theory is especially important. This is important
because whereas symbolism theory primarily indicates the conceptual
or structural relationships among factors such as goals, needs, roles,
values, and attitudes in determining meaning and behavior, a synthesis
of the conceptual and empirical stress research begins to indicate
specific clusterings of these major factors most often found
130 di ff . 1· .Attempts to measure ~ erent~a mean~ng among groups ~s
important for planning and design relative to identifying areas of
meaning conflict in problem situations, conflicts which impede communi-
cation. Such measurements could be structured similar to C. Osgood
et al.'s (1957) semantic differential technique, The Measurement of
Meaning, Univ. of Illinois Press. He proposes to measure the meaning
of any object or concept along a seven-point bipolar attribute rating
scale. Refining Osgood's technique by factor analysis, O'Shaughnessy
has identified three distinct meaning categories of the "bipolar"
space. See O'Shaughnessy, OPe cit., pp. 42-43. This may simply mean
measurement, but as Charles Morris' Theory of Signs indicates, seman-
tics is only a part of the inquiry needed to understand semiotic. It
is primarily ana Ly ti.c a I , Urban planning and design L~~a 1.80 synt.hetic
and generative (or creative) and must be concerned with the pragmatics
of semiotic, namely, how symbol systems are used to accomplish goals
and fulfill needs.
llO
significant in inducing psychosocial stress. In other words, stress
theory indicates what dimensions of the psychosocial environment most
often have a "threatening" meaning to individuals or groups and indi-
cates what the likely consequences of these threats may be to indivi-
duals as well as major social groups and society itself.
As the previously presented model of psychosocial stress
induction indicates (Diagram C, page 74), there are three major goal-
need-value-role configurations which many individuals and groups find
important to develop, maintain, or enhance. These are:
a) Issues involving identity;
b) A sense of competence in controlling one's various
environments; and
c) Issues of group or community interaction or functioning.13l
In order to reduce the level of psychosocial stress in a planning and
design problem, therefore, an understanding of each of these configur-
ations relative to the symbol system associated with each was
determined as necessary. From Parsons et al.'s (1951) work in symbol
systems, two broad classifications were identified as the "objects"
which one orients toward as symbols. These are social objects (the
individual and the collectivity or group) and physical objects (nature
and culture). Therefore, one concludes that a symbol system for the
three goa1-need-value-role configurations (above) must be based on
131See pages 71. u) Ie in r.hc pr,-~v,.LOUS s cre ss t.hooiy ~Jcct:.i.(>n.
Also, each of these issues is further discussed in the ecological
design theory section.
III
social and physical objects in any setting. However, stress theory
also indicates that when a person or group perceive a major threat
to their goal-need-value-role configurations (identity, competence,
group functioning), the stress induced can result in a variety of
possible adaptations. The people can adapt, which involves changes in
their psychosocial structures and their physiology; the physical
environment can be adapted, which involves changes in man-made or
natural structure or conditions; or the people and the environment
adapt together, which may be thought of as changes in their ecological
structures. Therefore, one may conclude that issues of identity,
competence, and group functioning may be influenced in the planning
and design process by seeking to influence changes in symbols associated
with the psychosocial environment, the physical environment, or the
ecological environment.
Most of the previous discussions in stress theory and symbol-
ism theory, however, primarily addressed the importance of the psycho-
social environment and the consequences to individuals and society
f
.. h . 1 f· . 132o certa~n psyc osoc~a con ~gurat~ons. For example, findings from
stress theory suggest that clearly defined, aligned, and priority
l32p h 1 . 1 1 . . di d h . di .syc 0 og~ca stress ana ys~s ~n ~cate t at ~n ~v~duals
may adapt to a stressful environment cognitively, affectively, and
physiologically. Cognitive adaptations effect one's ability to think
clearly, solve basic problems, or distorts the perception of reality
generally. Affect adaptations involve feelings of anger, guilt or
anxiety. Physiological adaptations may involve chronic diseases such
as hypertellsion, Most adaptations by i.nd ivi.dual.s .rre combInationo
of these and may eventually result in Selye's GAS (see pages 60 to 63
for references and more discussion).
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ordered norms, roles, and statuses 1n urban society are important in
reducing stress. Also, groups low in social status and those old and
young have been identified as probably the most vulnerable or unable
to successfully adapt to stressful situations.133 Also, our analysis
of symbolism theory supported the importance of norms, roles, values,
and status in determining the meaning of situations and in understanding
social organization. Parsons et ale 's (1951) propositions on cognitive
l33Social stress analysis related to the work of urbanologists
such as Milgram (1970), Wirth (1938), and Simmel (1950) indicated that
intense human interaction in cities promotes the entrenchment of group
boundaries, reality distortions in perceptions, and tendency toward
transitory relationships. These consequences may then promote indi-
vidual and group isolation, non-involvement behavior and restricted
opportunities for social mobility. Combining the constructs from
psychological and social stress theory, Dodge and Martin (1970) indi-
cate that the long term physiological consequences of psychosocial
(i.e., reality distortion) and social (i.e., boundary entrenchment)
adaptations may result in increased levels of chronic disease in society.
TIleir important conclusions for planning and design are that to reduce
socially induced stress, the cultural norms (what one ought to do),
roles (what one is allowed to do), and statuses (how one is accepted,
respected, or valued) in urban society should be clearly defined,
aligned, and priority ordered. These conclusions appear generally
supported by Lazarus' (1966) work in psychological stress as well as by
Barker and Chapman (1962) who state that " .•• uncertainty and ambigu-
ity regarding major goals and values of people are primarily the condi-
tions which induce stress. G. Barker and D. Chapman, eds. (1962), Man
and Society in Disaster, Basic Books, New York, p. 32. Also, important
to planning and design is the identification of groups most vulnerable
to stress. Research on various animal populations (Calhoun, 1962;
Wynne-Edwards, 1962) has shown that those low on social status hier-
archies and those young and old are the groups most unable to success-
fully adapt to stress. While recognizing the dangers of drawing con-
clusions for people from animal research, both areas of research
support the importance and interaction of roles, statuses, and age in
seeki.ng to i.dentifymos1". vu l.ne r ab l.e I'opulations. See d iscucsi onc of
Calhoun and Wynne-Edwards in J. Gray (1971), The Psychology of Fear
and Stress, McGraw-Hill, New York, pp. 74-82. Also, see J. Mason
(1959), Rec. Prog. Hormone Research, 15, pp. 345-378.
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symbols as beliefs regarding allocations in society134 and Duncan's
(1968) propositions regarding the symbolization by governments of social
hierarchy (i.e., the rights of superiors, inferiors, and equals to
h . he rva.ri f h . i.ety ) 135 .s are ~n t var10US types 0 wealt 1n soc1e are pr1mary
134Parsons and Shils (1951), op. cit., p. 168; see discussion
in this study, page
135Based on his thesis that social order is determined by the
interaction of society's major symbols, Duncan has developed a Dramatic
Model of Symbolic interaction composed of axiomatic, theoretical, and
methodological propositions. Several of these propositions (presented
below) are important in seeking to understand and to resolve the basic
problems generating this study. These propositions are:
Axiomatic Propositions
".Society arises in, and continues to exist through the communication
of significant symbols, [significant defined as a symbol which con-
veys the same meaning among people] . . •
•Hierarchy [social] is expressed through the symbolization of
superiority, inferiority, and equality, and of passage from one to
another . • .II(pp. 44, 52)
Theoretical Propositions
II·Social order is legitimized through symbols found in nature, man,
society, language, or God .••
·Hierarchical communication is a form of address [which functions by
persuasion] among superiors, inferiors, and equals . II(pp. 116,
127)
Methodological Propositions
II·Relationships between authorities, symbol manipulators, public and
critics, may be determined by asking to what degree communication
between and among them is open or closed
·Symbols of government must be dramatized as symbols of social order
·Authorities must create and sustain ways of making, distributing,
and consuming food, clothing, and shelter, according to beliefs in
the rights of superiors, inferiors, and equals to share in these
services •..
·Science raises problem-solving to an ultimate value by making
methods used in problem-solving a guide to social action . . • "
(pp. 193, 202, 206, 228)
TI.esepropositions raise several complex, yet critical
questions regarding planning and design attempts to improve the quality
of life in cities. For example, if social order is based on an
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examples. The important points of conceptual interaction between
symbolism theory and stress theory therefore, are that the issues in
symbolism theory regarding allocation, distribution, and participation
are closely allied with the structural factors regarding norms, roles,
and status central to psychosocial stress induction in urban society.
However, as important as these constructs (norms, roles, etc.) have
been in the previous analysis of symbolism and stress, they have
primarily dealt with the psychosocial environment only. But as Parsons
et ale 's (1951) concern for physical objects in understanding culture
and behavior suggests, and as urbanologists such as Wirth (1938) and
interactionists such as Lewin (1950) emphasize, psychosocial constructs
overall public agreement as to who is superior, inferior, or equal,
how can one determine if public policies and actions are directed at
improving objective conditions (i.e., housing conditions) or determine
if they are only symbolic manipulations of existing status configura-
tions in order to maintain existing public order and existing power
structures? Who are the primary symbol manipulators and symbol
disseminators? Do or should these persons or institutions seek to
clarify, reinforce, negate, or alter the symbols of superiority,
inferiority, and equality? What are the physical, social, and cultural
dimensions of those symbols most important to improving the quality
of urban life? Lastly, which of these symbols and what dimensions of
them can, is, or should be influenced by the urban planning and design
process?
As discussed in the Introduction, the overall goal of this
study is to contribute to an urban epistemology (relative to symbolism
and stress theories) in seeking to develop a process by which planners
and designers might be able to address questions such as those stated
above. Partial answers to these questions have been suggested earlier
relative to Thomas Dye's (1972) discussions of the symbolic versus the
tangible costs and benefits of public programs. Also, the previous
stress theory analysis began to identify those psychosocial factors
(i.e., role and status alignment) important to human health. However,
mor e def i.ni tLve a.nswers i.o such qucs t i.ou s must be ba~:;(~d,JiI'.n1 '.;lFil-r:31',1,!,[
ing of the ecological as well as psychosocial environment. After con-
sidering ecological design theory and urban planning theory, therefore,
the last chapter of this study seeks more complete answers to these
questions.
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alone are inadequate for understanding not only urban problems but
human behavior generally. They all emphasize that psychosocial
constructs must be understood within the context of the physical
environment. This is because, as interaction theory states, roles,
status, and norms are directly expressed by, related to, and interact
with the physical environment. In other words, such constructs must
be ecological to have relevance in understanding the complexity of
problems addressed by the urban planning and design process.
Having examined stress theory, symbolism theory and their
interaction as the first part of conceptually testing the working
model of the planning and design offered in this study, the second
and final portion of this testing begins below. This involves
inquiry into the overall model framework (Diagram B, page 27) and the
two major bodies of knowledge contributing to it, urban planning
theory and ecological design theory. The remainder of this study,
therefore, will investigate certain major issues within these areas.
Examination of urban planning theory will involve three of its major
concepts: the public interest, rationality and choice, and orientation
and action. Inquiry into ecological design theory will involve four
major research orientations in this emergent field: specific
sociophysical environments, space and human behavior, human adaptive
processes, and environmental perception and cognition. The signifi-
cance of stress and symbolism as concepts for integrating and synthe-
sizing these ecological design research areas is of primary concern.
Therefore, inquiry into urban planning theory is important in seeking
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to demonstrate the inadequacies of some of its major conceptual
foundations relative to decision-making and human behavior generally.
Inquiry into ecological design theory is important in seeking to
understand the relationships between the physical (i.e., especially
the man-made) and the psychosocial environments, which is the primary
objective to this study.
c. Urban Planning Theory
This study has emphasized that if urban planning and design
is to aid in the understanding and resolution of complex urban
problems, it must be conceptually founded upon a greater understanding
of human behavior. This refers to knowledge of the behavior of people
in the urban environment as well as to knowledge of the decision-
making behavior in the planning and design process itself. Also, as
stated in the Introduction, one of the basic assumptions of this
study is that the traditional economic, political, and legal models
forming the conceptual foundations of much of contemporary urban
planning are incapable of helping resolve or understand the complex
problems associated with rapid technological and cultural change
(see page 9). Although they are obviously important, the reasons
these models are inadequate is because they oversimplify the psycho-
social and ecological dimensions of the substantive problems and
those decision processes involved in seeking to resolve them. In
support the proposals of this study in overcoming these problems, a
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more definitive inquiry into the conceptual foundations of contemporary
urban planning is necessary.
The field of urban planning may be characterized many ways:
according to the purposes of planning, planning strategies, methods,
and specific contexts in which planning occurs, various actors or
136
client groups, decision-making structures, and so forth. Therefore,
the notion that there exists a body of knowledge that may be uniquely
referred to on urban planning theory is problematic at best.
However, a review of the planning literature that has addressed
issues or concepts often cited as basic conceptual foundations of
urban planning yields three primary areas of concern: the public
interest, rationality and choice, and orientation and action. There-
fore, inquiry into urban planning will first involve a general descrip-
tion of the nature of the overall field followed by specific discus-
sions of these three primary areas of concern. This involves examining
the inadequacies of each of these areas relative to the assumptions
of this study, followed by suggestions for overcoming these problems.
Several planning theorists have offered critical overviews
of the nature of the planning field, and although the semantic problems
1n the literature are vast, there appears to be two basic types of
136
Bolan, R, (1967), "Emerging Vie\,f.·; of P'lauui.ng ," vo i. '33.,
pp . 233-245, and R. Bolan (1969), "Community Decision Behavi.or;"
in Journal of the American Institute of Planners, Sept., pp. 301-310.
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137theoretical interest; one substantive, the other procedural. Sub-
stantive theory has been directed at specific classes of urban problems
themselves (i.e., social interaction, environmental quality, congestion
phenomenon, etc.). Procedural theory has been directed at how to
resolve such substantive problems or how generally to plan within
existing political and economic structures. These procedural concerns
(the primary areas of theoretical work in planning) have resulted in
an emphasis on the development of various decision models and theories
on choice and a closely related emphasis on seeking to operationalize
d· 1 . Larmi lb·· d 1381verse va ue systems 1nto p ann1ng goa s, 0 Ject1ves an programs.
Also, the concepts of the public interest, a basic legal justification
for the public actions of planning, has significant impacts on
planning procedures.
Using this basic substantive-procedural dichotomy in
137See: Hightower, H. (1969), "Planning Theory in Contemporary
Professional Education," Journal of the American Institute of Planners,
Sept., pp. 326-329. Hightower emphasizes this dichotomy (procedura1-
substantive) in his review of planning theory relative to contemporary
planning education in the United States. Also, see J. Friedmann (1973),
Retracking America, op. cit.; and R. Ackoff (1974), Redesigning the
Future, Wiley and Sons, New York. Both these works in planning theory
are discussed later in this chapter.
l38The decision models include opt1ID1zation techniques,
quantitative methods such as linear and dynamic programming, benefit-
cost analysis, PPBS, and various applications of mathematical and
economic decision theory. The relationship between values and goals
are exemplified by Braybrooke and Lindbloom's (1963) "disjointed incre-
mentalism," Davidoff's (1965) advocacy planning, Friedmann's (1966)
normative planning, and Meyerson's (1961) discourse on utopian planning.
L39Hightower, H. (1969), op , cit., p. .329. These impacts are
extensively explored in the next section.
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discussing planning theory is important because it helps illustrate a
major problem in seeking to understand and address issues such as the
quality of life. This dichotomy illustrates that most of the concep-
tual foundations of planning have been based upon either procedural
concerns (i.e., quantitative methods, decision models) or substantive
concerns (i.e., environmental quality, social affiliation), but
140rarely the two concerns together. When they have been integrated,
such efforts have usually been on the scale of societal utopian
principles or on the scale of the much maligned metropolitan utopian
"comprehensive plan-public interest" model. 141 This means they have
been generally nonoperable relative to a daily process of planning
and unrealistic relative to actual power structures and urban
development decision-making in the United States.
Even with these problems from previous efforts to integrate
140 0 of 0 0Recent s1gn1 1cant except10ns
(1973), Retracking America, op. cit., and
Redesigning the Future, op. cit., both of
next section.
to this are J. Friedmann's
R. Ackoff's (1974),
which are discussed in the
141The comprehensive plan model, the most pervasive form of
post-World War II city planning in the United States, is based on having
an advisory planning commission recommend actions directed toward
ensuring the overall public interest. This is to be accomplished
by developing short-term policy guidelines for daily decisions in order
to generally direct long term urban development. In this model the
master plan functions as the "common goal" to which actions are
directed. The many attackers of this model have included: Edward
Banfield (1961) regarding the inability of cities to develop common
goals or match "ends" and "means"; John Friedmann (1966) regarding the
reality of power politics in decision-making; Lowdon Wingo (1961)
r egar ding the need to kuow the di.st.r ibut ion of so ci.a l costs; and Bray
brook and Lindbloom (1963) regarding society's inabHny to synthe-
size goals and values of diverse interests in public decision-making.
See R. Bolan (1967), op. cit., pp. 233-234.
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procedural and substantive planning, however, a major contention of
this study is that procedural "how to plan" issues must be directly
related (operationally as well as conceptually) to the substantive
"what to plan" issues. This is because urban problems such as the
deteriorating quality of life have so many interacting physical,
social, political and economic dimensions that neither procedural nor
substantive theory alone can address. Nor should one be taken as a
given from which to theoretically develop the other. In other words,
as the Introduction to this study emphasized, to aid in the resolution
of complex urban problems, planning must be based on the integration
of substantive and procedural domains.
This integration should be deliberate and conceptually
structured; that is, it should not be based upon constantly seeking
to define or predetermine the nature of problems within prevailing
economic and political theories, as our effete models of comprehensive
master planning have demonstrated. Also, although complex problems
require complex solutions (see Ashby, page 12) this integration should
not be based upon developing inordinately sophisticated methods of
analysis and evaluation for specific isolated phenomenon (e.g.,
transportation) whose definition and causal dimensions are as much
cultural and nonobjective as they are objective and functional.
What this procedural-substantive integration within urban planning
theory should be can only be suggested, for the nature of complex
adaptive problems addressed by planning is that they structurally
change over time. The working model of the urban planning and design
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process presented in this study, however, is believed to reflect the
necessary beginnings of such a substantive-procedural integration.
For example, this is refiected by the model addressing substantive
problems (e.g., psychosocial stress) relative to specific procedures
(i.e., symbol system analysis as the first of the five basic steps in
applying the model) for understanding and resolving the problem within
the various problem situation contexts. In other words, such a model
seeks to develop for urban planning a new form of comprehensiveness
based upon a greater understanding of behavior and environment than is
found in existing theory. Simply stated, analysis and policy recommend-
ations may be the appropriate scope and role for economics, law
engineering, political science, and other fields. However, if there
ever is to be a field engaged in understanding as well as attempting
to resolve complex urban problems, new paradigms of analysis combined
with synthesis are necessary.
Relative to these comments on urban planning theory, therefore,
a major assumption of this study which needs to be examined is the
following: a primary contributor to the ineffectiveness of the planning
field in helping to resolve urban problems is that the conceptual bases
for procedural planning (i.e., primarily various decision models) have
been used incorrectly to define the substantive nature of urban
problems themselves. To understand the importance of this assumption,
to substantiate it, and to demonstrate more definitively the major
differences between the conceptual bases of this study and those of the
current planning field, three procedurally related concepts basic to
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urban planning in the United States need to be examined. These con-
cepts are the public interest, rationality and choice, and orientation
and action. Therefore, the next necessary task is to examine the
problems with each of these concepts and to indicate ways this study
seeks to help overcome these problems.
1. The Public Interest
Within the past thirty years in the United States, the con-
cept of the public interest has been the primary legal justification
for urban planning. As Chapin (1962) discusses in Urban Land Use
Planning, the public interest has primarily involved attempts by
government to promote the general health, safety, and welfare of
urban residents.142 To accomplish these public interest goals, legal
enforcement mechanisms such as eminent domain, the police power, and
taxation have been adopted. More specifically, to promote health and
safety, various health, sanitation, and building codes have been
adopted. Also, developmental controls regarding spatial density
or building in hazardous areas (i.e., flood plain zoning) have
attempted to regulate potential threats to general health and safety.
Other controls such as zoning and subdivision regulations have
attempted to direct the spatial location of various types of urban
activity to promote the general welfare. Also, included as public
interest issues, various administrative regulations have been adopted
l42Chapin, s. (1965), "The Public Interest as a Determinant
of Land Use," in Land Use Planning, Univ. of Illinois Press, Urbana,
pp. 39-62.
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to ensure coordinated planning (i.e., PPBS) or to improve the operating
efficiency and effectiveness of all public systems (e.g., parks and
recreation). More recently, new legal-administrative tools such as
special district zoning, the transfer of development rights, or environ-
mental impact statements have been adopted in seeking to further
143
promote or enhance the public interest.
It is beyond the scope of this study to seek an evaluation
of these various legal mechanisms that have attempted to promote the
public interest, except to offer the following general observations.
As the Introduction to this study discussed, even with these legal
tools, the "urban crisis" and its associated deteriorating quality of
urban life has resulted. The contribution of these specific planning
mechanisms to the urban crisis, or their general inconsequence in
resolving or contributing to it, has been extensively examined
144elsewhere. Generally, these studies indicate that a complex
amalgam of factors impinge on the interpretation and use of these
control mechanisms. The major factors identified include the
unforeseen impacts of technology coupled with growth (i.e., traffic
congestion and air pollution as a result of suburban development),
and the changing social climate in cities (i.e., racial conflict,
increasing crime rates), both of which have helped to erode the
Barnett, J. (1974), Urban Design as Public Policy, Archi-
tectural Record Books, New York, pp. 37-52, 82.
144See the specific references to the urban crisis literature
indicated on pages 6-8 of Chapter I.
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. 145fiscal capability of our cities to pay for needed serVlces. How-
ever, another major set of factors have also contributed to the
inability of these control mechanisms to prevent the "urban crisis."
These factors are related to the actual decision-making processes that
control urban development and, therefore, are directed at the basic
conceptual foundations of urban planning relative to the idea of the
public interest. In other words, the actual use of control mechanisms
to influence urban development has been more related to the private
interest of the economic and political power structures ln society,
than to an understanding within urban planning of what the public
interest is or how to promote it. Support for this conclusion can be
found in the many critical works on public interest theory, particu-
1ar1y Banfield (1961), Sorauf (1957), and Perry and Leys (1959).
The criticisms lodged against public interest theory suggests
that the conceptual foundations of urban planning have been based
upon an ideal symbol, the public interest, while the reality of how
urban development occurs is based upon private interest. A less
political way of stating this is that promoting the public interest
within urban planning necessarily involves the complex interaction
of environmental, social, economic, and political forces. From this
definition, however, the public interest cannot be objectively
translated into policy and planning programs. Yet, a priori, the
concept of the public interest, like that of social betterment or
145Moynihan, D. (1970), op. cit., pp. 376-379.
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the improvement of the quality of life, seems a reasonable aspiration
or general guide in helping to make decisions about complex urban
problems. Therefore, rather than seeking to determine the validity or
invalidity of the public interest as a basis for planning, a more use-
ful question is how may the planning process be structured in order
to deal with the reality of divergent group interests in decision-
making, yet also move toward the ideal of the public interest.
Many planners have addressed parts of this question. For
example, Altshuler (1965) suggests that the public interest may be
addressed in planning by using community goals determined by demo-
146
cratic political processes. The Wheatons (1970) also emphasize
the need to consider goals in seeking to determine the public
interest. They indicate that the goal preferences of diverse groups
must be determined, and that making these determinations within the
process of planning involves a dual problem. "The first is to devise
measures [for differing goals] which can make choices relevant and
146Altshuler, A. (1965), "The Goals of Comprehensive Plan-
ning," Journal of the American Institute of Architects, 31, Aug.,
p. 3. Usually public participation in the planning process is a
primary method advocated for obtaining goals •. However, great problems
have been encountered with this method, especially problems of achiev-
ing consensus on goals, goal priorities, and the resolution of goal
conflict. Resolving goal conflict is usually considered to belong
within the realm of the courts, legislators and the market. However,
since the market cannot allocate all merit goods (i.e., clean water,
safety) and since administrative agencies must constantly interpret
the rulings of the courts and the legislatures in attempting to imple-
ment policy, the planning process is still faced with addressing
goal issues. In other words, the courts, the legislatures, the market,
and administrative policies do not alleviate the need for planners to
understand the influence of differing goals on policy formulation
and implementation.
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meaningful. The second is to devise procedures for consultation [in
147determining goals] which are meaningful." The contention of this
study is that the determination and measurement of the most meaningful
goals of diverse groups for use within the planning process (i.e.,
formulation, measurement, comparison, conflict resolution, and choice)
can only be accomplished relative to an understanding of the symbols
systems of the.se groups. Therefore, although this study does not
attempt to offer solutions to the public versus private interest
question posed above, contributions toward a solution are offered.
By seeking to reduce the level of psychosocial stress in the urban
environment, this study seeks to contribute toward operationalizing
a major component (quality of life) of the public interest. Also,
by seeking to determine the significant symbol systems of various
groups, a method by which to understand the impact of divergent group
interest on decision-making within planning is formulated.
In seeking to be more specific about how the concept of the
public interest may be used by various groups to influence decision-
making in planning, a brief discussion of Schubert's (1960) The Public
Interest is important. As one of the most significant conceptual works
critical of public interest theory, his theoretical propositions are
based on examining the attitudes of decision-makers relative to the
public interest and the consequences of these attitudes for social
147
Wheaton, W. and Wheaton, M. (1970), "Identifying the
Public Interest: Values and Goals," in E. Erber (ed.), Urban Planning
in Transition, Grossman, New York, p. 154.
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change. Therefore, his work is especially important to this study
because his analysis of attitudes may easily be incorporated into the
structure for determining symbol systems presented earlier. In his
study, three basic groups are identified: Rationalists, Idealists,
d R 1· 148an ea a.sts ,
The Rationalists were identified as having attitudes which
are anti-interest group, which means they believe public policy
decisions should be made in relation to a "common good" and "common
will" of the people. In these attitudes one finds the basic legal
mechanisms (e.g., eminent domain) associated with contemporary
urban planning. Also, the attitudes of this group regarding social
change are that it should come through traditional party politics
. h' h .. . . . 1 149w~t ~n t e ex~st~ng 1nst1tut10na system. The Idealists group,
like the Rationalists, also are anti-interest group and pro "common
good", but their attitudes are based on a different belief system.
They believe in "universal laws" (e.g., brotherhood) that are independ-
ent of political decision processes. The Realists, however, unlike
the Idealists or Rationalists, discount the significance of concerns
for a "common good" and emphasize that decisions are based on the pro-
motion of group interests. The attitudes within this group, however,
are differentiated relative to social change. Schubert, therefore,
l48Schubert, G. (1960), The Public Interest, The Free Press
of G1enco, New York,.pp. 220-223. Although Schubert's work is oriented
primarily toward the Federal government, it has implications for
urban public policy decisions process at all levels of government.
149Ibid., pp. 201-204.
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subdivides the Realists into three groups: the Benthian, Due-Process-
Equilibrium, and Psychological Realists.
The Benthian Realists (named after the social philosopher)
are concerned with competition and compromise among interest groups as
the reality of public policy decision-making. The Due-Process-
Equilibrium Realists are concerned with maximizing the stability of
the existing decision-making system. (Here, mathematical probability
theory is used to prestructure the decision-making environment,
according to Schubert, and is used to condition the mental processes
of the decision-makers.)lSO Finally, the Psychological Realists are
concerned with understanding value systems and other mental processes
of the decision-makers as well as others involved in group interaction.
Here, the consequences or impacts of choice on various groups is of
" 151pr~ary concern.
Because of the variety of decision-makers and groups involved
in the problem-formulation as well as policy implementation activities
of the urban planning process, Schubert's analysis is important to
this study for two reasons. First, it provides a conceptual framework
for considering the public interest in terms of the attitudes and
beliefs of decision-makers and divergent groups relative to how social
change should occur. Second, his conceptual framework helps demon-
strate the significance of symbol systems analysis (the sub-model
150 b"I 1d., p. 204.
151Ibid., p. 203. This is often referred to as the philosophy
of ethical relativism.
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presented previously) in relating attitudes to various factors signifi-
cant in understanding the meaning of problem situations and behavior.
For example, if one examines Schubert's attitude framework relative to
the symbol system topology developed from Parsons (1951) one finds
that Schubert is discussing the Rationalists, Idealists, and Realists
in terms of their regulatory symbols (which are significant in conflict
resolution, evaluation, and choice) and in terms of their cognitive
symbols (which are significant in how problems are formulated, what
issues are predetermined as relevant, and what strategies for action
are predetermined to be acceptable).
When compared to the working model of the planning and design
process presented in Chapter II, one easily concludes that the model
is based upon the Realist orientation as the most viable approach for
considering the public interest in planning. This does not imply,
however, that legal tools such as flood plain zoning to promote'the
"common good" (Le., Schubert's Rationalists category) are not
important to human well-being and to urban planning. Rather, advo-
cating a Realists' approach for the urban planning process is
believed necessary in seeking to understand the consequences of the
different attitudes regarding public interest held by various groups.
Especially important to urban planning is the Psychological Realists
orientation. This is because understanding comprise (Benthian Real-
ists) and stability or continuity (Due-Process-Equilibrium Realists)
in decision-making processes cannot be accomplished without under-
standing the value systems (Psychological Realists) of the various
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actors or groups. And as demonstrated in previous discussions, values
must be expressed in terms of a group's major regulatory symbols in
determining how values influence the meaningfulness of situations, and
hence, decision-making behavior.
In summarizing the above remarks on the validity of the public
interest as a major concept for urban planning, several conclusions
are offered. First, the realities of the political and economic
power in influencing most public policy negate the "overall public
interest" as a valid conceptual basis for urban planning, especially
if urban planning is to be directed at improving those factors signifi-
cant to the quality of life identified in this study. On the other
hand, if planning is only directed at maintaining the existing
patterns of status and wealth in society (political and economic),
then the public interest provides the existing power structures with
a valuable symbol for helping reinforce those patterns. A more valid
concept for planning appears to be "group interest", which involves
determining various types of costs and benefits (i.e., income, level
of psychosocial stress) to various population groups as a result of
certain policies or decisions. A second conclusion regarding the
public interest is derived from Schubert; namely, that it makes
little "operational" sense unless, as this study argues, it is con-
152sidered relative to an analysis of symbol systems. It then may
152Ibid., p. 224. Schubert concludes that the public inter-
est makes "no operational sense" because there are little or no
relationships to the empirical world.
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serve as a valuable indicator of group desirability for social change
and their acceptable ways for accomplishing it.
2. Rationality and Choice
In addition to the public interest, two additional closely
related concepts are basic to the conceptual foundations of contempo-
153These are rationality and choice. Rational-rary urban planning.
ity primarily refers to a concept of how people "should" make decisions;
choice primarily refers to concepts of how people select among
alternat{ve objects or strategies in deciding a course of action.
A priori, therefore, rationality and choice appear important concepts
in seeking to understand and develop a model of the urban planning
and design process. However, the problems with these concepts in
contemporary urban planning are that they are primarily based upon
and associated with economic decision theory and as the Introduction
to this study suggested, such a basis mostly ignores the important
psychological and ecological factors which significantly effect
decision-making behavior. The following discussion seeks to substan-
tiate these assumptions.
The concept of rationality associated with economic decision
theory is based upon the model of an ideal rational man; namely, man
in the marketplace or Economic Man and his close relative Scientific
Man. The primary characteristics of this rational man are that he
153See Bolan, R. (1969), Ope cit., pp. 301-302. Also, see
J. Dyckman (1961), "Planning and Decision Theory," Jour. of the~-...;___;_;;._'--.:...
American lnst. of Planners, Vol. 27, pp. 336 and 342.
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knows and understands his and other persons' motivations; he maximizes
his utilities; he has the ability and does find facts by logic and the
scientific method and finally, his actions are not based upon or
b . 154controlled y emot~on. Therefore, in a decision-making process,
the classic model of rationality yields an individual involved in
the following activities:
• establishing goals relative to values;
• identifying environmental constraints and opportunities;
determining alternative methods for achieving goals relative
to various resource limitations;
determining consequences for each alternative;
evaluating alternatives to maximize goals and minimize
costs (i.e., generally optimize); and finally
selecting and implementing alternatives (or combinations)
in which former decisions are guides to later ones.lSS
The problems with the above rational model of man and his decision-
making process primarily may be considered to involve motivational
and information constraints. The motivational constraints refer to
the impact of the needs and values of the decision-maker on influ-
encing each of the above activities. The informational constraints
refer to the type, amount, and quality of information available to
the person in each activity. Generally, therefore, these constraints
combine to create complexity and uncertainty relative to
l54Lee, W. (1971), Decision Theory and Human Behavior,
Wiley and Sons, New York, pp. 6-7.
l55Ibid., p. 7.
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Based upon these problems of complexity and uncertainty,
one finds the primary criticism of some of the basic assumptions
in economic theory. These are assumptions regarding competition,
scarcity, and maximization-concepts which are believed to compel man
to behave rationally. In discussing the consequences of such assump-
tions, Boulding (1970) argues that the problems with economics
relative to decision-making and public policy is that it has become
a normative "generalized theory of choice" in which economic life
has become the basic model of the total complex of human activity.lS7
For example, he indicates that macroeconomics suffers from the
fallacies of composition and aggregation because the structures of
158aggregation are not known. The problems with the study of the
price system is that it has evolved into a "theory of value" which
says that due to scarcity one must give up something to get something
156Conditions of insufficient information and uncertainty in
economic theory led to the development of the Theory of Games and
Economic Behavior, J. Von Neuman and O. Morgenstern, Princeton Univ.
Press, Princeton, 1953. Mainly concerned with how organizations
rather than individuals make decisions, game theory (often synonymous
with mathematical decision theory) addresses the conditions under
which consequences of decisions are considered and the rules of
decision-making. See W. Lee (1971), op. cit., pp. 23-33.
157Boulding, K. (1970), Beyond Economics, Univ. of Michigan
Press, Ann Arbor, p. 6. Boulding's conclusion is similar to Parsons'
(1951) identification of the "individual achievement complex" as the
dominant value-orientation pattern in the U.S. See footnote 101.
l58Ib Ld1.., p. 11.
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e1se.159 Welfare economics, which has attempted to rate "better" or
"worse" conditions relative to choices among alternative social arrange-
ments in producing public and private goods, also has grave conceptual
160problems. As exemplified by Arrow's (1951) "impossibility theorem,"
these involve social choice problems encountered when shifting from
161individual to group preferences. These social choice problems
still persist even though welfare economics has led to the deve1op-
f .' . 1 f P . Li 162ment 0 compensat10n pr1nc1p es 0 raeto opt1ma 1ty.
It is beyond the scope and primary purposes of this study
to attempt a definitive inquiry into the problems of social choice
and individual preferences regarding the provision of public goods
in the urban economy. Such problems relative to political economic
theory has been intensively explored by Tiebout (1956), Buchanan
and Tullock (1962), Weisbrod (1964), Olson (1965), and Bish (1971).
However, in seeking to indicate the major differences between the
basic concepts in the economic literature and this study in seeking
to understand decision-making behavior, the following observations
appear important. In a rough generalization of concepts, behavior
in economics is viewed as supply and demand. This means individuals
Arrow, K. (1951), Social Choice and Individual Values,
Wiley, New York.
162Boulding, K. (1970), op. cit., p. 39. Praeto optimality
generally means a change in resource allocations in which it is not
possible to make anyone better off without making at least one other
person worse off.
l59Ibid., p. 6.
160Ibid., p , 36.
161
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and groups have preferences for certain goods and services, which
generates demand, and this demand results in a supply response by
the society. This supply response is a combination of market, quasi-
market, and non-market processes. Individual demand for private goods
realized by market processes is roughly consistent with the classic
163model of consumer behavior. However, individual and collective
demand for public goods (i.e., police, open-space) or for control of
externalities (i.e., air pollution) cannot be realized by individual
market transactions. Therefore, non-market and quasi-market processes
are necessary, processes which are especially important to urban
planning due to the public intervention (i.e., eminent domain for
the public interest) and public participation implications of
163See: W. Miernyk (1971), Economics, Random House, New York,
pp. 85-86. Also, for important studies in decision-making behavior,
especially see R. Luce (1959), Individual Choice Behavior: A Theoreti-
cal Analysis, Wiley, N. Y. and R. Luce et al. (1960), Developments in
Mathematical Psychology: Information, Learning and Tracking, Free
Press, Glenco, N. Y.
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164 For example, Wingo (1973) suggests that bythese processes.
interpreting choice patterns from existing market and quasi-market
processes relative to indices such as property values and migration
patterns, individual and collective preferences for certain public
goods can be determined. However, because these determinations are
based on aggregate outcomes, they may describe the aggregated behaviors
that have resulted, yet the problem still exists of not knowing the
trade-off components of individual preferences (and their relative
importances) that determined those outcomes. Also, as Wingo (1973)
suggests, market and quasi-market processes can only indicate prefer-
ences for those who have the income and other resources which enables
164Wingo, L. (1973), "The Quality of Life: Toward a Micro-
economic Definition," Urban Studies, Vol. 10, pp. 3-18. Wingo indi-
cates that the demand for public goods (or his "experiential environ-
ments") can only be realized by non-market (social choice) processes
because the supply of such "quality of life goods" is a function of
their specific spatial location due to public actions (pp. 15-16).
However, see C. Tiebout (1956), "The Pure Theory of Local Government
Expenditures," Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 64, p. 424. He indi-
cates that the demand for public goods can be established by quasi-
market (moving or voting) processes, which means that an individual
has a choice between moving to an area which has the preferred public
goods or staying where he is and use the political process to secure
those public goods. Wingo's argument only appears questionable rela-
tive to the impact of economic power on public policy as previously
discussed relative to the public interest. The obvious problems with
Tiebout's argument about the ability of quasi-market processes to
satisfy individual demand for public goods is that such processes are
directly related to one's ability or opportunity to move. This ability
primarily relates to income, but also refers to one's available
information and to one's sense of political power regarding his ability
to influence those institutions controlling his environment. There-
fore, quasi-market choice processes as a method to secure one's prefer-
ences are unavailable to large segments of urban society.
l65Wingo, L. (1973), op. cit., pp. 16-17.
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h k ho i h . 166t em to ma e c 01ces suc as mOV1ng. In other words, some groups
such as the poor and disadvantaged do not have the opportunity to express
choices in market and quasi-market processes. The choice limitations
of these groups, therefore, combined with the negative effects of
externalities lend the primary justifications for non-market public
interest intervention by planning. However, the preceding discusssion
of the public interest indicated that there are also serious problems
with the public interest control mechanisms in actually responding to
the preferences of poor, politically weak, and disadvantaged persons.
Therefore, this study seeks to develop for urban planning a conceptual
model for understanding behavior which 1S more related to theories
of motivation (psychosocial and cultural) than to the "theory of
demand" and the various forms of allocative planning related to
political economics. This difference is reflected in the working
model presented in Chapter II with its emphasis on needs, values, and
attitudes rather than preferences as the analytical factors most
significant in understanding not only behavior but quality of life
l66Ibid., p. 11. For other support of such income distribute
arguments, see E. Budd, ed. (1967), Inequality and Poverty, Norton,
N. Y.; also, E. Olsen (1969), "A Normative Theory of Transfers,"
Public Choice, VI, Spring, 1969, pp. 39-58.
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From the preceding discussions of rationality and choice as
conceptual bases for urban planning, several conclusions are apparent.
First, economic theory does offer certain objective computational
techniques which appear essential for the analysis of many aggregate
urban interactions (i.e., the productivity and efficiency of alterna-
tive movement systems, the linkages among sectors in the economy).
167The reason why preference is a severely limited, and there-
fore, inadequate analytical unit for understanding decision-making
behavior (whether in the planning process or relative to urban activity)
is that it is based on the economic "theory of demand," which is a
model that only attempts to explain the behavior of the rational con-
sumer. Using economic terminology, demand theory states that a per-
son's "utility" (his amount of satisfaction derived from products and
services consumed) determines his "scale of preferences," which is a
priority ordering maximizing one's satisfaction relative to his budget
constraints. These ordered preferences then determine demand which
results in "rational behavior" regarding consumer choices. Finally,
to close the model, demand theory states that from these choices one
automatically adjust his utilities. See W. Miernyk (1971), Economics,
Random House, N. Y., pp. 85-86. Also, to compare some of the major
theoretical works in this area, see: A. Page (1968), Utility Theory:
A Book of Reading, Wiley, N. Y. Additionally, for an insightful
argument supporting basic economic concepts over psychological theory
(e.g., Maslow's theory of motivation) see: R. McKenzie and G. Tullock
(1975), The New World of Economics, R. D. Erwin Co., Homewood, Ill.,
especially Chapter 1, "Economic Approach to Human Behavior," and
Chapter 2, "Basic Needs and Human Behavior: A Digression into Psy-
chology." However, questioning such arguments as a guide to under-
standing behavior, W. Lee (1971) in Decision Theory and Human Behavior
(op. cit.) states, "If utilities were really useful in understanding
and predicting behavior, the effort [to develop preference functions]
would be worthwhile. So far, such usefulness has not been convincingly
demonstrated," p. 105. Also, see J. Friedmann's (1973) criticisms
of a110cative planning in Retracking America, op. cit., pp. 51-65.
However, there are important works in consumer economics which pro-
vide insightful bridges between economic and psychology. See
G. Katona (1975), Psychological Economics, Elseview, N. Y., and
The Powerful Consumer: Psychological Studies of the American Economy,
McGraw-Hill, N. Y. Also, see: T. Robertson and S. Ward (1973), eds.,
Consumer Behavior: Theoretical Sources, Prentice-Hall, Englewood
Cliffs, N. J.
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However, it is conceptually unsubstantiated as a valid paradigm for the
overall analysis of the various decision processes that shaped existing
urban patterns and activities. Also, economic rationality and choice
concepts appear even more inadequate and invalid as paradigms for
structuring urban planning and design decision-making processes.
Supporting these arguments, Herbert Simon (1957) in Models of
Man states that when models of rational behavior in economics (with
their assumptions regarding information and computational ability) are
compared to models of adaptive behavior in psychology (i.e., learning
theory), the psychological models tend to explain observed behavior
168better than the rational behavior models. John Dyckman (1961)
has expressed similar conclusions regarding the questionable viability
of economic rationality as a basis for decision-making in urban
1 . 169p ann~ng. His argument is based on identifying three phases
necessary for any decision process: intelligence, design, and choice.
He indicates that the intelligence phase involves determining what
in the environment requires a decision. The design phase involves
168 .Simon, H. (1957), Models of Man, W~ley and Sons, New York,
pp. 163 and 170-182. In analyzing the structure of the social
environment relative to choices among multiple goals, he indicates
the importance of theories on perception and cognition, rather than
economic and statistical theories of rationality, as being closer in
describing the observed behavior of people in the laboratory and
field. This led to Simon's principle of "bounded rationality," which he
termed "satisficing," a course of action which is acceptable to someone
(not optimum) relative to the situation as comprehended, p. 273.
169Dyckman, J. (1961), "Planning and Decision Theory," Journal
of the American Institute of Planners, Vol. 27, pp. 335-343.
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developing and analyzing courses of action. Choice involves selecting
which actions to pursue. Based on this three part analysis, therefore,
one of Dyckman's primary criticisms is that each of these three phases
requires decision-making, not just decisions within the last choice
h h . 1 d 170 h i . hp ase were alternat1ves are se ecte, w 1ch 1S t e only phase
economic theories on rational behavior and social choice address.
Another of Dyckman's primary criticisms of economic rationality for
decision-making in planning is that the intelligence phase (the
initial step in decision-making) is either disregarded or is taken as
a given.171 This is similar to Schubert's (1960) public interest
criticisms lodged against those decision-makers whose mental processes
relative to decision-environments are pre-structured by mathetmatica1
172probability theory.
Similar to the previous discussion of the public interest
as a symbol, when one examines economic rationality as a major
normative symbol system, the above criticisms lodged against it are
even more reinforced. Relative to the symbol system structure
presented earlier (p.101), when the assumptions underlying economic
rationality are viewed as cognitive, affective, and regulatory
symbols, they may be said to convey within the culture the ideals
of enlightened self-interest, competition, and general wealth
170 .Ib1d., p , 336.
171Schubert, G. (1960), op. cit., p. 204.
172Dyckman. J. (1961). op. cit •• p. 336 .
•
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acquisition. As ideals, therefore, these symbols are normatively
functioning to provide the culture its primary criteria or evidence
of individual worth and social success. With such an "individual
achievement complex" (Parsons' term) as the cluster of normative symbols
most valued and prevalent in society, major social problems are to be
expected when large segments of the population are unable to realize
these symbols in their lives.
For example, relative to groups such as the urban poor, the
normative symbols derived from the model of economic man are constant
reminders to this group of their relative failure as human beings
l.nterms of "being" or "securing" the evidences of individual worth
or social success. Supporting this conclusion, Benson (1974) states
that the tendency of the excessive American emphasis on competition
" • is to show those who do not compete well that they are not
very valuable to our culture • In this way society communicates
what it prizes." However, for those who do not or cannot secure the
symbols of economic man, the resulting feelings of self-devaluation
or incompetence has not only significant impacts on the indivdual,
173
but upon society itself:
The impacts of feelings of incompetence in the individual,
as the previous discussions of stress indicated, can result in a
variety of pathologies in individuals such as increased levels of
173Benson, L. (1974), Images, Heroes, and Self-Perceptions,
Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N. J., p. 240. Also see J. Henry
(1963), Culture Against Man, Random House, N. Y.
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1 °11 174menta 1. ness. However, feelings of incompetence regarding one's
ability to secure the symbols of economic man may also be a major
contributor to as well as a product of overall poverty in society.
Benson (1974) states:
The existence of poverty is both a cause and a result of psycho-
logical distress. Poverty tends to perpetuate itself because
it destroys the individual in ways that very often make it
impossible for him to climb out of the trap. The culture of poverty
as it now exists in the United States is all the more destructive
because it exists side by side with affluence. This comparison
makes poverty more difficult to bear and causes the perceptions
of the poor to be distorted so that they see much of the rest of
the society as hostile. Moreover, the feeling of being less
valuable, less important, which usually accompanies the experience
of poverty, is disparaging and painful--leading to a whole host
of responses from avoidance to aggression.175
A similar argument was eloquently advanced almost forty years
ago by anthropologist T. W. Arnold (1936). In his book, The Symbols
of Government, Arnold sought to develop a "constructive philosophy
of government" by addressing what he perceived as a lack of faith
by people in governmental institutions and their principles and
theories of his time.176 That lack of faith in the symbols of
government, he surmised, was the root cause of social crisis. By an
emphasis on symbols, Arnold was interested in studying both the
"ceremonies" as well as the theories of the basic social institutions
174Fried, M. (1970), "Social Problems and Psychopathology," in
H. Wechsler, H. Solomon, B. Kramer (eds.), Social Psychology and Mental
Health, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, N. Y.
175 (1974) , cit., p , 251.Benson, L. op.
176Arnold, T. (1936), The Symbols of Government, Yale Univ.
Press, New Haven.
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of law, economics, and political science. Even though these institu-
tions are traditionally studied in relation to their principles, Arnold's
main purpose was " ... to examine law and economics, not as a collec-
tion of truths [as normative principles alone] but as symbolic thinking
and conduct which conditions the behavior of men in groups." His idea
was that as important as legal and economic principles are ". . they
are not the tools by which discoveries are made. [Because]. . when
men observe human conduct in the light of principles which they
consider sacred or fundamental, they develop priests but not scien-
. ,,177t~sts.
In studying the symbolic behavior associated with law,
economics and political science, Arnold essentially was viewing these
institutions as models of man. He emphasized that the model of man
in legal theory views man as "the sinner" with law the cornerstone of
government and the great repository of emotionally comforting moral
social symbols. As such, law is normative in relation to trying to
solve conflicts between men. Yet the contradictions between the ideals
of legal theory or jurisprudence (e.g., equal justice) and the realities
of law in the distribution of justice in everyday life are increasingly
178more obvious.
In contrast, the model of man in economic theory says man's
basic nature is competitive self-interest and assumes that in the long
177
Ibid., pp. iv and v.
178Ibid ., p. 76.
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run this "enlightened greed" will insure society's greatest good.
At that time, Arnold saw this model of man as "the competitor" had
somewhat supplanted man "the sinner" as the basic most important symbol
179
inherent in a "free and democratic government."
Arnold saw the model of man in political science as essentially
based upon economic and legal man adjusted to the realities that one
must "win" based on supporting any cause necessary to win. He stated
" . [T]he first lesson to be learned by the objective student of
governmental theory is that, when one desires to step into the moving
stream of events as an actor, he must accept the legal and economic
theories of his time just as he accepts the language of his time.
He will find, in the vocabulary of current theory, principles through
which he may support any cause ••• " radical, conservative, or
180
middle-of-the road.
The problem, therefore, with the various legal, economic,
and political models center on the fact that they function not only
descriptively but normatively as the philosophical as well as opera-
tional constructs of the major institutions attempting to manage
societal development. However, there are obvious incongruities between
179Arnold believed the model of economic man supplanted legal
man because legal principles "•.• could not dramatize great moral
and humanitarian ideals unless there were an explanation in the back-
ground • • • as to why these moral and humanitarian ideals cannot be
followed [in everyday life]." Therefore, he saw the science of
economics and the science of law as essential to each other, with the
former necessary to explain the practical limitations of the latter.
Ibid., p • 76 •
180Ibid., p. 103.
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the symbolic bases of these institutions when compared with the reali-
ties of their functioning on a daily basis in equitably distributing
the amenities and basic necessities of life. The importance of under-
standing this in various decision processes, therefore, is that such
incongruities prevent much institutional activity from having relevance
and meaning to large segments of urban society, especially the dis-
181advantaged.
In seeking to understand and resolve these problems of rele-
vance and meaning in activities attempting to improve urban life, a
main argument advanced by this study is the need for psychosocial
models of behavior in planning, behavior models that integrate the
substantive aspects of chronic urban problems (i.e., stress) with the
procedural aspects of programs seeking to resolve them. Arnold
expressed a similar need by stating:
The distribution of the comforts of life in accordance with
accepted ideals of efficiency and social justice presents two
separate problems; the one mechanical, the other psychological.
The mechanical problems of distribution began to be solved when
we ceased to regard nature as a great moral force and sought
to control our physical environment. We have not as yet recog-
nized the psychological problems of government as anything
other than logical and moral forces controlled by the proper
application of sound principles of law and economics • • .
[Therefore], belief in any philosophy, however fantastic, molds
a people in the image of that philosophy; and so it is that ancient
symbols which are no longer sources of hope become forces which
stifle human energy.182
181Ibid., pp. 190-221. This argument is further developed
and supported by findings from several empirical studies in the Eco-
logical Design section of this study.
182Ibid., pp. 251, 262.
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These statements by Arnold in 1936 were made in relation to his
belief in the necessity for a new philosophy of government based on
social justice as well as efficiency to replace the confusing contra-
dictory symbols and principles of law and economics which then controlled
our social institutions. He argued that the social axiom of the past
that said man works only for himself, that this produces the most
good for all, and that morality is insured by law, ethics, and reli-
gion, should be replaced. It should be replaced, he argued, by the
social axiom that says man works only for his fellow man and that law,
economics, ethics, and religion work to insure that individuality
183
and personal advancement are insured for all.
The argument in this study is similar; namely, that the
current conceptual foundations of urban planning based primarily on
anachronistic symbols of law, economics, and political reality (i.e.,
the public interest, rationality, and choice) offer little hope for
understanding much less contributing to the improvement of urban
society. Therefore, these various criticisms of the public interest,
rationality, and choice concepts have sought to demonstrate the
importance of symbolism and stress in helping to establish more valid
bases and methods for understanding human behavior in planning. This
concern for more behavioral validity refers not only to the analysis
of various urban activities, but also refers to the various decision-
structuring decision-making factors within the urban planning and
183 .Ib~d., p. 262.
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design process itself.
3. Orientation and Action
The previous discussions of the public interest, rationality,
and choice emphasized the importance of understanding subjective or
humanistic factors in any efforts to develop more viable methods and
theories for urban planning. This section on planning orientation
and human actions to implement planning seeks to more specifically
develop this argument.
Emphasized throughout this study has been the belief that a
greater emphasis on subjective or humanistic factors is critical to
the development of more viable planning because the problems of the
urban crisis are not problems that can be either understood or resolved
by the procedural mechanisms of allocative planning derived from
theories in political economics. This is because the problems of the
urban crisis transcend our traditional models of choice, whether
individual or collective, primarily due to the disparities in all
types of wealth distribution having the consequence of preventing
the poor and disadvantaged from having meaningful choices. Also,
much of the preoccupation in public policy with the dilemma regarding
collective choices to decide between increased spending on private
consumption versus increased spending on public consumption appears
of little consequence relative to solving the stress related quality
148
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of life problems in cities. This is because institutional solu-
tions to this dilemma are primarily defined as those possible within
185
the framework of a110cative planning. Al10cative planning, however,
is based on the realities of political economic power, power "morally
reinforced," as Arnold (1936) points out, by the various power
structures (metropolitan and national) invoking the symbols of democracy
to manipulate and dominate society in order to maintain the status
184For a discussion of the income redistribution benefits of
public consumption on improving the overall quality of life see
W. Miernyk (1971), Economics, Ope cit., pp. 604-608; also, J. K. Gal-
braith (1969), The Affluent Society. 2nd ed., Houghton Mifflin, Boston,
Mass. The problems, however, are that issues of identity, affiliation,
and contro"! of one's environment (issues central to psychosocial
well-being) would only be indirectly addressed (if at all) by increased
public consumption of goods such as parks or even public housing.
These issues are further addressed in the ecological design section,
pp.
185 1 . 1 . . d . "A locat1ve p ann1ng 1S ef1ned here as: One of the
basic forms of planning concerned with actions that affect the
distribution of limited resources among competing users; from
J. Friedmann (1973), Retracking America, Ope cit., p. 243.
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186quo in wealth and power distribution.
In seeking to overcome these many problems, therefore, defini-
tive alternatives to allocative planning are necessary. This does
not imply, however, that the choice related issues of public versus
private consumption, taxation, environmental quality and income distri-
bution are not critical allocative type issues facing society. What
is implied, however, is that these choice issues can only be meaning-
fully addressed based on understanding subjective factors such as
social values, attitudes and needs. In other words, allocative issues
are conceptually more related to values, attitudes and needs than they
are to the social choice, preference, or quantitative orientations
of political economic models.
186The two issues involved here, that of a dominant and manip-
ulative power structure and the idea that the poor and disadvantaged
have few choices as to how to live their lives, are supported by many.
Floyd Hunter's (1953) seminal study of over 35 varying size cities
and towns demonstrated the existence of a "community power structure."
Also, on the national scale C. Wright Mills (1956) "power elite"
further demonstrated the nature of these groups and their shared back-
grounds, values, and social life. However the important point here
is that by using the concepts of rationality, choice, and the public
interest as symbols denoting American democracy, these power structures
wittingly or unwittingly equate efforts for major social change with
attacks on the democratic ideals or symbols of freedom, individual
initiative, and ownership. And the important points also are that
these equatings are used to maintain the status quo in wealth and
power distributions in society, and as Mills makes clear, these
equatings may also be done in "good faith" by those in power. See:
F. Hunter (1953), Community Power Structures: A Study of Decision
Makers, Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. C. Wright Mills (1956),
The Power Elite, Oxford Univ. Press, New York. Also, see J. Bernard
(1962), American Community Behavior (rev. ed.), Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, New York, pp. 329-340, and H. Zeighler (1964), Interest Groups
in American Society, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey.
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For example, almost any discussion of allocative planning, or
planning theory generally, focuses on income distribution as a basic
187
planning issue critical in solving a variety of societal ills.
In contras~, however, this study emphasizes that social status (which
is an important "esteem" need of man) is a far more significant
and viable issue for planning. In other words, a basic assumption of
this study is that relative to the quality of life in cities, income
distribution is but one factor within the more important issue of
the distribution of status in society.
A primary source of empirical support for this assumption
is found in Bradburn's (1969) study of demographic characteristics
. 1 11 b' 188and measures of affects or psycholog1ca we - e1ng. By analyzing
various affective indices of different age and socioeconomic groups
in several metropolitan areas, Bradburn's studies indicate that income
levels alone do not tell much about psychological well-being
189
because income is highly correlated with age and education. As
Table 2 (page 151) indicates, age, income, and education are found to
have approximately the same degree of strength relative to psycho-
logical well-being (measured on the Affect Balance Scale) although
See R. Mayer, R. Moroney, and R. Morris (1974),Centrally
Planned Change: A Reexamination of Theory and Experience, Univ. of
Ill. Press, Urbana.
188Bradburn, N. M. (1969),The Structure of Psychological Well-
Being, AIdine Publishing Company, Chicago, p. 94.
189An Affect Balance Scale (ABS) reflects the differences be-
tween scores on positive and negative feeling indices. It is considered
one of the best measurement indicators of an individual's current level
of psychological well-being. See Bradburn, ibid., p. 67.
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each variable acts independently. For example, education appears to
have a more positive effect on well-being only in younger people
(under 35) mainly through higher expectations for later life. This
can be seen in Table 2 in the under 35 groups where the non-high school
graduate rating on well-being was lower (.42) compared to the part
190college group rating (.58). However, in the over 50 age group,
the ratings were the same for each educational level (.47 and .47).
Therefore, Bradburn states that "... what appears to be high
correlations of psychological well-being with income [in Table 2]
could, in fact, be simply the result of an underlying correlation
between education and psychological well-being that shows up because
191
of the correlation between education and income." Although not
saying anything radically new, Bradburn's study does "••. paint a
clear picture of the world in which the perception of subjective
well-being goes hand in hand with those elements of the social
190These measures, such as .42, are in average ridits. A
"ridit" is an ordinal scale probability transformation. The basic
notion behind ridit analysis is a weighting of responses on the basis
of their probability of occurrence in an "identified reference distri-
bution." Therefore, fl ••• the average ridit for a particular grouping
represents the probability that an individual selected at random from
this group will have a higher score than an individual selected at
random ••• II from the reference distribution. In Bradburn's study
this was ten metropolitan areas where the average ridit was .50.
Ibid., pp. 31 and 32. More specifically, Table 2 can be interpreted
to mean that an individual selected at random from the study group
(Le., under 35, high school graduate, $5 to $7000 income) with a ridit
of .48 is likely to have a higher score on the Affect Balance Scale
than any individual with a lower score in any other group. Also, by
adding .50 to the numerical difference between the average ridits for
any two grups, one can compare the relative probabilities of the two
groups.
191
Ibid., p. 94.
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structure that are most important in determining a person's position
192in society." In other words, social status, as opposed to income
alone, appears to be the more critical and complete issue significant
in any attempts to understand the psychological well-being of people
in cities. Therefore, rather than a continual reworking of allocative
planning with income as the basic issue, what is necessary is planning
approaches which seek to address more definitively humanistic issues
such as status and dignity.
Three significant works in planning theory critical of allo-
cative forms of planning while supporting more participatory humanistic
planning are John Friedmann's (1973) theory of transactive planning,
}~rtin Krieger's (1971) affective based planning model, and Russell
Ackoff's (1974) theory of interactive planning. Since these works offer
fundamental alternatives to allocative planning, it is important to
indicate not only how this study is influenced and relates to these
works but also how it differs.
In Retracking America Friedmann's theory of "transactive
planning," derived in part from sociologist Karl Manheim's (1950)
theory of social guidance, is basically concerned with linking know-
ledge and action in society. Basically, Friedmann argues that the
present social guidance system in America (based on allocative
192Ibid., p. 96. An important point is that Bradburn's study
says nothing about the way income and education act to influence well-
being or whether indeed there is anything more than an association among
the variables. See page 97. Where income deprivation is severe, how-
ever, it does appear to significantly effect well-being, p. 105.
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planning, consensus, the public interest, and various equilibrium
issues) is producing conditions that are increasingly unacceptable to
many segments of society. He identifies the sources of these unaccept-
able conditions (i.e., pervasive bureaucracy, environmental degradation,
individual alienation, etc.) as stemming from a structural incompata-
bility between our guiding institutions and the environment of the
. d . 1 . 193post-~n ustr~a soc~ety.
To overcome this "misfit" between the post-industrial society
and our institutions, Friedmann argues that our institutions must be
redeveloped to produce a "mutual learning society" which emphasizes
information processing and exchange in seeking to deal with the basic
problem of social control. Since he views "hierarchy" 'versus "parti-
cipation" as the primary issue in determining the nature of social
control, he advocates a "cellular structure" concept as the basic
institutional unit needed to integrate hierarchical and participation
193Friedmann, J. (1973), op. cit. He characterizes the post-
industrial society to include "••• an emerging realm of non-
utilitarian freedoms, rising cultural pluralism, participatory democracy,
autonomies of knowing, disrupted temporal continuities, [and difficulties
in the] communicability of expert knowledge" (p. 113). He indicates
that this incompatability involves a crisis of values and a It •••
rising level of ignorance [in our institutions, where] reason has
become unhinged from action, leading knowledge to take refuge in the
cloistered irrelevancies of esoteric language, and action to lag
farther and farther behind the events they seek so desperately to
control" (pp. 192-193).
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concepts of social control.194
Friedmann's concern for developing a participatory learning
society ~n which people are involved in shaping their institutions to
allow maximum choices in the styles of life they may choose to follow
is strongly supported by this study, especially relative to the findings
from stress theory. However, although there are major points of
similarity between his theory of "transactive planning" and this
195study, there are also major conceptual differences. Friedmann's
primary emphasis is on social or institutional structures and on
planning strategies compatible with the post-industrial society,
strategies based on linking knowledge and action. Although supporting
the importance of these issues, the contention (and therefore empha-
sis) of this study is that for any planning propositions to be viable
194The "cellular structure" concept is outlined by Friedmann
to consist of a network of task-oriented permanent working group
assemblies. These assemblies, he postulates, would provide stability,
identity, and legitimacy for social control, with the participant rather
than the command (or hierarchical) structure dominant. Ibid., pp. 196-
199. He believes such networks would give the needed social stability
while encouraging diversity, experimentation, and innovation in life-
styles and minority interest, while also effectively managing social
conflict. Ibid., pp. 204-208.
195 1 hi f·' "For examp e, ~s concerns or ~nnovat~ve adaptation .••
as a result of stresses to the social guidance system" and his general
concern for "levels of stress" in the environment are specific issues
for this study. Ibid., pp. Also, his emphasis on the
importance of "processed" knowledge over "personal" knowledge in taking
action appears closely related to the emphasis on symbolism in this
study. This is because he emphasizes that personal knowledge is based
mainly on experience, while processed knowledge is "••• built up from
symbols that stand for particular dimensions of reality . • . expressed
in the form of models that can be formally communicated, critically
examined, and revised on the basis of new observations." Ibid.,
pp. 99-101.
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relative to the problems of rapid sociocultural change, those propos i-
tions must address and account for the human issues of feeling and
meaning in society. In other words, as Diagram E indicates, a concern
for knowing and acting relative to planning is inadequate for under-
standing and resolving urban societal problems unless knowledge and
action are linked by an understanding of feeling and meaning in
society and in the planning process. This study has shown some of the
consequences of people feeling stress in their lives. Also, the
Diagram E
Knowing
I-----------l
I Meaning 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
I Feeling I
t, 1
--_ Acting
Structure of Planning Propositions
importance of symbols in eliciting meaning and in influencing behavior
has been demonstrated. This study, therefore, has sought to opera-
tionally begin to understand meaning and feeling (by addressing symbol-
ism and stress) in efforts to more viably link knowledge and action in
the resolution of urban problems.
Supporting the importance of human feeling as potentially a
basic emphasis within public policy, Martin Kreiger (1974) has
proposed a "heuristic model" for understanding, rather than predicting,
157
196social change. His model is essentially an alternative to or
elaboration of the postindustrial society model (addressed by Friedmann,
1973; Ackoff, 1974; Webber, 1970; and other planning theorists) and
is labelled by Krieger a Beyond the Post Industrial Society model
(BPIS). In the BPIS model, Krieger sees affect becoming a major value
of certain segments of society in the future and, therefore, affect
is to become a "crucial resource" in establishing and maintaining
197
orderly functioning social processes.
In his social change model, Krieger proposes several affec-
tive indicators relative to happiness, family functioning, self-
198
actualization, discretionary time, kinds of work, and others.
He also presents several models of Affective Production Systems and
discusses the role of person changing technologies (i.e., deliberate
techniques such as encounter groups, gestalt therapy) and person
changing activities (i.e., natural situations such as child rearing)
199
in an affect based society of the future. Although he restricts
his discussions to the demands of the "new elites" (i. e., those able
to distribute the "affective" in society) and restricts his views
mainly to the Western world, Krieger predicts "••. the growing
196Krieger, M. (1971), Planning for an Affect Based Society:
Prediction, Indicators, and Structure, Working Paper l44B, Institute
for Urban and Regional Development, University of California, Berkeley.
197
Ibid., pp. 6-10.
198Ibid., pp. 20-26.
199
Ibid., pp. 31-59.
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centrality of psychological, personal affectivity as a source of
innovation and policy formulating • [He suggests, therefore, that]
social planning and social action will be more committed to under-
200
standing how people feel about policy."
Krieger's model is significant to this study for two
reasons. First, it is an important example of promising ways in which
to operationalize humanistic concepts in public policy analysis.
Second, the primary concern of his model is with positive affect (or
good feelings) as contrasted with the primary concerns for negative
affect (or bad feelings as a result of psychosocial stress) emphasized
in this study. Therefore, his model helps complement the efforts here
to address the quality of life as a basic issue for urban planning.
Another point of difference is also important, however. Whereas Krieger
emphasizes the potentiality of affect as a source of policy, the
contention of this study (as evidenced in the public interest,
rationality and choice discussions) is that affect is and has been
a major concern of public policy primarily through the evoking and
manipulation of the symbols of democracy by our current and past
political and economic power structures.
From this perspective, many forms of communication between
governments and various publics (i.e., public participation programs,
public hearings, newsletters, etc.) and many governmental programs
themselves (i.e., Model Cities, urban renewal, etc.) may be viewed
200
Ibid., p , 14.
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as implicit attempts now to produce and distribute affect and mean~ng
~n society. In other words, the production and distribution of affect
and meaning by those groups possessing the power to evoke and manipu-
late various affective as well as cognitive and regulatory symbols has
a major influence on overt human behavior and the perceived quality of
201life. Therefore, the recognition and how positive and negative
affect are produced and distributed and the overall understanding of
the structure of meaning are critical issues in planning and design
efforts to improve the quality of life. Understanding feeling and
meaning ~n society, therefore, is the necessary link between knowledge
and action within planning. A planning process based on symbolism and
stress, as proposed and developed in this study, is one effort to
establish such a link.
In addition to the work of Friedmann (1973) and Krieger
(1971), Ackoff's (1974) work in "interactive planning" also suggests
202
important alternatives to allocative planning. Similar to Schu-
bert's (1960) analysis of decision-maker attitudes toward the public
interest, Ackoff's discussion of various people's orientation toward
types of planning is especially important to the emphasis in this
study for identifying and understanding likely decision-maker behavior.
201The most obvious example of affect distribution is various
governmental efforts to win the confidence and moral support of its
people. Without such support or confidence, many programs have little
effect. This argument is further developed and suppported in the next
section of this study.
202R• L. Ackoff (1974), Redesigning the Future: A Systems
Approach to Societal Problems, Wiley Interscience, New York.
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This includes not only behavior relative to final choices but behavior
relative to problem definition and methodology selection.
For example, Ackoff identifies four basic orientations
(attitudes) people have toward planning: inactive, reactive, pre-
active, and interactive. The in"'active orientation characterizes
people who are basically satisfied with conditions in society and,
therefore, wish to change little or nothing. The reactive orientation
characterizes people who advocate a "disjointed incremental" approach
to planning with hierarchical or top-down decision-making processes.
Often referred to as the science of "muddling through," this approach
accepts the reality of political economic power structures and bureau-
cratic lethargy and suggests nothing can or should be done about
it.203 Those identified as havingrreactive orientations are primarily
the computer-based, optimization, forecast oriented group who seek
to control the consequences of future decisions within the existing
204
social and institutional structures. This is the group Boguslaw
(1965) warns of as the "new utopians," those concerned with
efficiency rather than humanness in influencing societal development.
The final orientation identified and advocated by Ackoff
is the interactive. This orientation describes those advocating
experimentation and "creating the future" by seeking to control the
producers as well as the consequences of future society. The basic
203Ibid., pp. 22-24.
204Ibid., pp. 24-26.
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principles of interactive planning identified by Ackoff are strongly
supported in this study; namely, an emphasis on participative,
coordinated, integrated, continuous planning in which the systems
being planned does the planning and in which all the components of
205
the systems are concerned with the future of the whole system.
Ackoff's call for interactive planning is very similar to
Friedmann's call for innovative planning with its emphasis on
changing social and institutional structures. Therefore, along with
Krieger's emphasis on affect as a basis for planning, these three
works in planning theory begin to indicate definitive alternatives
to our ineffectual behaviorally non-valid models of allocative
planning. And the important point is that these alternatives are
conceptually grounded in humanism as the critical basis upon which
planning for social betterment must begin.
4. Summary: Urban Planning Theory
The previous inquiry into urban planning theory sought to
demonstrate the inadequacies of some of its major concepts and
their consequences of preventing an understanding of urban crisis
problems such as the quality of life. Also these discussions sought
to demonstrate the role and significance of the model presented in
this study in helping overcome these problems. Relative to the
consequences of adhering to the concepts of the public interest,
205 Ibid., pp. 28-31. Stress research findings indicate the
need for people to control their environment. A system being planned
doing its own planning is a primary strategy with which to help ful-
fill this need.
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rationality, and choice, the major conclusions are that these
concepts are detrimental to viable urban planning because: (a) they
help mask or ignore the role and significance of psychosocial human
needs such as self-esteem and social status as critical urban
crisis issues; (b) they tend to pre-define the nature of urban prob-
lems and pre-determine the nature of possible solutions; and finally
(c) they help to mask the vast influence of political and economic
power minorities who manipulate the symbols of democracy to maintain
the status quo in society by controlling urban decision-making
processes. Simply stated, adherence to the principles and concepts
underlying allocative planning negates the possibility of addressing
some of the principal dimensions of the quality of urban life.
To overcome these problems, the substantive and procedural
aspect of planning must become more behaviorally viable. This
means planning as an activity and as a body of knowledge must be
conceptually more synthetic and inclusive, more critical of
inane methods and theories that assume away the critical humanistic
dimensions of life, and generally more concerned with the role
of culturally structured communication in society. The preceding
sections in this study have sought to contribute to the realization
of these needs in planning. For example, by addressing the
distribution of stress and social status, planning can become
conceptually more synthetic and inclusive. By addressing the
limitations of concepts such as the public interest, rationality,
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and choice, it can become more critical. And by addressing the
symbolism of social interaction as well as the symbolism of planning
itself, planning can more effectively deal with the influence of
culturally structured communication in society.
In essence, the preceding inquiries have sought to
contribute to our understanding of some of the critical dimensions
of the quality of life confronting planning and design activity.
However, most of the emphasis so far in this study has concerned
only the psychosocial environment; but as the Introduction to
this study indicated, this is inadequate for understanding the
quality of life. This is especially inadequate for urban planning
and design activity and knowledge. What is also necessary is an
understanding of the critical dimensions of the physical environ-
ment and how man relates to it. Therefore, having examined the
role of stress theory and symbolism theory in helping to understand
the psychosocial environment, the next task is to investigate
the significance of these concepts in helping to understand the
physical environment. Relative to testing the validity of the
working model of the planning and design process presented in
Chapter II, the physical environment is addressed in the following
section entitled Ecological Design Theory.
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D. Ecological Design Theory
Introduction
Ecological design theory refers to two closely related
bodies of knowledge. The first cross-disciplinary area is the
emergent field of Man-Environment Relations, which is primarily
composed of social ecology, environmental psychology and ecological
psychology. The other area is roughly defined as Environmental
Design, which includes the traditional design disciplines of
architecture, landscape architecture, and (physical) urban planning
and design. Therefore, the rubric ecological design theory used
here indicates the necessity to consider both these broad areas
in seeking to address the physical environment.
In addition to addressing the physical environment in
terms of man-environment transactions, ecological design theory is
important to the overall objectives of this study in several ways.
Along with urban planning theory, the issues addressed by ecological
design theory are critical areas of knowledge for providing a
variety of inputs to the model of the planning and design process
presented in Chapter II. As will be shown, this input involves
generative principles and concepts (i.e., the conservation of
behavior, undermanned setting theory, etc.) that relates to each
of the four sets of considerations in the model framework (behavioral,
environmental, design, interactional). Also, this input includes
measurement features and indicators (i.e., social density, setting
utilization rates, proxemic patterns, etc.) related to the major
165
variables in the models throughput operations.
There are major conceptual and methodological problems.
however. in seeking to provide this physically oriented input for
the planning and design model. The first and most consequential
problem facing this study is the lack of unified theory in both
areas. Man-Environment Relation and Environmental Design. from which
one might systematically relate spatial and other physical environ-
ment factors to the psychosocial and cultural factors previously
addressed in this study. Some attempts have been made to begin
overcoming these problems and important contributions have been
d 206ma e. Yet. two closely related problems still remain. The firs t
involves the lack of an integrated man-environment theory which
ident~fies, explains, and relates the major principles underlying
h .. h··· h f· ld 207t e var10US major researc or1entat10ns 1n t e 1e • This relates
to a need for explanations of the major processes involved in man-
environment interactions, rather than just a need for descriptions
206Three of the most significant works are: W. Michelson
(1970), Man and His Urban Environment: A Sociological Approach,
Addison-Wesley, Reading, Massachusetts; C. Parin (1970), With Man in
Mind: An Interdisciplinary Perspective for Environmental Design, MIT
Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts; and J. Lang et ale (1974), Designing
for Human Behavior: Architecture and the Social Sciences, Dowden,
Hutchinson, and Ross, Stroudsburg, Pa.
207Some of the major contributors to efforts to develop an inte-
grated man-environment theory are found in the proceedings of the
various Environmental Design Research Association conferences. See
EDRA IV (1973), W. F. Preiser (ed.), Dowden, Hutchinson, and Ross,
Stroudsburg, Pa. pp. 2-59. Also, several other works contribute to such
efforts. See H. Proshansky et ale (1970) in Environmental Psychology.
Ope cit.; W. Michelson (1970), OPe cit., and K. Craik (1970), "Environ-
mental Psychology," in New Directions in Psychology, Vol. 4, Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, New York.
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and piecemeal applications of the principles and concepts to iso-
lated planning problems. Related to the first, the second problem
involves the need to formulate models of planning and design which
incorporate as well as help unify these principles in defining
problems as well as in generating alternative schemes and making
policy choices. The contention of this study is that overcoming these
problems is one of the most urgent tasks and most critical knowledge
needs facing the urban oriented disciplines, which is also the task
and knowledge need necessary to most effectively accomplishing the
objectives of this study. Therefore, this inquiry into ecological
design theory seeks to make a contribution to this task.
Therefore, there are four specific interrelated purposes
for examining ecological design theory:
1. To determine the major theoretical and methodological
principles underlying the man-environment field;
2. To determine the role and significance of symbolism and
stress theory in helping synthesize and integrate these areas of
knowledge;
3. To indicate the quality of life significance of these
findings; and
4. To indicate ways of integrating this body of knowledge
into the urban planning and design process.
Taken together, these inquiries into ecological design theory seek
to further determine the validity of (as well as elaborate) the
working model presented in Chapter II.
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In seeking to accomplish these purposes, this inquiry has
four major parts. Part 1 concerns a brief overview of the concep-
tual origins of man-environment relations theory. This involves
the further examination of classic interaction theory in psychology
begun in Chapter II. Also, this involves identifying some of the
major conceptual problems with the traditional ecological analyses
of urban form and processes. Part 2 examines the finding from
previous research on objective spatial factors and traditional
sociological variables. Part 3, the most extensive section,
examines the four major conceptual-methodological research areas basic
to the man-environment field. These areas involve research on:
(a) specific environmental settings; (b) general theories on space
and human behavior; (c) human adaptive processes; and (d) environmental
perception and cognition. Finally, part 4 synthesizes the major
findings and conclusions from these analyses most relevant to the
planning and design model developed in this study.
1. Man-Environment Relations Theory:
Conceptual Traditions
Although it is beyond the scope of this study to trace and
explain the historical epistemological trends leading to the recent
formations of fields such as environmental psychology and social
ecology, a few observations are important in seeking to establish
the significance of a planning and design model based on these fields.
Two research traditions under1y these fields, one Ecological, the
other, Interactive. The ecological tradition can be associated with
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the early work of Parks (1925) and Wirth (1938) on human ecology.
behaviorism and urbanism. followed by Firey's (1947) work on socio-
cultural characteristics and land use patterns. Also, later works
by Hawley (1943) and Chombart de Lauwe (1968) on social structure
and urbanization and Webber's (1964) "urban realms" are notable
examples of the ecological tradition.
The emphasis in the ecological perspective have been on
relating demographic and geographic characteristics to social and
economic variables in describing subareas of cities or in describing
large scale metropolitan spatial development patterns. In this
perspective, economic variables (i.e., land value) are used as
explanatory factors while studying the interactions of the major
classes of independent variables in ecological theory: population,
"" hn 1 d" 208organ~zat~on, tec 0 ogy, an env~ronment. Although important
in an aggregated descriptive sense, the basic problem with this
perspective is that there is little systematic knowledge about the
nature of the physical (especially built) environment as related to
everyday social phenomena. Recent work in Social Area Analysis,
" d f 1 h 1"" " 209der~ve rom ecological theory, a so has t ese ~m~tat~ons.
Michelson (1970) states that ecological theory never explicitly
studied the relationship of the physical and social environments
because "environment" was incompletely conceptualized; that is, space
208Michelson, W. (1970), op. cit., pp. 12-13.
209Ibid., pp. 16-17.
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was treated as medium rather than as variable. Also, he indicates
that disciplinary boundaries and the "fixation on aggregates" helped
210contribute to this lack of spatial-social knowledge. For example,
the problem with aggregates such as the community or even neighbor-
hood is that they prevent an understanding of the types of adaptations
by individuals and groups to the features and demands of the
physical environment.
The important point is that much of urban planning and
design has this ecological perspective; that is, there is much
concern with the physical environment (especially natural processes
d 11' h . ) 211 1 . 1 . kn ban po ut10n at t e present t1me, yet 1tt e 1S own a out
the various processes of how people interact with the physical envi-
ronment or how they would like to. For these reasons, the interactive
as opposed to the ecological tradition appears the most important
and behaviorally valid perspective for addressing the physical
environment in the urban planning and design process. Since inter-
action theory, therefore, is the primary conceptual basis for con-
sidering the physical environment in this study, the following
discussion seeks to explain the major conceptual issues underlying
this perspective and the role of symbolism and stress in helping
relate these issues to planning and design.
2l0Ibid., pp. 17-20.
2llsee I. McHarg (1969), Design With Nature, Natural History
Press, Garden City, New York.
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In Chapter II, Lewin's classic "life space" model of behavior
B = f(P,E)
was identified as basic to interaction theory. Another significant
behavior model is Murray's (1938) "need-press" theory. Murray's
model is especially important to planning and design because of his
emphasis on the importance of distinguishing between the objective
environment (the "alpha press environment") and the environment as
perceived by the individual (one's "beta press environment"). In
both cases, the concept of "press" refers to environmental satisfac-
. di.ssati f " 212t10ns or 1ssat1s act10ns. In addition to Murray, other major
interaction theorists such as Koffka (1935) have also emphasized the
importance of distinguishing between the objective environment
(termed the "geographical environment") and the environment as
perceived (his "behavioral environment"). 213 Therefore, even though
these interaction theorists in psychology emphasize the perceived
" he mos t d in umd di h b h " 214enV1ronment as t e most 1mportant 1n un erstan 1ng uman e aV1or,
the contention of this study has been that planning and design must
212Murray, H. A. (1938), Explorations in Personality, Oxford
Univ. Press, New York.
2l3Koffka, K. (1935), Principles of Gestalt Psychology,
Harcourt, Brace, New York.
2l4See L. Pervin (1968), "Performance and Satisfaction as a
Function of Individual-Environment Fit," in R. Moos and P. Insel (1974),
Issues in Social Ecology, National Press Books, Palo Alto, p. 578.
This article is an excellent overview of the major interaction theo-
rists in psychology, sociology, and anthropology.
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conceptually integrate and account for both the objective as well
as perceived environment in seeking to understand urban behavior
patterns and in seeking to understand human well-being.
In addition to the objective environment versus perceived
environment research issue, another basic conceptual issue facing
man-environment research involves identifying the most valid units
of analysis. Lewin (1951), Murray (1938) and other major theorists
emphasize the importance of "commensurate dimensions" in conceptual-
izing and measuring individual personality and the environment.2l5
Most often this has involved values, needs, roles, attitudes, and
. . th· . bl 216 h i h h b h has icogn1t1ons as e pr1mary var1a es, w 1C ave een t e emp aS1S
also in this study. However, the contention is that these psychosocial
variables can be most effectively related to the physical environment
by considering the symbol systems operating in any problem situation
(see pp. 85-92). For example, in solving for (P) in Lewin's basic
equation,
BP = E
Stern (1964) indicates that behavior (B), is itself a function of the
meaning of the situation (E) to a person, his needs at the time.
and the appropriateness of a particular behavior in the situation.217
215Ibid., pp. 582-583.
216Ibid., p. 582.
217~tern, G. (1964). OPe cit. in Moos and Insel (1974).
Issues in Social Ecology, pp. 560-561.
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Therefore, since meaning has been shown largely to depend on the
symbols in any situation, symbol systems analysis appears to be one
of the most significant concepts for understanding man-environment
interactions.
A final issue important to general interaction theory among
the leading psychological theorists involves the nature of the pro-
cesses involved in man-environment interactions. Parin (1968)
indicates that the Levin (1951) and Murray (1938) models are based
on reinforcement theory and fail to explain the processes of man-
environment interaction.2l8 For this reason, the cognitive models
of behavior are important in seeking to understand these processes.
Closely related to conflict theory, models such as Heider's (1958)
"cognitive balance," Festinger's (1957) "cognitive dissonance,"
and Osgood et a1. 's (1957) "cognitive congruity" basically suggests
that states of cognitive imbalances calling for mutually incompatible
219behaviors are painful to people. The important point for this
study, therefore, is that psychosocial stress theory (particularly
the work of Dodge and Martin on role conflict discussed earlier,
pp. 65-70), helps explain these man-environment interaction processes.
Considering human stress as a basic issue in planning and design,
therefore, helps develop problem-solving and decision-making pro-
cesses based on behavioral explanation as opposed to our nonviable
2l8p .aran , L. (1968), Ope cit., pp. 578-579.
2l9Ibid., p. 579.
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traditional normative models of behavioral description discussed
earlier (the economic and ecological models).
Although it is beyond the scope of this study to further
examine interaction theory, the preceding remarks suggest that symbol-
ism theory and stress theory are important concepts for linking
several of the major research issues; namely, the nature of the
processes involved in man-environment interactions, the most appro-
priate units for analysis, and the conceptual links between the
objective environment and the environment people perceive. However,
this last issue, the relationship between the objective and per-
ceived environments, is directly related to the basic objective
of this study. Therefore, a more definitive examination of these
relationships is the next necessary task.
2. The Objective Environment
and Social Variables
People relate to the spatial and physical environment in two
ways: in their minds as they perceive and think about it, and in
their overt behaviors as they move about and come in contact with
objects, spaces, and other people. These are inseparable continuous
processes, yet it is important to understand that our knowledge of
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h .' b 220ow these two processes ~nteract ~s scarce at est. For example,
much of the behavioral science research dealing with some aspect
of the spatial environment focuses on clusters of social variables
or clusters of psychological variables and implies how they relate
to each other. This is readily seen in the traditional discipline
of sociology when the research has been concerned with residential
environments and social interaction (Gans, 1962; Keller, 1966).
Therefore, even though somewhat confusing to planners and designers
who must be concerned with individuals and groups simultaneously,
the findings are important in seeking to understand the social aspects
of the "psychological environment" as emphasized in this study.
This section, therefore, seeks to further examine three classes of
variables underlying much of the social research on residential
environments. These variables are:
a. life style
b. life cycle, and
c. social status.
Relative to life style, Michelson's (1970) work is important
for his systematic review and synthesis of the major research on
those life style factors which are related to actual behavior patterns
2201n this study, the term "psychosocial environment" has been
used to denote everything nonphysical in a person's world. The
term psychosocia~ therefore, indicates that the separation of
psychological and social processes is detrimental to an epistemology
of urban planning and design concerned with human behavior generally.
For this reason, role theory, which helps unify these processes, has
been emphasized.
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and to specific spatial patterns. For example, he indicates that
for various population groups, life style considerations must be
based on a knowledge of the following: the major roles involved,
the sphere of life people emphasize, their resultant behavior for
role satisfaction, and the relevant spatial patterns. From these
considerations, he indicates that underlying values may be deter-
mined.22l Using this schema, one may compare the research on working
class ethnic groups with middle and upper class groups as follows:
Research on working class ethnic groups has shown that
fathers, mothers, friends [roles] in these groups
emphasize the extended family and peer groups [sphere of
life], resulting in intense frequent interactions
[behaviors] with a need for high densities and activity
pattern integration to insure the desired accessibility
and propinquity [relevant spatial pattern]. From these
considerations, group interaction is considered most
important to these groups [underlying value] (Ryan, 1963;
Gans, 1962; Whyte, 1943; Suttles, 1968; Young and Wi11-
matt, 1962).
• In contrast, research on middle and upper class groups
has shown that fathers, mothers, etc. [roles] emphasize
the nuclear family and organizational participation
[sphere of life], resulting in "urban realms" for
221Mi·h 1c e son, W. (1970), op , cit. , pp. 87, 92-93.
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friendships and associations, or otherwise these groups
tend to stay at home [behaviors]. These considerations
are seen to accompany the need or desire for lower
densities, detached houses, much open space, and
strict separation of land uses, especially home-work
[relevant spatial pattern]. Rather than social inter-
action, achievement is the more important to this group
[underlying value] (Michelson, 1970; Gans, 1968; Webber,
1963; Riesman, 1958; McClelland, D., Atkinson, J.
et al., 1953).222
Relative to life cycle considerations, the spatial needs
and desires of various groups have been found to be very different.
For example, child raisers need easy access to outdoor space and they
also need to feel few restrictions on making noise (Raven, 1967)
therefore, separation from neighbors may be desirable. Obviously,
detached housing as opposed to apartments appears more appropriate.
On the other hand, children, adults and the aged need easy access to
goods and services, implying that central city or community center
proximity may be more desirable than suburban detached housing.223
The research on social status (primarily based on income,
occupation, and education) has produced important findings. For
example, the percentage of one's income spent on housing has been
found to be directly proportioned to one's education (Wheeler, 1968),
222 b'd 8I 1 ., pp. 62- 7.
223Ibid., pp. 103-110.
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which may imply housing quality becoming a more important symbol
of respectability with more education. Relative to group integration,
the evidence indicates that class mixing may promote social conflict
rather than positive social interaction (Keller, 1966). Also the
"block" of has been found to be the physical unit most important
for social class homogeneity while permitting large scale neighbor-
hood integration (Gans, 1968). Other research has shown that moving
into a high status neighborhood is more stressful (based on martial)»r=r::': --- ...
adjustment measures) and more socially isolating than moving to
similar status areas (Booth and Camp, 1974). Also, in concert with
the major findings from stress theory discussed earlier, status
congruent groups (generally equivalent in status) are usually more
effective in taking action than status incongruent groups (Triandis,
1966). Also, social interactions have been found to be enhanced
by democratic equal status conditions (Solomon, 1960). Therefore,
even though much research has sh~wn positive social interactions
enhanced by similarities, residential contact between different
ethnic groups in equal status noncompetitive situations has been
reported to promote favorable attitude changes (Deutsch and Collins,
1961).
Relative to residential design at the block scale, these
status compatibility findings suggest homogenizing housing costs and
types to promote income, value, and life style similarities in order
to help insure compatibilities on issues such as child-rearing methods,
leisure time pursuits, and general cultural tastes (Gans, 1970).
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However, as Mitchell (1972) indicates in recommending social devel-
opment strategies for new communities, social stability and overall
community integration and balance may be enhanced by the extensive
programming of activities such as recreation activities which foster
al . 1 1 1 . 224commun or soc1eta ro e p ay1ng. Perhaps the most important
social status finding for planning and design relative to the physical
environment is that although income appears important in how various
groups use the environment (probably based on the restrictions of
choice among the poor), no significant differences have been found
in the preferred forms of dwellings, neighborhoods, and cities among
social classes based on education and income. However, life style,
life cycle, and value considerations are found to be important in
h . d . 225t e differing kinds of environments var10US groups eS1re.
As important as the previous sociological research is on
helping to understand the relationship of social variables to
existing spatial patterns, the problem still remains of not having a
clear understanding of the processes involved in people interacting
with and adapting to their environment. In other words, the previous
sociological research addresses what Michelson (1970) termed
behavioral or "experiential congruence" involving how people use
existing spatial environments and the impact of these uses on group
224Mitche11, H. E. (1972), "Final Report to Beckett Develop-
ment Corporation on a Social Strategy for Gloucester New Communities,"
(March), Human Resources Center, University of Pennsylvania, Phila.,
Pa.
225Miche1son, w. (1970), OPe cit., pp. 125-129.
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interaction, functioning, stability, or satisfaction. However,
little is said about the actual person-environment interactive pro-
cesses themselves or about how people cognitively "fit" with the
environment. This cognitive fit, or "mental congruence," Michelson
states, "exists if an individual thinks that particular spatial
patterns will accommodate his personal characteristics, values,
and Lf.fe style.,,226 Th " f d d" h " "e l.mportance 0 un erstan l.ngt ese cognl.tl.ve
relationships in urban planning and design is succinctly expressed
by Michelson, "••• a knowledge of mental congruence is necessary
to assess the public's predisposition to accept and make successful
whatever may be proposed; to ignore this fact is to invite failure,
no matter how objectively [behaviorally] correct our future plans
b ,,227may e.
In addition to these reasons, however, the contention of
this study is that understanding "cognitive fit" is also basic to
understanding overt "behavioral fit," especially in seeking to
involve many groups in planning and managing their own futures.
Therefore, a behaviorally viable model of the urban planning and
design process must account for and incorporate both cognitive and
behavioral processes. This is one of the primary reasons this study
has emphasized the need to integrate procedural planning, addressing
mainly cognitive processes, with substantive planning, addressing
226Ibid., pp. 30-31.
227Ibid., p. 204.
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mainly behavioral processes. As has been demonstrated throughout,
stress theory and symbolism theory are critical concepts in helping
establish these relationships.
3. Man-Environment Relations Theory:
Major Research Areas
The previous section indicated the limitations of traditional
social and human ecology research in accounting for the processes of
man-environment interactions and cognitive fit. In seeking to
address these issues in the planning and design process, two closely
related yet embryonic, areas of research are significant. These are
social ecology and environmental psychology, areas which, along with
several others, are often subsumed under the pervasive rubric of
Man-Environment Relations Theory. Although several researchers have
previously developed important overviews of these areas,228 the
critical need still remains for a systematic synthesis and conceptual
integration of the major underlying principles in these areas--an
integration specifically related to the urban planning and design
process. This section seeks to contribute to this need.
There are three basic research approaches underlying this
emergent field. The first concerns the influence of the physical
and cultural environment on human behavior (the environment as the
228See: K. Craik (1970), op. cit.; R. Moos (1974), "Systems
for the Assessment and Classification of Human Environments: An
OVerview," in R. Moos and P. lnsel (eds.), Issues on Social Ecology:
Human Milieus, National Press Books, Palo Alto Calif., pp. 5-28;
N. Heimstra and L. McFarling (1974), Environmental Psychology,
Brooks-Cole, Monterey, Calif.
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independent variable, behavior as the dependent variables), such
as the studies by Chapin (1961) on "use-crowding," by Loring (1956)
on "role density" in housing, and by Erlich et a1. (1971) on room
229size and task performance. The second research approach, converse
of the first, treats human behavior as the independent variable
and the physical environment as the dependent variable. This is
generally the design as opposed to the analysis perspective. In this
approach, certain behavioral goals such as a desire for social
interaction (i.e., Osmond's sociofugal spatial arrangements) or a
desire for social separation (i.e., Osmond's sociopetal spatial
arrangements) are established and the environment is planned and
230designed toachieve these goals. Basically, this is the approach
advocated by Alexander (1964),Craik (1972), Parin (1970) and others
attempting to eliminate (through environmental design) the "misfit"
between desired human behavior patterns and spatial configurations.
The third research approach is more integrative and inclusive and
conceptually more interactive than the other two because it addresses
the dynamics of various behavioral and environmental factors as
they interact over time. Including variations on the other two this
h'i d h . d h h E 1 . 1 D . . 231t ~r approac ~s terme ere t e co og~ca es~gn perspect~ve.
229craik, K. H. (1970), "Environmental Psychology," in New
Directions in Psychology 4, Holt, Rinehart, Winston, New York, pp. 37-
39.
230Ibid., pp. 17-19.
231Ibid., p. 102. Craik terms this the "Designed Earth
Concept" or the "Ecological Approach."
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Relative to the purposes of this study, the various issues addressed
within this perspective appear the most relevant in seeking to develop
a more behaviorally valid urban planning and design process. There-
fore, this third research approach is most extensively investigated
here.
Although greatly overlapping in seeking to determine the
major principles and conceptual orientations within the ecological
design approach, four major subareas have been identified for analysis.
These include research on:
a. behavioral characteristics of specific settings,
b. space and human nature,
c. human adaptive processes, and
d. environmental perception and cognition.
The first area involves the analysis of the behavioral characteristics
associated with specific dimensions of specific environmental settings.
Barker's (1968) behavioral settings analysis and the various behavioral
mapping studies by Proshansky et al. (1970) are major examples. The
second area, space and human nature, involves various multivariate
analyses of the interrelationships among spatial, cultural, social,
and personality variables. The work of Hall (1968) in proxemics,
Altman (1970) on territoriality, and Craik (1972) on ecological
analysis are important examples. The third area, human adaptive
processes, is concerned with the long and short-term adaptive conse-
quences of individuals and groups to their physical,socia1, and cul-
tural environment. In addition to the classic works of Se1ye (1952),
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Dubos (1965) and others cited previously, the more recent work of
Nahemow and Lawton (1973), Kaplan (1973), and Who1wi11 (1970) rela-
tive to physical design and human adaptive processes are significant.
The fourth area, environmental perception and cognition, also involves
multivariate analyses of individual characteristics and those dimen-
sions of the environment determined most significant to behavior.
Techniques such as cognitive (sketch) mapping used to assess the
imagery of the environment are emphasized. Not only are the classic
mapping works of Lynch (1960) and Appleyard (1969) important, but
also the developmental studies of Piaget (1948) and Bruner (1966)
offer cognitive models important in seeking to understand "cognitive
fit" within planning and design.
Therefore, having identified above the four major subareas
of emphasis in the ecological design approach, the next task is to
examine the various man-environment processes within each subarea.
As in previous sections, a major concern is to determine the role
and significance of symbolism and stress theories in helping unify
and integrate these processes for the urban planning and design
process.
Behavioral Characteristics of Specific Settings
One of the most important areas of theory and empirical
research seeking to determine the processes and various relation-
ships between overt human behavior and the physical environment is
the ecological psychology of Roger Barker (1968). Mainly this
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involves his behavioral settings theory and research methodology.
Based on a concern for overt streams of behavior "as opposed to
Levinian momentary cross-sec tion 'life space' phenomena," behavioral
settings theory is not directed at the analysis of personality
or psychological processes. Instead, it is concerned with unob-
trusively investigating the implicit rules of conduct intrinsically
associated with naturally occurring settings, including the types
of behavior patterns and the spatial-temporal-physical boundaries
d h .. f 232an c aracter1st1cs 0 areas. Examples of behavioral settings
range from classrooms to baseball games, to streets and sidewalks,
to small towns and even ethnic neighborhoods in a city; in essence,
all human activities tied to particular places, times, and various
forms of culturally structured rules of conduct.
Behavioral settings theory, especially the empirically
derived principle of "undermanned settings," is important to this
study in several ways. First, the research findings from a variety
of studies support major contentions here regarding the importance
of meaningful human participation (based on having an abundance of
meaningful roles) in promoting human well-being and satisfaction with
one's environment (Barker and Wright, 1955; Barker and Gump, 1964;
Barker, 1968; Bechtel et al., 1970). In concert with the findings
in the previous section on stress theory, these findings from behavioral
232Barker, R. (1968), Ecological Psychology: Concepts and
Methods for Studying the Environment of Human Behavior, Stanford
University Press, Stanford, California, pp. 5-7.
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settings research tend to support the importance of enhancing the
factors of identity, affiliation, and control of one's environment
in any efforts to improve the quality of life. Also, with its concern
for investigating the various forms of culturally structured (implicit
and explicit) rules of setting,233 behavioral setting theory tends
to emphasize the importance of understanding the symbol systems
associated with various settings, even though the research does not
directly address cognitive or psychological processes. The second
reason why behavioral settings theory is important here is because
it helps explain the "why" as well as describe the "what",
" "f . .' 234and where 0 man-env~ronment ~nteract~on processes.
"when" ,
The third
reason why behavioral setting theory is important in contributing
to the purposes of this study (also involving the previous two rea-
sons) is that it provides a valuable tool for the urban oriented
design disciplines in conceptualizing the richness and diversity of
behavior-environment linkages. By helping to explain such linkages,
these conceptualizations provide valuable tools for evaluating and
comparing alternative environments based not only upon functional
criteria (i.e., efficiency) but also upon meaning criteria (i.e.,
human satisfaction). The following discussions, therefore, seek to
indicate the role and significance of the working model presented
in this study in helping integrate behavioral setting theory with
233Ibid., pp. 194-197.
234See C. Parin (1970), Ope cit., pp. 104-107. Her discus-
sion of Barker's work relative to environmental design is especially
important.
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urban planning and design.
Although behavioral setting theory helps explain how and why
people interact with their environment, it is beyond the scope of this
study to fully describe the many types of analyses and conceptual
mechanisms involved in these exp1anations.235 However, several basic
considerations in these explanations of behavior-environment processes
are important here. These considerations involve the basic factors
within the conceptual definition of a behavioral setting and the
resulting "undermanned setting theory."
Behavioral settings theory is concerned with analyzing the
interaction of three classes of factors or conceptual elements:
a. the milieu
b. standing patterns of behavior, and
c. various setting control mechanisms.
The milieu involves the spatial relationships and objects within the
physical environment. For example, a classroom as a behavior setting
has a milieu composed of elements such as walls, chairs, blackboards,
and unobscured spaces for visual contact. The standing patterns of
behavior include lecturing, sitting and listening. The various setting
control mechanisms range from the time schedules of the class, to the
235There are nine basic conceptual elements in describing
and analyzing behavioral settings. Although all are important, the
measures relating to the depth of setting penetration (the amount of
involvement and responsibility of a person in a setting) and local
autonomy of a setting (a rating of who controls a setting relative
to a five level geographical hierarchy) are especially important rela-
tive to stress in a setting. See Barker (1968) OPe cit., pp. 40-49
and 70-77.
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rules on smoking, or to rules for maintaining order and "proper
236conduct" generally.
From these examples one can see that the major character-
istics of behavioral settings are that they have boundaries in
space, time, physical substance, and rules of conduct. Also, since
behavioral settings are composed of interdependent behavior-environment
elements, they have "standing patterns" of overt behavior and
expected rules of conduct that are independent of the specific people
. 1 d 2371nvo ve • In other words, a courtroom as a behavioral setting
has definite rules of behavior for the judge, jury, and spectators,
with specific spatial arrangements for supporting each role. Change
any specific person but the rules of behavior and spatial arrangement
remain. Also, the standing patterns of overt behavior remain
unchanged. Therefore, behavioral settings cannot be determined by
observing specific individuals in them, because they have different
psychological attributes. However, since certain groups of people
have similar attributes, similar behavior patterns are expected in
similar settings. To determine the behavioral setting of a person,
therefore, "blot-out" the person and observe the actions and objects
236Barker (1968) op. cit. describes and analyzes standing
patterns of behavior relative to eleven types of ongoing "action
patterns" (Le., education, government, health, etc.) found in any
setting, rated according to five types of "behavioral mechanisms"
(i.e., thinking, manipulation, etc.). The various setting control
mechanisms are identified as "goal circuits" (the schedule of
setting occurrences, and "control-type circuits" (the various ways
of maintaining the goals and programs of a setting). Ibid., pp. 52-69,
167-184.
237Ibid., p . 18.
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around him. This allows one to determine the types of behavior
patterns, the physical objects involved, and the characteristics
f th di 238o e surroun lng area.
An important point relative to these behavioral setting
conceptual elements (milieu, standing patterns of behavior control
mechanisms) is that successful "behavioral fit" of a person in a
setting is directly related to all three factors. The milieu can be
designed and planned to give or prevent opportunities for behavior.
However, standing patterns of behavior in settings can only be
indirectly influenced by spatial objects (i. e ,, walls, locked-gates)
. "(" " d""" I" h t i ) 239or amblent devlces 1.e., alr con ltl0nlng, 19 lng. However,
the standing patterns of behavior themselves do influence people
to adopt or conform to the rules or control mechanisms in a setting.
Barker offers several explanations as to why this happens.
First, people tend to imitate or model the behavior around
them, such as being quiet in a library or theater. Second, social
forces in the form of rewards and punishments from the authority
system in the setting influences one to conform. Here, the control
mechanisms in the setting function to "throw one out of the theater"
if you do not conform to the rules of quietness. The third explana-
tion, which incorporates the previous two, is that basically
individuals and groups are taught to use a setting, whether a
238Ibid., pp. 8-10.
239Th" . b hI" fl "lS lS ecause t ese e ements can ln uence perceptl0n,
which then influences behavior. This is discussed later in this
section.
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240kindergarten class, a court room, or a public park.
Because people learn to use their environment to satisfy
various needs, the standing patterns of behavior and control
mechanisms in various settings can eventually become sources of
stress for people. This is because as standing patterns of behavior
become more rigid and institutionalized, the people and the milieu
must adapt to maintain the "behavioral fit" in the setting. In
other words, the entrenched program of a setting and the evolving
goals and needs of people often conflict. A simple example is that
children often play ball in streets causing conflict for motorists,
police, and the children. However, when this simple example is
multiplied by the thousands of different types of settings in a city,
such lack of "fit" between desired behaviors, institutionalized
standing behavior patterns, and control mechanisms begin to suggest
one important explanation for the necessity of massive adaptive
behaviors we often term social pathology (i.e., rising juvenile
delinquency, vandalism, etc.). using behavioral settings analysis,
an important empirical study by Bechtel (1972) lends considerable
h.i 241 B f " "support to t 1S argument. e ore d1scuss1ng the implications of
that research, however, it is important to understand the most
significant behavioral principle derived from previous behavioral
240Barker, R. (1968), OPe cit., pp. 30-33.
241Bechte1, R. (1972), "A Behavioral Comparison of Urban and
Small Town Environments," in EDRA Three/AR8 Conference Proceeding,
Univ. of California Press, Los Angeles, pp. 347-353.
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settings research upon which Bechtel's (1972) study was based;
namely, the principle of "undermanned set tings."
Based on analyzing the population sizes of a large variety
of behavioral setting, Barker (1968) and his associates derived
a principle which states that ft •• . degree of responsibility felt
and actually taken by occupants of a setting varies inversely with
h b f 1 . bl .. .. ,,242t e num er a peop e ava~la e to carry sett~ng act~v~t~es. For
example, in comparing the influences of scale based on population
of behavioral settings in high schools ranging from forty-four (44)
to twenty-one hundred (2100) students, Barker and Gump (1964) found
that in comparison with the larger schools, students in the smaller
ones have greater functional identity and see themselves to be more
important. They also exhibit over twice as much group participation
and have six times more leadership experience while also having a
greater sense of interdependence with their fellow students. In
addition they were found to be more tolerant of individual differences
in behavior. Students in the smaller schools were also found to
be more productive, more skilled in communication, and generally
more satisfied with their environment than students in the larger
243schools.
However, associated with these positive consequences of the
242Barker, R. (1968), op. cit., p. 157.
243Gump, P. (1974), "Big Schools-Small Schools," in R. Moos
and P. Inse1's Issues in Social Ecology, op. cit., pp. 276-285.
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"undermanned settings" in the smaller schools, there are also nega-
tive ones. In smaller schools opportunities increase but so do
obligations. Therefore, required tasks become more varied and indi-
viduals feel more responsibility for outcomes. Since the under-
manned settings have a smaller diversity of skills and fewer reserve
people to call upon in accomplishing varied tasks, individuals
experience more fatigue, more insecurity, and lower performance
levels. Therefore, although more failures and lower performance
are experienced in undermanned settings, more successes are also
experienced and people are more tolerant and less critical of each
other. In the larger schools where settings are generally overmanned
students experience and excell in relatively few areas. Compared
to the smaller schools, the larger school students have lower average
competences in a significantly smaller range of activities and
11 h . . d k b 1 . ful 244genera y report t e~r exper~ences an wor to e ess mean~ng .
In addition to Barker et al.'s research on schools, research
in behavioral settings analysis on other institutions supports the
undermanned settings principle. For example, Wicker's (1969) study
of church size in metropolitan Milwaukee not only supports the
undermanned principle but also helps refine two important issues.
The first deals with one's freedom of selectivity of settings for
participation. In the previous school studies, the students have
244Ibid., pp. 277-284. Although the larger schools offer more·
variety of academic instruction, over twice as much in some cases, an
increase in school size of 100 percent only added 17 percent more
instructional variety on the average. The findings were also similar
for extracurricular activities.
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little or no choice as to the size of settings to attend. How-
ever, in church affiliation, selectivity is available. Therefore,
freedom or restrictions in selectivity appears to have minimal
impact on setting size and participation relationships. The second
issue involves urban-rural differences. By studying church setting
in both areas, Wicker found the effects of urban or rural location
.. .... . I 245on sett1ng S1ze and part1c1pat10n m1n1ma •
Although a growing body of research in organizational
b havi 1 h d d . .. 1 246 he aV10r a so supports t e un ermanne sett1ngs pr1nc1p e, t e
previously mentioned study by Bechtel (1972) comparing urban and
small town behavioral settings is especially important in seeking to
relate the undermanned principle to urban problems. In comparing
"typical" low-income residential settings in Kansas City to resi-
dentia1 setting in the small town of Midwest, Kansas, Bechtel's
main hypothesis was the following: there are two many "overmanned"
behavioral settings in cities and these settings produce too many
noninvo1ved, marginal people, conditions which may significantly
contribute to delinquency, drug abuse, or similar social patholo-
. 247g1es.
245Wicker, A. (1969), "Size of Church Membership and Member's
Support of Church Behavior Set tings," Journal of Personali ty and Social
Psychology, 13 (3), pp. 278-288.
246porter, L. and Lawler, E. (1965), "Properties of Organiza-
tion Struc ture in Relation to Job Atti tudes and Job Behavior,"
Psychological Bulletin, 64, pp. 23-51.
247Bechte1, R. (1972), op. cit., p. 349.
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Using Barker's behavioral setting measures such as "occupying
time," "depth of penetration," "local autonomy," and so forth,
Bechtel identified and analyzed all the behavioral settings origi-
nating outside the dwellings. He found that urban and town residents
spend approximately the same amount of time outside the home,
yet relative to setting density measures, the urban settings averaged
almost three times the number of persons compared to the town
settings, even though the city also had over three times as many
settings as the town. In addition to setting density (i.e., the
number of people per behavioral setting), major differences in the
degree and type of participation in some types of setting were found.
For example, in measuring the amount of involvement and responsibility
of people in settings (Barker's penetration scale), similar findings
for the city and town were reported regarding active involvement in
setting originating within both study areas. However, setting
activities originating outside the residential study areas showed
significant differences. In the town settings, the levels of par-
ticipation showed only slight differences, indicating local active
involvement in each. However, in the city, those setting activities
originating outside the residential areas showed radical shifts from
1 1· 1 . 1 1 f .. . 248oca 1nvo vement to on-looker, pass1ve eve s 0 part1c1pat10n.
According to Bechtel (1972), therefore, these findings may be
summarized as follows:
248Ibid., pp. 350-352.
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..• [A]lthough the kinds of behavior available to people in
the city may be as much as three times greater than the kinds
of behavior available to the townspeople, the striking contrast
is that most people in the small town have control over their
own activities while in the city most of the people are followers
or onlookers. [In other words] .•. the majority of settings
••. are not run by the residents but by persons outside the
residential area ••.
Obviously, many explanations may be attributed to Bechtel's
(1972) findings other than urban-small town differences. One
explanation is that the town settings tend to be primarily social
(i.e., bridge clubs) whereas the city settings are mainly functional
( . d Li . . ) 249~.e., e 1ver1es, street repa~rs • Therefore, nonlocal involve-
ment in cities is more expected in such activities. However, when
considered along with the other research supporting the undermanned
principle, the implications for urban planning and design appear
significant regarding at least one major point; namely, the need to
consider social density as well as spatial density in any efforts to
improve the quality of life in cities. In other words, social density
refers to the number and types of roles relative to the number of
people available in settings. Spatial density refers to the number
of people or structures per unit of space and is the more common
unit of measurement in planning and design. Also, it is a measure
f· . f b ho Loz i 250o ten assoc1ated with a var~ety 0 ur an pat 0 og1es. However,
249Ibid., p. 351. It would be especially important to
planning if studies on behavioral settings controlled for social class
factors (education, income, occupation) in comparing urban-town
findings. Only then can the significance of settings themselves be
determined.
25°De . ., d 1 . . .nS1ty 1S d1scusse ater 1n th1s sect10n.
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undermanned settings theory has shown that, in general, participation
is important to environmental satisfaction and participation 1n
settings is based on having many functional roles available. In other
words, feelings of powerlessness, apathy, and alienation often attri-
buted to large cities may be more related to too few roles in the
millions of settings (a low social density) than to too many people
in some spatial boundary (a high spatial density) •
A major point for this study is that by promoting more
meaningful social involvement and generally enhancing environmental
satisfaction, a policy to promote undermanned settings would also
be a policy to help reduce psychosocial stress. In other words,
the stress theory research indicated the importance of enhancing
identity, affiliation, and the control of one's environment in efforts
to improve the quality of urban life. These are essentially the
same positive consequences derived from undermanned settings. Also,
various planning policy recommendations mentioned earlier to promote
more local participation in governance and to enhance group identity
are in concert with policies to promote undermanned settings. There-
fore, even though the findings and policy implications from behavioral
settings research are basically intuitive (i.e., smaller classes,
more participation) and suggest little not found in other areas of
research, the research is especially important in systematically
investigating the linkages between overt behavior patterns and those
elements in the environment which make it meaningful as well as
functional. In other words, by a systematic investigation of the
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basic conceptual elements in the environment from behavioral settings
theory (the milieu, standing patterns of behavior, and the setting
control mechanisms) one can begin to evaluate, compare and predict
h libh . 1 f i t" f di ff . f di ff 251tee aV10ra 1 0 1 erent enV1ronment or 1 erent groups.
Also information about setting control mechanisms helps understand,
although not predict, "cognitive fit." This is because behavioral
settings rules pertain only to the spatial-temporal functions of
settings. However, since these rules tend to permit, encourage,
correct, or reject certain types of behavior, some probabilities
for "cognitive fit" can be predicted. This is because, if people
have choices, they tend to select and inhabit settings that satisfy
their various situational needs and longer term goals, desires, and
252values. Therefore, using behavioral settings analysis one can
compare the behavioral programs (or implied setting rules) of planned
or designed future settings with "behavioral intentions" (or goals) of
251 . h 1 . f des i d .Relat1ve to t e eva uat10n 0 any eS1gne sett1ng one
may develop behavioral maps which indicate types of activities,
their locations, time durations, and frequencies. Ittelson's (1970)
psychiatric ward studies are prime examples of such mappings. From
this information, activity probabilities may be statistically deter-
mined for specific settings, and sets of settings with similar
activity patterns may be identified by factor or cluster analysis.
Tryon's (1955) cluster analysis applied to the San Francisco Bay Area
is an example. Such information, therefore, allows one to compare the
performances of various existing settings on efficiency, productivity,
and effectiveness bases. This then helps indicate the types of
settings most useful to certain groups, information important in
designing more behaviorally congruent new settings for similar
purposes.
252Barker, R. (1968), op. cit., pp. 194-196.
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. . 1 253varaous po tenti.a user groups. This should enable planners,
designers, and decisionmakers to predict the acceptance or rejection
(as well as general behavioral fit) of potential settings by the
potential users. Most importantly, such behavioral setting and
behavioral intention analyses should not only help prevent disasters
such as the much publicized Pruitt-Igo public housing project. 254
It should begin to help indicate the important differences between
purely functional environments and more behaviorally viable meaningful
ones, a distinction critical to improving the quality of urban life.
Space and Human Behavior
From the previous discussions one can see that behavioral
settings analysis yields systematic information about three important
issues: the behavioral requirements of users of the designed
environment; the spatial properties of human behavior (i.e., the
effects of the manipulation of space and objects on behavior pat-
terns); and the activity associated with specific places generally.
However, little has been mentioned regarding three considerations
previously identified as basic to a model of the urban planning and
design process. These considerations are: the innate spatial needs
of various population groups; the organization and interrelationship
253See Triandis, H. (1972), The Analysis of Subjective Culture,
Wiley-Interscience, New York.
254 di . f P . ( )For 1SCUss1ons 0 ru~tt-lgo, see O. Newman 1973
Defensible Space, Collier Book, New York, pp. 55-60, 106-108.
Also, see L. Rainwater, "Fear and the House-as-Haven in the Lower
Class," AlP Journal, 32 January, 1966, pp. 23-37.
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of behaviorally related spatial structures ~n a scale ranging from
rooms in houses to overall urban patterns; and in general, the
overall conceptualization of space as an expression and basic
component of culture. These considerations are important to this
study because they are basic to understanding relationships between
the physical and psychosocial environment in planning and design.
In seeking to contribute to an understanding of these issues, there-
fore, three interrelated spatial concepts which appear essential to
any behaviorally based model of planning and design are examined.
These concepts are: proxemics, territoriality, and density. As
in the previous section, a basic concern is to determine the role
and significance of symbolism and stress theories in integrating
and relating these concepts to the model presented in this study.
Proxemics is a term relating to the study of man's spatial
nature or his use of and relationship to space generally. Anthro-
pologist Edward Hall has defined proxemics several ways:
• • • the study of the interrelated observations and theories of
man's use of space as a specialized elaboration of culture .•
• ,255 ••• the study of how man unconsciously structures
microspace--the distances between men in the conduct of daily
transactions, the organization of space in houses and buildings,
and ultimately the layout of his towns,256 [and relative to
interpersonal communication]
• •. the study of ways in which man gains knowledge of the
content of other men's mind through judgments of behavior
255Hall, E. T. (1966), The Hidden Dimension, Random House,
New York, p. 1.
256Hall, E. T. (1963), "A System for the Notation of Proxemic
Behavior," American Anthropologist, 65, p. 1003.
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. d . h . d f . 257patterns assoc1ate W1t vary1ng egrees 0 proxem1ty.
Although this study incorporates each of these definitions to
varying degrees, proxemics is primarily discussed here to provide
a comprehensive spatial concept from which issues regarding terri-
toriality and density are later examined. In this regard, Hall's
(1966) analysis of space on three basic levels is important. The
first two levels, the "Lnfracultur'al,"and "precultural," deal with
basic human biological characteristics and the physiological require-
ments of diverse cultures. The "microcultural" level deals with
d '1 h ., Lat i h b '1' 258a1 y uman act1v1ty re at1ve to t e U1 t enV1ronment. This
is the level of proxemic analysis most important within the scope
of this study.
Hall divides microcultural space into three categories:
fixed-feature, semi-fixed feature, and informal space. Fixed-
feature space involves physical structures such as building forms
and the spatial organization of cities, whereas semi-fixed feature
space deals with readily movable physical markers or objects such
as furniture arrangements or panels which organize space. Informal
space deals with the distances maintained among people during normal
social interaction. The important point regarding these proxemic
considerations for urban planning and design processes is that spatial
distance considerations are internalized and fixed relatively early
257Ha11, E. T. (1964), "Silent Assumptions in Social Communi-
cation," Disorders of Communication, 42, pp. 41-55.
258Hal1, E. T. (1966), op. cit., pp. 101-130.
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in life and are different cross-culturally. In other words, social-
ization in a particular ethnic or culture group involves a person
developing internal expectations regarding normal patterns of
behavior--expectations which are externalized as spatial layouts,
h " 1 f d" 1 " "d" 259p ys~ca orms, an soc~a 1nteract1on 1stances. The importan t
point relative to this study is that when internalized expectations
regarding spatial distances are different from the externalized
patterns due to new technology, new design patterns, and new "rules"
for the use of space, human stress may result. For example, Hall
has discussed cross-cultural differences in space utilization and
relationships by Arabs, Europeans, Japanese, Americans, and others
" "260 0 h kin relation to his various proxem1c categor1es. t er wor by
psychologist Robert Sommer (1969) on proxemics (i.e., personal space)
also attempts to conceptually as well as empirically document the
importance of spatial factors on human behavior. The primary issue,
therefore, is that proxemic considerations in human behavior are
closely related to the basic human characteristic of "territoriality"
--a characteristic mediated and bounded by social structures and par-
ticular ethnocu1tura1 norms. Violations of proxemic expectations,
therefore, may be violations of territoriality, a concept basically
one can define as the space a person or a group considers "their
own." More importantly, it is space they will protect and defend
259Ibid., pp. 128-130.
260Ibid., pp. 131-164.
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from intrusion or violation if necessary.
The classic contemporary urban example of territoriality
is the "gang turf" and the crime and violence associated with
opposing group members crossing turfs have involved planners locating
area schools or recreation facilities at turf boundary lines in
efforts to promote peaceful social interaction by deemphasizing
territoriality. In his work on Defensible Space, Oscar Newman's use
of the territoriality concept was for the opposite effect; namely,
to emphasize territoriality by planning and design in order to help
instill attitudes and orientations of defensiveness and responsibility
261toward space. Another basic example to the interaction of spatial
and social structures is found in almost every organization or
institution. The more status and power an individual acquires, the
more space is allotted him. In such cases, space is more symbolic
than functional; it means status.
Even though the concept of territoriality is believed here
to be an important issue for urban planning, the validity of using
such a concept to explain certain forms of human behavior (i.e.,
gang turf) is admittedly equivocal or unresolved at best. The concept
of territoriality originated in the animal studies of Howard (1920)
on birds ,Darling (1937) on deer, and by Hediger's (1950) work in which
instinctual biological high order behavioral systems were identified
by the basic characteristics of acquisition, demarcation, and defense
26lNewman, O. (1973), op , cit., pp • 51-78.
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262of specific geographic space. Ardrey's (1966) controversial work,
the Territorial Imperative (also supported by the work of Lorenz
[1966], Esser et a1. [1965]) attempted to demonstrate that these
characteristics were biological and instinctual in man as well as in
animals, although some psychologists (SommerandBecker, 1969) hesitate
to accept the processes as being the same. A more recent work by
Ardrey, The Social Contract (1970) elaborated on man's spatial nature
by discussing space in human evolution as having evolved into the
development of complex interactive processes of cohesion and dis-
persion, processes which he describes as being in constant struggle
in modern society. The dispersive processes he discusses 1n relation
to the intense competition in early human history for the acquisition
of territory, processes which later evolved into the creation of social
status hierarchies as societies increased in complexity. Another
primary contemporary characteristic of such dispersive processes is
competition, a basic tenet of western economics. The cohesive pro-
cesses, on the other hand, are identified as those involving the
formation of various social groupings such as the family, tribe, or
city, which were involved in sharing or helping activities such as
food production, teaching, or defense. Most recently he views these
helping activities to have taken expression in our increasingly
263expansive communication systems. The important point for planning
262See F. Becker and C. Mayo (1971), "Delineating Personal
Space and Territoriality," Environment and Behavior, 3, No.4, Dec.
1971, pp. 375-381.
263Ardrey, R. (1970), The Social Contract, Atheneum, New York.
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is that these cohesive processes are essentially cooperative as
opposed to the competitive processes of dispersion and furthermore,
these distinctions drawn from examining social evolution are remarkably
similar to those of Friedman (1973), Ackoff (1974) and others men-
tioned previously calling for social restructuring in terms of cooper-
ative rather than competitive relationships.
If one accepts the proposition that territoriality is a basic
human characteristic and possibly a basic human need, then the
configuration and uses of urban space must begin to be understood in
terms other than legal property ownership, political units, or the
functional efficiency of urban systems. Greenbie (1971) in discussing
territoriality emphasizes that "possessing territory" is not the same
issue as "owning property" because territoriality may be expressed
in many ways, and owning property mayor may not help fulfill this
264need. Also, there are distinctions between what may be considered
public territority and private territory. Public territory implies
a need for a public good such as open space which one periodically
"possesses." However, the need for private territory may be more
related to one's on going yet permanent need for ethnocultural or
group identity at a scale below that of traditional public goods.
Private territoriality needs may also be a far more important quality
of life consideration in planning and design than public territorial-
ity needs. This is strongly suggested in Newman's (1973)
264Greenbie, B. (1971), "What Can We Learn From Other Animals:
Behavioral Biology and the Ecology of Cities," AlP Journal, May,
pp. 162-168.
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Defensible Space. In seeking to improve the safety of high density
public housing projects, he "symbolically converted" public "no-man's-
land" territory to individual and group private territory by a variety
of physical alterations or devices. These involved design principles
such as subdividing project grounds into building clusters, reducing
the number of apartments sharing collectively defined open space and
commonly defined entrances, and generally increasing surveillance
opportunities within projects. His purpose, therefore, was to help
instill territoriality or attitudes of control, belonging, and
d f d·, h . 265e ense regar ~ng one s ome env~ronment.
If territoriality, therefore, is a basic human need, might not
it be important to consider the "rights of territoriality" in the
overall social as well as physical planning of the urban environment?
In outlining such an argument Greenbie (1971) states:
What is new in this concept as far as the planning profession is
concerned is the right of both individuals and constellations of
individuals in various kinds of social groups to territorial
identity independent of legal property ownership. The right to
determine life style within a given area and to resist invasion
of other life styles by outsiders would be guaranteed to renters
as well as house owners, to poor as well as to affluent, as a
basic human right. • . . This is not to suggest that society
should consist of entirely segregated units, but merely that each
sub-cultural unit should be able to provide itself with a cultu-
rally self-defined and inviolate center.266
Rights of territoriality are especially advocated in this study
because man's need for territoriality appears to be closely related
to his need for self-identity. Fulfilling this need may be
265Newman, o . (1973), op. cit., pp. 203-207, 63-77.
266G b·reen ae , B. (1971), Ope cit., p. 167.
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accomplished by one having a "gang turf," by one personalizing the
environment with graffiti, or by other psychophysical devices which
can be considered to have positive and/or negative consequences.
In other words, the boundaries of territoriality tend to become the
needed symbols of self and group identity. Therefore, the violation
or nonfulfillment of territorial needs may be a major set of forces
contributing to a variety of social pathologies. However, the most
persuasive argument for emphasizing the importance of territoriality
in this study is that the behavioral issues involved are essentially
the same as those from stress theory and symbolism theory. In other
words, the factors most important to psychosocial stress induction
have been shown to involve identity, affiliation, and control of
one's environment (see the previously presented submodel on page 74).
The important point, therefore, is that territoriality appears to
be an innate natural defense against psychosocial stress.
Accepting the importance of territorial needs in human
well-being, there appears to be at least three basic levels at which
these needs should begin to be considered in planning and design.
These levels include the individual, the family, and the group
defined along not only life style but also life cycle and social status
dimensions. Although it is beyond the scope of this study to explore
each of these levels, some general territorial considerations are
suggested. Relative to the individual, territoriality appears
related to one's basic personal privacy spatial requirements. For
example, there is evidence from density studies that excessive
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stimulation from interpersonal relations due to large numbers of
person per room interferes with one's territorial needs for pri-
267vacy. Relative to the family. territorial needs appear related
not only to interior spatial requirements but may also include the
needs for definitive boundaries outside and adjacent to the dwelling.
For example, there is evidence that people are often willing to
"trade-off" interior space for private exterior space in selecting
h . 268ous1ng. Also, Newman (1973) redesigned the semipublic areas
such as hallways and the outside spaces adjacent to units in public
housing to help encourage this extension of territoriality beyond
the dwe1l1·ng.269 ReI . h" f . .at1ve to groups, t e recogn1t10n 0 terr1tor1a1
needs for preserving and enhancing group identity has been suggested.
This could involve many complex expressions of boundaries ranging
from the classic example of urban "gang turf" to the more subtle yet
institutionally entrenched mechanisms of suburban "exclusionary
zoning" which are used to insure not only property values but their
concomitant social status and life style values as well. The
general findings from territoriality and proxemic research indicate,
therefore, that people do have spatial requirements that if unmet
or violated induce psychosocial stress.
267Ga11e, 0., Grove, W. and McPherson, J. (1972), "Population
Density and Pathology: What are the Relations for Man," in Moos and
Inse1 (eds.), Issues in Social Ecology, OPe cit., p. 147.
268Hinshaw, M. and A110tt, K. (1972), "Environmental Prefer-
ences of Future Housing Consumers," AlP Journal, March, p. 107.
269Newman, O. (1973), Ope cit., pp. 78-101.
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Unfortunately, at the present time little definitive infor-
mation exists as to the dimensions of these spatial needs. Chombart
de Lauwe (1968) has identified certain critical spatial requirements
1 " " b h " al di d "F h f "1" 270re at~ve to certa~n e av~or ~sor ers ~n renc am~ ~es. Also,
Hall (1966) has indicated certain categorical distance needs of people
1" "" 1" 1 d bl"" "271re at~ve to ~nt~mate, persona , soc~a ,an pu ~c ~nteract~ons.
Similarly, Sommer (1969) has identified four types of territoriality
(i.e., body, interactional, home, and public) which if encroached
upon by "violation," "invasion," or "contamination" may induce
272stress. However, differences in ethnocultural background, life
style, and even life cycle changes results in differing spatial
needs. This is because space and physical forms provide for not only
the changing psychological and physiological needs for privacy by
reducing perceptual inputs. Space and form also express changing
social status and norm information. They are basic components of
communication. Ultimately, therefore, a much greater understanding
of proxemics regarding many categories of individuals, families, and
270Lauwe, Chombart de, Mme. (1968), as quoted by G. Backstrand
and H. Stenram, Urban Conglomerates as Psychosocial Human Stressors:
A Contribution to the UN Conference on the Human Environment, Royal
Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Agriculture, Norstedt and Soner,
Stockholm, Sweden, 1971, p. 36. Sixteen square meters (s.m.) was
determined to be the general minimum space requirement for a person;
below fourteen s.m. certain behavioral disorders appear; below ten
s.m. certain severe disorders appear.
271lRal1, E. (1966), OPe cit., pp. 116-129.
272Sommer, R. (1969), Personal Space: The Behavioral Basis
of Design, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
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social groupings must be basic to any model of the urban planning
and design process seeking to enhance the quality of everyday urban
life.
Although territoriality and proxemics are beginning to
receive more attention in the planning and design literature, the
more traditional spatial concept of concern within the urban related
disciplines is density, especially spatial density analyzed to deter-
mine its impact on a variety of urban problems. The contention of
this study, however, is that current indices and measures of spatial
density have little value as planning and design standards in contribu-
ting to an understanding or improving of the quality of life in
cities. This is because such measures or standards are not based
on an understanding of the proxemic needs and requirements of specific
groups. Also, high urban densities, per se, do not appear to be
responsible for increased levels of chronic social problems. There-
fore, although it is beyond the scope of this study to comprehensively
investigate the many complex issues of density, the following discus-
sion seeks to substantiate these statements. Also, the role of proxe-
mic considerations and stress theory generally in augmenting
209
273traditional density analysis is suggested.
273Even though territoriality conceptually appears to be an
important issue in understanding human spatial behavior, empirically
there are few studies on human territoriality, per se, from which to
develop significant conclusions. J. Edney and W. Jordan-Edney (1974)
in studying the use of space by groups in physically unstructured
settings were concerned with how naturally occurring groups arrange
themselves and share space. "Territorial Spacing on a Beach,"
Sociometry, Vol. 37, No.1, 1974. In studying "temporal" group terri-
torial spaces that are chosen, settled, clearly marked and held with
physical possession, they determined that male groups claim larger
territories than female groups, and that same-sex groups territorially
expanded with time, even though the space claimed does not grow in
direct relation to the growth in group numbers. One interesting finding
was that in male groups "blue-collar" workers exhibited denser terri-
tories than "white-collar" workers, suggesting that differential
socioeconomic status indicates differential space requirements (pp. 96-
98) although no basis for causality can be derived from such studies.
Another important study is J. Baxter's (1970), "Interpersonal Spacing
in National Settings," Sociometry, Vol. 33, No.4. He was concerned
with the distances at which people interact with each other in natural
settings relative to ethnic groupings further differentiated by age
and sex combinations. Rather than territory as the conceptual issue,
this study was more related to the personal space (i.e., "non-defendable"
temporary proxemics) interactions of three subcultural groups (Anglo-
Americans, Black-Americans, and Mexican-Americans) in terms of the
types and quality of interactions in indoor as well as outdoor settings.
Using settings in the Houston Zoo studied over a two-month period,
Baxter's most significant results relative to spacing differences
involved the ethnic groupings. With age and sex remaining consistent
across both indoor and outdoor settings, the results indicated that
Mexican-American groups have the most proximal interactions, with
Anglo-Americans next, followed lastly by Black-Americans. With ethnic
and sex differences controlled across both settings, age grouping
differences were also statistically significant in showing that chil-
dren interact most proximally, followed by adolescents then adults.
Sex group differences were significant also but not as great as with
the ethnic and age differentials. In combining sex and ethnicity for
comparisons, all male groups interact most distantly, with male-female
groups interacting most proximally for Anglos and Blacks and fema1e-
female groups most proximally for Mexican-Americans (pp. 445-451).
Since most of the above findings tended to support previous findings
by Hall (1966), Little (1968), and Willis (1966), the most interesting
results in terms of planning and design implications concern the
ethnic group differences found in comparing indoor with outdoor
settings. General intuitive expectations regarding group behavior
is that people interact more proximally indoors than outdoors. How-
ever, this study only supports this hypothesis relative to
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There have been numerous studies attempting to determine if
there are significant relationships between high urban density and
various social pathologies such as crime, violence, mental illness,
social apathy, or alienation. For example, Schmitt's (1957, 1966)
studies of Honolulu found a high correlation between density and
crime rate; however, there were no correlations holding levels of
income and education constant. Also, the report of the National
Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence showed that the
crime rate in large cities (those with over 250,000 population) was
five times greater than smaller cities, eight times greater than in
274the suburbs, and eleven times greater than in rural areas. However,
if one is attempting to associate density, per se, with crime (where
density is defined as the number of persons per square mile) statistics
comparing density in the most populous American cities will show an
inverse relationship to those cited previously when comparing urban,
suburban, and rural crime rates. For example, New York City with
Black-Americans. For Anglo-Americans the results indicated no signifi-
cant differences in interaction in either indoor or outdoor settings.
For Mexican-Americans, however, the results were the opposite of
intuitive expectations; that is, they interact more closely in outdoor
as compared to indoor settings. Also, these ethnic differences in
settings were most pronounced among adults, although also present in
adolescents as well as in children (pp. 451-456). Since these differ-
ences in space use increase with age, these results support earlier
findings (Baxter and Phelps, 1970; Fish, 1967; Weinstein, 1967)
that spatial behavior is ethnoculturally specific and learned early
in life and that inappropriate spacing or spatial violations are
often stress inducing in people (Felips and Sommer, 1966; Baxter and
Deanovic, 1970).
274Er1ich, P. and Freedman, J. (1971), "Population Crowding
and Human Behavior," New Scientist and Science Journal, 1 April 1971,
p. 10.
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26,000 persons per square mile had a lower crime rate (in 1970)
than Chicago, which had 16,000 persons per square mile, while
Chicago also had a lower crime rate than Los Angeles, which had only
55,000 persons per square mile.275 Aside from the obvious defini-
tional problems (i.e., type of crimes, gradients in city sizes,
boundary problems, etc.) as well as the statistical difficulties with
data aggregation and disaggregation, one can reasonably conclude that
high population density, per se (when other factors such as income
levels and education are held constant), cannot satisfactorily account
for higher levels of crime, mental illness, physical deterioration,
or other measures of social pathology often associated with high
urban density.276 This can most readily be seen in Galle, Grove, and
McPherson's (1972) study of density and pathology using cross sec-
tional ecological data of Chicago. Essentially, they were concerned
with analyzing the relationships between social structure variables
(class and ethnicity), population density, and five social pathology
measures.277 Their findings were that when class and ethnicity are
controlled, correlations between population density (when density is
defined as the number of persons per acre) and five indices of social
pathology are close to zero. However, when population density was
275Ibid., p. 11.
276Ibid•
277Ga11e, 0., Grove, W. and McPherson, J. (1972), Ope cit.,
pp. 140-149. The five indices of social pathology were: standard
mortality ratio, general fertility rate, public assistance rate,
juvenile delinquency rate, and admissions to mental hospitals.
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redefined to reflect four separate types or components of residential
structure, the results were different than above. These four compon-
ents of density were: the number of persons per room, the number of
rooms per housing unit, the housing units per structure, and the
housing structures per acre. Using these four density components and
controlling for class and ethnicity, they found significant correla-
tions between two of the four density components and the indices of
pathology. The number of persons per room was the most important
density component in four of the five indices, with the units per
structure the next most important component, yet considerably less
important than the number of persons per room. Rooms per housing
unit and structure per acre appeared to be relatively insignificant
d . . d .. . h 1 278ens i.ty components an erermr.na.ngaoci.aL pat a ogy.
What is suggested, therefore, from the various studies on
social phenomena and density is that the effects of density on
human behavior is mediated not only by cultural norms relative to
proxemics patterns. It is also mediated by how density is defined,
279by the type of tasks to be performed, and by the characteristics
of the specific groups involved. These mediating factors in deter-
mining the behavioral consequences of urban density indicate that
social pathology is not inevitability nor inexorably associated with
urbanization, as contrasted with the "behavioral sink" phenomena
278Ibid.; the number of persons per room was not related to the
admission to mental hospital rate, pp. 145-147.
279Er1ich and Freedman (1971), op. cit., pp. 12-14.
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seen in animal studies on voles, mice, deer, monkeys and in Calhoun's
280(1962) classic study of Norway rats. In these animal studies,
population density increases eventually led to individual pathologies
and finally total social structure collapse. For human populations
in cities, therefore, what seems to be necessary for understanding
the social pathologies of the "urban crises" is more a comprehensive,
yet differentiated, inquiry into the various components of urban
density, components that consider and attempt to relate cultural
as well as social and physical factors. As seen in the work of Hall
(1966) and Baxter (1971), ethnocultural differences involve various
social interaction distances that mediate the perception of "crowding",
which is the term often associated with the individual affect of
high density. Also, the social density of areas as studied by Barker
(1968) and his associates indicates that the active participation
opportunities of a setting as well as the "sense of control" over
one's setting are important issues in assessing the consequences of
population concentrations contributing to social pathologies. The
contention in this study, therefore, is that the consequences of
urban density can only be understood relative to the spatial needs
and norms of various population groups and the effects of the viola-
tion of these needs and norms. When spatial needs and norms are
violated, individuals may become stressed and the resulting adapta-
tions to the violation of such spatial norms may take a variety of
280Calhol.ID,J. (1962) "A Behavioral Sink," in E. Bliss (ed.),
Roots of Behavior, Harper Brothers, New York, chapter 22.
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forms discussed earlier: affective (i.e., anger), overt behavioral
(i.e., acquisition of more space), cognitive (i.e., interference
with normal social interaction), or physiological (i.e., the develop-
ment of some form of chronic illness). Causalities of one form or
another are not implied here. The important point, however,
suggested by the previous discussions is that the adaptations people
find necessary in reducing their level of psychosocial stress may
be closely associated with various forms of social pathology. There-
fore, a better understanding of human adaptive processes relative
to the physical and spatial environment is important.
Human Adaptive Processes
Throughout this study the importance of recognizing that
people must constantly adapt to their various psychosocial as well
as physical environments has been demonstrated. For example, the
behavioral setting research of Barker (1968) emphasizes that under-
manned settings help to instill confidence in a person and thereby
helps increase one's adaptability in dealing with stressful situa-
tions.28l Dubos (1968) emphasizes the importance of diversity of
experiences at an early age in promoting one's ability to success-
fully adapt to later life changes. He also emphasizes that human
adaptability is a selective process and that daily behavior patterns
in a particular environment significantly influences such
281Barker, R. (1968), Ope cit., pp.
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d bi l i 282a ap ta ~ aty , B. F. Skinner (1971) in his controversial work,
Beyond Freedom and Dignity, also supports the contentions of Dubos,
Barker and others by emphasizing the important "selective role" of
h 0 0 0 0 0 d dant tna b b h 0 283t e env~ronment ~n ma~nta~n~ng an a apt~ng uman e av~or. Com-
bined with the findings from the previous inquiries into stress
theory, the important points from these studies is that different
population groups adapt to the environment in different ways. If
the environment (physical or psychosocial) is stressful, these adap-
tations may take several forms: physiological, behavioral substitu-
tions, direct actions, emotional responses, or various cognitive
"distortions" or defense mechanisms. These various adaptations may
be benign or they may be harmful to people. The important question
for planning and design in this study, therefore, has been the
following: what characteristics of the environment and what charac-
teristics of our institutional and social structures are most impor-
tant in producing favorable or benign adaptations in various groups
influenced.
Important considerations in seeking answers to this question
have been previously suggested from stress theory (i.e., reducing
the ambiguity in norm-role-status alignment), from planning theory
(i.e., cellular institutional structures), and from ecological design
282Dubos, R. (1968), "Environmental Determinants of Human
Life," in D. Glass, Environmental Influences, Rockefeller University
Press, New York.
283Skinner, B. F. (1971), Beyond Freedom and Dignity, Knopf,
New York.
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theory (i.e., undermanned settings, territoriality needs). In
seeking to more definitively address this behavior-environment
adaptation question relative to specific population groups, the
recent research in housing for the elderly is also significant.
In the area of social gerontology, Nahemow and Lawton (1973)
have investigated the positive or negative aspects of adaption by
the elderly relative to various environments based on the degree of
stimulation each environment gives. Utilizing Relson's (1964) adapta-
tion level theory, Murray's (1938) alpha press theory, and Wholwill's
optimization function, they have developed an ecological theory of
adaptation and aging which states that "inadequately challenging"
environments lead to the extinction of adaptive behavior while
"unduly challenging" environments lead to "escape" adaptive behavior,
both viewed as basically negative adaptations. From their study
resul ts they recommend "moderately challenging" environments, environ-
ments with benign levels of stress. This is because such environments
f h.i h bl .. d . 284promote a sense 0 competence w ~c ena es pos~t~ve a aptat~ons.
The important issues for planning relative to adaptation, therefore,
are that since behavior may be viewed as a function of the personality
and environment [Levin's classical B=f(P,E)], to change the direction
or type of adaptive behavior, either the personality of a person or
the environment may be changed. However, in addition to the issue of
284Nahemow, L. and Lawton, P. (1973), "Toward an Ecological
Theory of Adaptation and Aging," in EDRA IV Conference Proceedings,
W. Preiser (ed.), Dowden, Hutchinson, and Ross, Stroudsburg, Pa.,
p. 29.
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what is changed (the personality or the environment or both together)
the issue of who initiates and controls the change is also important.
From their research, Nahemow and Lawton (1973) have found that since
change can be initiated by the individual or an institution, when
the individuals themselves change their environments, they are rewarded
by the change process itself as well as the outcome or results of
the change. Also, by having a major role in the change process
itself, personal competence is increased,285 and as previously indi-
cated, personal competence is a primary characteristic in determining
if one is capable of resolving stressful situations.
Being meaningfully involved in controlling one's environment,
therefore, has been found to be of critical importance to individual
as well as group well-being in social gerontology research. Again,
these are similar to the findings in the ecological psychology of
Barker (1968) relative to undermanned settings. These findings also
support "interactive" and "transactive" planning theories of Ackoff
and Friedman, as well as the various theoretical and empirical findings
from psychological and social stress research. However, being meaning-
fully involved in controlling one's life goes beyond the symbolic
value of having "token" involvement in the process. It must also
include one being able to perceive the consequences of that invo1ve-
ment as concretely or meaningfully influencing the quality of one's
physical and social environment.
285Ibl."d., 28 29pp. - •
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In addition to who initiates and controls change, the issue
of what should or can be changed (whether the individual personality
or the environment) is basic to planning. The social gerontology
research indicates that changing the environment of the elderly is a
more realistic change strategy than attempting to change personality
traits. Also, a moderately stimulating environment has been found
to be more conducive to positive adaptations than a dull or unduly
stimulating one. However, seeking to define moderate environmental
stimulation for the complex problems in planning and design appears
intractable with our current models of planning. Therefore, to
accomplish such a task one must develop a planning and design
process which addresses the needs and values of the various population
groups relative to their perceptions of the major problem dimensions.
From these considerations one then may determine which dimensions
of the problem are most stressful to specific groups. As previously
discussed in the section on stress theory, one may then seek to deter-
mine the type and degree of adaptations resulting from alternative
policies, yielding an "adaptive cost" measure for each. Basically,
such a process is the working model proposed and developed in this
study. Having discussed human adaptive process above, the last
section of inquiry into Ecological Design Theory addressed environ-
mental perception and cognition. The purpose of this section is
to determine the nature, role, and significance of these processes,
in the development and behavioral viability of the working model of
the planning and design process.
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Environmental Perception and Cognition
The working model presented in this study indicates that
for the urban planning and design process to consider the reduction
of human stress as a basic objective, that process must consider
the symbols systems most important to the various population groups
influenced by and involved with specific problem situations. As
previously discussed, the importance of symbols lies in their
ability to transmit meaning in various situations. This especially
refers to social interactions involving roles and statuses, issues
important to the induction of psychological stress. Another major
issue, however, is that the spatial form as well as the social and
institutional structures of the city have drastically different
meanings for various population groups, and as has been emphasized
throughout this study, it is upon meaning that most human behavior
is structured. It is not structured upon the rational functioning
of certain urban systems or some "optimum" combination of rational
decision processes alone. Therefore, in seeking to further clarify
the importance of considering meaning as emphasized throughout this
study, Diagram F: The Analytical Dimensions of Meaning, is presented
(p. 220). It is important to note that the purpose of this diagram
is to conceptualize and help relate those factors encountered in the
analysis and synthesis of problem situations relative to the urban
planning and design process.
Diagram F indicates that how one perceives the world gives
meaning to him, meaning which largely determines not only his overt
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behavior but also largely determines how one might evaluate his
"quality of life" or his general well-being. Therefore, for the
planning and design process the "analytical" dimensions of meaning
must not only include an analysis of the "objective" world in terms
of functional relationships such as the various overt behavior
patterns in movement systems, it also must include an analysis of the
"subjective" world relative to the major symbol systems and symbolic
interactions within the objective world, as discussed previously.
These components within such objective and subjective analyses, there-
fore, would begin to indicate the meaning of various situations only
when then analyzed relative to several intervening factors: the
behavioral intentions of individuals and groups (i.e., their goals,
purposes, needs and values), their beliefs, attitudes, and preferences,
and the roles and status configurations operating and important in
the specific situations. Basically, therefore, this diagram seeks
to demonstrate conceptually how the interactions of the individual
(i.e., his motivation, needs, values), the group (i.e., social struc-
tures, roles, statuses), and their cultural contexts (i.e., social
norms, symbol systems) may begin to be considered holistically in
a planning and design process seeking human stress reduction as a goal
for future environments.
Admittedly, our present knowledge of how to definitely
determine, measure, or integrate the various dimensions of meaning
indicated in Diagram F is sketchy and incomplete at best. For
example, some studies on housing preferences have generally shown that
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most people prefer a single family detached house with a minimum
of racial and income mixing (Sanoff, 1972; Allott, 1972). Other
studies, however, have shown that people consider convenience and
physical amenities more important than their racial preferences in
housing (Canty, 1969). Also, the "trade-offs" people might make
relative to what they need, value, or would like to do as opposed to
what they prefer is essentially unknown. However, most research
mentioned in this study has indicated or suggested that almost all
groups want (i.e., need-desire-value-prefer) the following:
(a) privacy, (b) identity, (c) affiliation, and (d) control of their
own lives and environment, which are the issues closely involved in
stress induction when violated or not established. The important
point, therefore, is that the symbols of privacy, identity, affilia-
tion, and control as well as the objective functioning of cities
in terms of convenience or even safety are issues of major importance
to human well-being. They are, however, issues of meaning, as well
as function. Therefore, both considerations are necessary in seeking
to improve the quality of the urban environment as well as the
quality of urban life.
As indicated in Diagram F, seeking to examine the meaning
of various situations to various groups must involve several addi-
tional concepts not addressed so far. These concepts are important,
however, because they largely determine the nature and influence of
symbols systems on human behavior. These concepts are: perception,
cognition, and imagery. Even though it is beyond the scope of this
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study to comprehensively inquire into each concept, the purpose
here is to examine their role and importance in developing the planning
and design model in this study.
An important initial consideration is that perception and
cognition, along with attitude, are closely related concepts.
Cognition is the more general concept and often includes the concepts
of perception as well as learning (Downs and Stea, 1973). However,
for the purpose of this study each is discussed. Perception may be
defined as a response from some physical stimuli and is an ongoing
process often studied relative to three categories: selection,
fixation, and accentuation. These categories are important in
explaining the "differential meaning" anyone situation may have for
the various actors or groups involved in the planning process. For
example, "selection" indicates that people perceive situations in a
predetermined manner based on their assumptions as to not only "what"
but "why" something exists. These assumptions are based on needs,
values, sociocultural norms, one's belief system, and on rewards or
p1.nlishmentsreceived in past similar situations. The "fixation"
process indicates that what is usually seen or heard in one situation
will usually be seen or heard the same in a similar situation, even
though objective or real differences exist. "Accentuation" refers
to the idea that one's motivations (his needs, values, etc.) along
with the cultural symbols of his particular social group largely
224
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determines what is perceived.
Although the classic studies by Bruner and Goodman (1947)
indicate the importance of differing individual needs and values on
perception generally, for this study examples of the importance of
perception considerations relative to urban problems are needed. In
this regard, a study by Yanke10vich (1967) and the Kerner Commission
Report, both from the late 1960s, are significant. Each dealt with
the perception of social conditions by Black Americans. Yanke1ovich's
study compared the attitudes of Blacks in thirteen cities toward
their social conditions in 1967 compared to their attitudes five
years earlier. The results showed that in 1967, as compared to 1962,
seventy-five percent felt they were "better off" and more hopeful
about solving their social problems; seventy percent considered their
housing conditions better; and eighty percent believed they had a
better chance of getting a "good" job. However, even with these
basic overall betterments, over fifty percent responded that they
were more angry and dissatisfied with their lives in 1967 than five
years earlier. The reported reasons for this increased dissatisfac-
tion with life was their inability to significantly influence their
287
lives and fulfill basic social expectations. Also, when one examines
the Kerner Commission study concerning factors contributing to the
Bruner, J. and Postman, L. (1946-47), "Tension and Tension
Release as Organizing Factors in Perception," Journal of Personality,
Vol. 15, p. 3-0.
287Yanke1ovich, D. (1967), Presentations of his research in
R. Beardwood, 1968, "The New Negro Mood," Fortune (January), pp. 146-
151.
287
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urban riots of the late 1960s, one finds essentially the same
grievances among Blacks; namely, lack of adequate political represen-
tation; lack of response by authorities to grievances; and the lack
b . f f 1 f h 1· f· 288or 0 scur~ty 0 orma avenues or t e reso ut~on 0 gr~evances.
The important point here is that since these grievances basically
involve one's lack of ability to influence his own life and environ-
ment, then according to the finding from stress theory, such situa-
tions are perceived as "threatening" and, therefore, induce stress.
This is especially probable in people with few resources. The impor-
tance of considering perceptual differences in planning is evidenced
from a variety of other studies. One study sought to identify "high
stress" versus "low stress" neighborhoods relative to indices on
crime rates, income levels, and various stability measures. The
purpose was to determine the effects of stress on residential mobility.
The findings indicate that the perception of one's neighborhood in
terms of safety (i.e., crime and violence) is more important than
other measures of neighborhood quality (i.e., levels of services,
facilities, etc.) and is more important to the poor than more affluent
groups. Also, the poor were found to have a stronger desire to
move for safety reasons even though moving is less possible for them
than for the middle and upper middle classes.289 Another study
288RePort of the National Advisory Commission on Civil
Disorders (The Kerner Commission Report), Bantam Books, 1968, New
York, pp. 16-23, 143-157, 325.
289Kasel, S. and Harburg, E. (1972), "Perception of the Neigh-
borhood and the Desire to Move Out," AlP Journal, Sept., pp. 318-324.
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demonstrated the differences in the perception of neighborhood
quality between a professional planner and the residents of an area.
The findings showed only a moderate degree of agreement (r=.35)
between the planner's rating of "pleasantness" and the resident's
rating of their overall evaluation of how well they "liked it". There
were agreements, ye t rela tive to those neighborhoods rated "unp leasanttl
by the planner, almost ninety percent of the residents "liked" them
at least "moderately well." Also, this study indicated the
importance of group socioeconomic status in determining those factors
important to neighborhood quality.290
The important points for planning and design demonstrated
by the preceding research are that environmental quality, social
improvement, and the quality of life are issues that cannot be defined
or resolved based solely on objective measures of various urban
conditions. This is because such conditions often have significantly
different meanings for various groups based on the way in which such
conditions are perceived. The Yankelovich (1967) study seems
especially important. It suggests that our unresponsive institutional
and legal mechanisms may be perceived as more degrading to Blacks
than even their poor economic or environmental conditions. This is
because the inability to influence one's own life may be perceived
as a much more glaring or obvious symbol of "second class" citizenships
than even economic or other material measures. Therefore, for the
290Lansing, J. and Marans, R. (1969), "Evaluation of Neigh-
borhood Quality," AlP Journal, Vol. 35, No.3, pp. 196-199.
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planning and design process the research on perception indicates
that the symbols of status in society and the roles people are
allowed to have in influencing their own lives are critical issues
in understanding the meaning of the city. These issues, therefore,
must be considered along with economic development, physical amenity,
and income distribution considerations in seeking to improve the
quality of urban life.
Along with perception, an understanding of environmental
cognition is important in any efforts to development of more meaning-
ful urban environments. In previous sections of this study, the
importance of people having "cognitive fit" with their various
social environments has been emphasized. The remaining task, there-
fore, is to examine "cognitive fit" more specifically regarding the
spatial and physical environment.
Whereas perception is a complex process by which one selects,
organizes (i.e., by the Gestalt principles), and interprets sensory
stimuli, cognition may be considered a more elaborate development
of the idea of perception. It primarily involves how we think and
learn about the world relative to what we perceive. Kretch and
Crutchfield (1948) state: "Every perception is embedded in an organi-
zation of other precepts--the whole going to make up a specific
cognitive structure ••• [therefore], the perception of a single
object or group of objects is determined by the nature of the cognitive
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whole in which the precepts of these objects will be embedded."291
The important research in cognitive theory for the planning and design
process primarily involves environmental cognition, an area dealing
with ways in which we may investigate and understand the internalized
cognitive representation of the external world and its importance to
human behavior and daily life in general. This research is especially
important to this study because it seeks to integrate and synthesize
individual and group characteristics relative to the spatial and
temporal characteristics of the environment.
There are a variety of theoretical postures and research
directions dealing with environmental cognition. The major topics or
concepts addressed included the interconnected themes on general
spatial cognition, cognitive "sketch" mapping, the schema and
imagery. Because of the relative newness of the field, these topics
are often used interchangeably, although the issues emphasized in
each are often different. Therefore, it is important to briefly
examine each of these topics relative to several of the major works
in order to determine their significance in helping accomplish the
purposes of this study. An important point, however, is that it is
beyond the scope of this study to seek a synthesis or integration of
these topics.
A recent major work which did seek to organize and clarify
this research is Downs and Stea's (1973) Image and Environment.
291Krech, D. and Crutchfield, R. (1948), Theory and Problems
of Social 'Psychology, McGraw-Hill, New York, pp. 94-95.
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They primarily differentiate the research into two basic approaches:
the research concerned with "f undament.aL spatial cognition," as
exemplified by the developmental psychologists such as Piaget and
Inhelder (1948); and the research concerned with "macro-spatial cog-
nition," such as that of planners or geographers like Lynch (1960),
Appleyard (1969) or Downs and Stea (1973).292 The task here is to seek
a further integration of both research areas relative to our model
of the planning and design process.
The developmentalis ts are concerned with the various "types"
of human spatial experiences, ranging from sensorimotor, to perceptual,
to abstract thought. In other words, the research addresses one's
"direct" involvement with the world as well as addresses one's abstract
knowledge and the various modes by which one represents the world in
thought. Bruner et al. (1966) have identified three such modes:
(1) enactive representation, our use of goals; (2) inconic represen-
tation, our use of "images"; and (3) symbolic representation, which
293he mainly considers our use of language. In contrast, the "macro-
spatial" researches, bes t exemplified by Lynch's (1960) classic
Image of the City, are concerned with topological representations
of large scale environments. This work is concerned with studying
the spatial relationships used by individuals and groups relative to
292Downs, R. and Stea, D. (1973), Image and Environment,
Aldine, Chicago, p. 248.
293Bruner, J., Olver, R. and Greenfield, P. (1966), Studies
in Cognitive Growth, John Wiley, New York.
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objects, place, and patterns in the environment.294
Essentially, therefore, the research orientations in environ-
mental cognition theory addresses two areas: the inner thought pro-
cesses by which we represent and reconstruct the world, and the
external representations of those inner processes as revealed by
cognitive "sketch" mapping and other techniques such as attitude
scales or verbal descriptions. The important point for this study,
therefore, is that environmental cognition offers theories as well as
methodologies by which to relate the inner need and value factors
of people to the physical forms elements of the environment.295
Cognitive mapping has been defined as ". • • a process com-
posed of a series of psychological transformations by which an
individual acquires, codes, stores, recalls, and decodes information
about the relative locations and attributes of phenomena in his
294Downs,R. and Stea, D. (1973), op. cit., pp. 247-249.
In synthesizing this research, primarily from "cogni tive mapping
studies," they identify three primary sys tems by which an individual
orients to his environment: (a) egocentric, in which one draws
a route map from some point to some destination; (b) fixed system
orientation, in which movements are traced relative to fixed elements
rather than one's self; and (c) coordinated system orientation,
cardinal directions and other relational elements are used.
295 . . h h' ha t vcozni .It 1S 1mportant to note t at t 1S assumes t at cogn1t1ve
mapping identifies and expresses externally the internal represen-
tations. Also, this assumes that human behavior is not directly
influenced by the environment (whether physical, social, or cultural).
It also assumes that behavior is based upon how the environment
is conceived by the individual relative to what various situations
mean to the person.
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d . 1· ,,296every ay spatla enVlronment. Knowledge of the major components
of a person's internalized cognitive map is important, therefore,
because it identifies and organizes those environmental support
mechanisms most important in fulfilling human needs. In other words,
one's cognitive map may be considered a basic information processing
mechanism. In this regard Kaplan (1973) has identified four areas
of knowledge in which one's cognitive map of his environment functions
in filling basic human needs: (a) recognition--it allows one to
know where you are and what is around you; (b) prediction--it helps
one to determine what is likely to happen next, and why; (c) evaluation
--it helps to determine if outcomes are desired or not and if they are
good or bad; and (d) action--it helps one to identify and implement
. 1 . 297actlon a ternatlves. Therefore, understanding people's cognitive
mapping processes offers the potential for identifying those elements
or processes in the environment which are most relevant to people's
overt behavioral functioning and psychological well-being. Kaplan
(1973) emphasizes this point by stating:
Most of the time, people are dependent on process rather than
content for maintaining a reasonable level of pleasure--or at
least, absence of pain. The process that feels good is the
process that is adaptive from an evolutionary point of view,
that is, going along making sense out of things, anticipating,
acting appropriately, and exploring new things. These activities
have in common a focus on knowledge, on the acquisition,
296Downs, R., and Stea, D. (1973), op. cit., p. 9.
297Kaplan, S. (1973), "Cognitive Maps, Human Needs, and the
Designed Environment," in EDRA IV Proceedings, W. Preiser (ed.),
Dowden, Hutchinson, and Ross, Stroudsburg, Pa. p. 275.
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maintenance, and use of an individual's cogn1t1ve map of the
environment. [Therefore] an environment that enhances the
cogn1t1ve map related processes will be an environment most
suitable to the human condition.29B
Planning and designing spatial configurations with the pur-
pose of enhancing or emphasizing those environmental elements found
important to people's orientation toward or movement in the city
should help reduce psychosocial stress. This also refers to making
spatial environments more meaningful as well as more functional.
This appears especially important to those groups found to be most
vulnerable to stress, the elderly as well as the poor and otherwise
disadvantaged. The findings of several major researchers have indi-
cated the nature of the spatial environment found important to people.
The classic works of Lynch (1960) and Appleyard (1969) are important
because they provide significant yet different types of finding.
Lynch in Image of the City was concerned with the "physical
clarity" (or the legibility of public images) in his studies of
Boston, Jersey City, and Los Angeles. His studies indicated that the
properties of the physical environment important to one's environ-
mental cognition involve five types of elements: paths--the channels
of movement; edges--boundary elements; districts--common character
areas; nodes--focal points; and landmarks--reference points in the
environment. However, Lynch also recognized that the properties of
an environment important to one's cognitive mapping included not only
the above mentioned elements dealing with spatial identity and
29BIbid., p. 279.
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structure. One's cognitive map also is structured upon the meaning
of these various elements to different groups of people, issues he
did not address.299
In this regard, Appleyard's (1969) more recent studies of
urban perception in Ciudad Guayna significantly extends Lynch's
work. This is because he was concerned with identifying the social
meaning as well as function of the various dimensions of the city.
using cognitive mapping and other survey techniques, he found signifi-
cant differences in the emphasis as well as the scope and complexity
of knowledge various population groups have relative to their
perception of the city. For example, in comparing the educated elite
with poorer less educated groups, well educated groups produced
simpler more well defined extended maps of the city. However, the
less educated poor produced denser more elaborate or complex maps
which had less clear boundaries and a more local emphasis.300 Rela-
tive to how various groups mentally structure the city, the more
educated groups had more accurate overall schematic conceptions of
the city. The less educated had more fragmented, distorted concep-
tions based on personal and even imagined events. For all groups, the
city was experienced either sequentially, using paths, or spatially,
299Lynch, K. (1960), The Image of the City, MIT Press, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, pp. 7-9, 43-49.
300Appleyard, D. (1969), "City Designers and the Pluralistic
City," in Planning Urban Growth and Development, L. Rodwin (ed.),
MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass., pp. 423-430.
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us;ng areas and bu;ld;ngs.30l H f 11 h °t~ ~ ~ owever, or a groups t e c~ y
appeared structured according to not only the activity patterns but
according to the viability, form, and significance of its various
302elements.
The most significant findings from Appleyard's study are that
different groups have different environmental "knowledge needs"
in order to function adequately in the city.303 This suggests, there-
fore, that the spatial structure of the city (i.e., the location and
characters of its elements) should be analyzed as well as planned and
designed relative to a diversity of meanings the city has for differ-
ent groups. This also suggests, however, that the site plans, zoning
maps, statistical data, land use plans, and other conceptual tools
of the planner and designer may be extremely poor descriptions of the
relevant attributes of urban life for many groups. If this is an
accurate assumption, it is little wonder such conce~tual devices
have generally failed to help explain (much less guide) urban spatial
development for many groups in our cities. However, by employing
301Ibid., pp. 436-440.
302Ibid., pp. 431-435.
303Ibid., p. 430. In addition to identifying the elements of
urban form similar to Lynch, Appleyard also sought to assess ~h~
elements such as Lynch's paths or edges are important to cogn~t~on.
To answer this, he analyzed the "landmark" elements according to four
functions: their symbolic significance (i.e., their importance and
intensity of use; their level of visibility (i.e., the number of
people who see them); their form (i.e., their distinctiveness regarding
"imageabili ty"); and according to their actual function or use. The
findings were that different groups emphasize different functions.
See pp. 431-435.
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processes which seek to understand the various types of meaning
the social and physical structure has for various groups, such tools
may begin to have more relevance to actual daily life. The model
presented in this study seeks to contribute to this task.
As can be seen in the work of Lynch (1960), Appleyard (1969)
and others addressing environmental cognition, a major concept often
mentioned is that of "imagery". Therefore, even though the terms
"cognitive map" and "imagery" are often used interchangeably in the
various disciplines addressing environmental cognition, a clear
understanding of the distinctions between the terms is important
in relating them to the planning and design process. The term
"cognitive mapping" usually denotes two processes. The first involves
the internal process one uses to structure knowledge of the world
in one's mind. The second process involves studying that internal-
ized knowledge by the technique of "sketch mapping." The term
"imagery", however, denotes the overall generalized category within
which the various dimensions of this internalized knowledge may be
discussed. Imagery, therefore, extends the concept of perception to
recognize those dimensions of life that influence the perception pro-
cess itself. From Latin word "imago" (to imitate) imagery is con-
cerned with the representation of the world and life. Whereas per-
ception is a response from physical stimuli giving one information,
or according to Piaget (1948), " is the knowledge of objects
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1· f di . h h ,,304. . hresu t~ng rom lrect contact Wlt t em, ~magery can occur Wlt
or without the perception of something. Also, since the image is
the representation of the various dimensions of life itself, it
may be considered, according to Piaget (1948), " ••• a system of
meaning or significations embodying a distinction between that which
is signified and that which signifies. ,,305 This indicates that people
do not perceive the real or objective world directly. It indicates
that they receive and process information biasely according to their
basic and "situational" needs, their value systems, and the norms
of their various groups. Therefore, a concern for imagery here is
not just a concern for the mental visual picture of the spatial environ-
ment, although this is of major importance to planning and design.
The additional concern here is for the attitudes and orientations a
person has toward various objects of concepts related to the urban
environment.
In this broader concern for imagery, Kenneth Boulding's (1956)
The Image, offers a valuable framework for discussing various research
in environmental cognition. In his "eiconics," a science of images,
he develops a typology of images with five components: spatial (one's
location in space); temporal (one's orientation to time); persona1-
relational (one's image of his roles in the social world); value
(the ordering of "better" or "worse" parts of a total image composite);
304 ° J h (1948 6) Th h i Ld' CPlaget, • and In elder, B. , 19 7, eel s on-
ception of Space, W. Norton, New York, p. 17.
305Ib Ld:1. ., p. 17.
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1 f 1· . ) 306and affect (the motivationa orces re at1ve to lmages . Using
this typology one sees that Lynch's (1960) analysis of specific
settings (Boston, Los Angeles, and Jersey City) primarily dealt
with the spatial component of imagery and his recommendations centered
around strengthening the tlcertaintytlof tlpublictlaspects the tlspatialtl
imagery of the city. Downs and Stea (1973) offer two important
additional categories for differentiating the spatial components
or images: those images that generate behavior and those generated by
b h . 307e aVl0r. The latter images are again represented by Lynch's work;
that is, people's perceptions and behavior patterns produce differing
images of the environment. Also, Lee's (1970) work in investigating
the tlsocio-spatial schematl (which is a synthesis concept of space,
objects, and social relationships) and his resulting "typology of
neighborhood schema ta" is also a major example of imagery generated
306Boulding, K. (1956), The Image, Univ. of Michigan Press,
Ann Arbor, pp. 47-48. He further differentiates this typology into
three dimensions: certainty - uncertainty (i.e., their clarity);
reality - unreality (their correspondence to the objective world);
and public - private. The last dimension, public - private, seems
especially important for planning and design. This is because one's
tlprivate" images are idiosyncratic and almost unlimited while tlpublictl
images are those that are shared by groups in a society and are
strongly related to the value systems of those groups.
3071)0wns, R. and Stea, D. (1973), Ope cit., pp. 82-83.
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308by behavior patterns. The former image category, those that
generate behavior, may refer to spatial representations such as
"maps" of cities. These emphasize landmarks like Independence Hall
or special districts such as Greenwich Village. However, images
that generate behavior may also deal with temporal representations
(Le., "old" town section) or relational-value representations
(i.e., ghetto, low-income housing projects, etc.)
As these examples suggest, the investigation of urban
imagery is important for several reasons. First, it can help indi-
cate the physical elements within the environment which are important
in helping people orient to and navigate in the city. Secondly, it
can help indicate the major spatial dimensions of social relation-
ships regarding issues such as territoriality in the development of
neighborhood boundaries to help structure desired social interaction
patterns. Thirdly, imagery can begin to indicate the major value
systems of various groups toward several basic planning considera-
tions: toward types of development proposals; toward elements or
areas of the physical environment; toward other groups of people,
or toward the roles available or unavailable for influencing one's
308Lee, T. (1970), "Urban Neighborhood as a Socio-Spatial
Schema," in H. Proshansky et a1., Environmental Psychology, OPe cit.,
pp. 355-358. This research is especially important in that it deals
with spatial and social interaction "boundary" dimensions. For
example, the "social acquaintance" neighborhood was defined as
approximately six residential streets where spatial propinquity not
friendship defines one's neighborhood. Such identified dimensions
are important in operationalizing this research for the urban planning
and design process.
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environment.
Alexis and Wilson (1967) have emphasized the importance
of considering imagery in seeking to understand decision-maker
behavior. They state, "Even the most intelligent of us acts on
the basis of images that include more than the objective facts
f h d .. . . ,,309o t e eC1S10n s1tuat10n. They further indicate that images
are ordered for each person based on their recurring life experiences
and therefore, they tend to order the decisions of people. In other
words, their images are the "premises" by which people make decisions.
The important point for planning, therefore, is that these premises
are the key to moving from an individual image and resulting behavior
to collective goals and purposes. Alexis and Wilson (1967) further
state:
• to the extent that the organization is able to implant
dominating premises, it is able to control and unify the behavior
of participants. [This occurs because] organizational struc-
tures provide status systems with defined roles. These become
premises for individual decisions and hence behavior. The
organization likewise provides experiences and information through
training and communication. These, too, are premises for
decisions and can become powerful means for influencing individu-
als toward organizational goals.3lO
Investigating urban imagery, therefore, should involve not only
techniques such as "sketch mapping" to determine social-spatial
relationships and behavior patterns. It should also involve techniques
such as content analysis or verbal descriptions to investigate those
309Alexis, M. and Wilson, C. (1967), Organizational Decision-
Making, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, p. 158.
3l0Ibid., p. 159.
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images generated by public institutions to determine the purposes
for such image. These include images generated by programs such
as "model cities," "new towns," "public housing" or programs for
"public participation" generally. In this regard, the study of urban
imagery is important because such images often indicate or contain
the symbols important to the goals and values of various groups
effected by such programs. Whether or not such images are generated
for the purpose of cooptation, inaction, or meaningful social
improvement seems to be a basic issue in developing a more "cogni-
tively fitting" environment and hence improving the quality of daily
life in cities.
4. Summary: Ecological
Design Theory
The preceding inquiry into ecological design theory addressed
three major areas: the conceptual traditions underlying the man-
environment field in part 1, the analyses of spatial factors from
traditional sociology in part 2, and the four major research
orientations underlying the emerging discipline of Man-Environment
Relations in part 3. In each of these major areas, the purpose
was to determine the major principles involved and to determine the
role and significance of symbolism and stress theories in helping
integrate these principles into the urban planning and design process.
In part 1, the limitations of traditional ecological
analysis for explaining the processes of man-environment interaction
were discussed. Relative to these concerns, the classic interactionist
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theories in psychology were examined and found to be important.
In Part Two, an examination of the research in sociology indicated
the importance of life style, life cycle, and social status vari-
ables in the planning and design of the spatial environment. How-
ever, even though this research has important findings regarding
people's IIbehavioral fitll to existing environments, the processes
by which this fit occurs are not explained and the important issue
of the IIcognitive fit" of people with their spatial environment is
largely unexplored.
Part Three examined four basic research orientations in the
emergent Man-Environment field found important in resolving the
problems in Parts One and Two; namely, the need to explain the pro-
cesses of man-environment interactions and the need to account for
"cognitive fitllas well as IIbehavioral fit" in accomplishing the
objectives of this study. The first of these four research orienta-
tions (not based on interactionist theory, however) was behavioral
setting theory. Here, the systematic method for analyzing the
"ecological environment" in terms of the "milieu" properties, the
standing patterns of behavior, and the various control mechanisms
of settings was found significant in efforts to predict certain
forms of "behavioral fit." Also, a policy to promote undermanned
settings appears in the long run to be a policy to help reduce the
level of certain forms of psychosocial stress in the environment.
The second research orientation in the Man-Environment field
addressed theories on man's spatial nature. The basic concepts
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discussed were proxemics, territoriality, and density. In each
of these concepts, the importance of considering man's culturally
based spatial needs in the planning and design process was evidenced.
Of special importance was the suggestion that a policy to promote
the "territoriality rights" (or needs) of different groups should
also help relieve those conditions found to be major factors in
inducing psychosocial stress. The third research orientation, human
adaptive processes, suggested that certain amounts of environmental
stimulation are important in promoting competence in people and in
promoting positive adaptations generally. Being meaningfully
involved in the environmental change process itself was also found
important in promoting competence. The final research orientation
in the Man-Environment field addressed environmental perception and
cognition. Here, the investigation of urban imagery by techniques
such as cognitive "sketch" mapping was found to be important in
determining those spatial elements most meaningful to various groups.
However, this last section, also indicated that to investigate
imagery as well as to investigate perception generally, one must
address man's symbol system. The beginning of such an investigation
occurred much earlier in this study in the section on Symbolism
Theory and was a major consideration in later investigating the
psychosocial dimension of Urban Planning Theory. Therefore, the
remaining task of this study is to identify those dimensions of
symbolism that help synthesize the preceding major areas in Ecologi-
cal Design Theory. This subsequent discussion of symbolism, therefore,
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seeks to present the beginnings of an emergent model of the planning
and design process. In other words, the remaining task is to further
specify those dimensions of symbolism most important to psychosocial
stress induction and most important to the e.laboration and refinement
of the working model of the planning and design process presented
in Chapter II.
CHAPTER IV
ECOLOGICAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND THE
BEGINNINGS OF AN EMERGENT MODEL
The most important conclusion derived from the preceding
investigation of Ecological Design Theory is that there are certain
basic interacting considerations which are common to the various
areas of research. This is significant in seeking to conceptually
unify and relate this emergent field to planning and design. In
other words, underlying much of the research in behavioral settings,
territoriality and general proxemics, human adaptation, and environ-
mental perception and cognition, there are several basic dimensions
of concern which this study has found to be essential to any model
of the planning and design process seeking to reduce stress. These
interacting considerations, therefore, may be considered fundamental
planning and design principles essential in addressing quality of life
issues in urban decisionmaking. These interacting considerations or
principles involve:
a. the symbolism of time,
b. the symbolism of space, and
c. the symbolism of social interaction.
The next task therefore, is to briefly indicate how these principles
help unify the concepts in Ecological Design Theory and also how they
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help accomplish the overall purposes of this study.
A. Symbolism of Times
The importance of temporal considerations has been mentioned
throughout this study. This was reflected in the working model pre-
sented in Chapter III and in several previous discussions; notably,
in the stress theory section regarding the "temporal nearness" of
"threat situations," the "duration" of stressful situations relative
to Selye's general adaptation syndrome and regarding the differentials
in "behavior reaction times" among people exposed to stressful
situations (see pp. 57-63). However, temporal considerations are
significant in planning and design in a broader sense regarding ways
in which people orient toward and utilize time in their daily lives.
In other words, a planning and design process must address the inter-
related temporal dimensions of the Past, the Present, and the
I
Future in seeking to understand human behavior in the city.
Cottle and Klineberg (1974) emphasize this point by stating,
"Human experience is predominantly symbolic and representational.
It is above all construed experience, and a large part of its meaning
derives ••• from its temporal connectedness • •• Underlying this
distinctly human reality is a person's prodigious capacity for
manipulating symbols and creating images, for transforming the physical
contours of present experiences into symbolic conceptions, and for
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311linking them with images of the past and the future." Therefore,
since urban planning is often defined as "anticipatory decision-
making", a concern for the future in the present is intrinsic to
planning. However, anticipations of the future are not derived from
our perceptions of present objective conditions alone. They are
derived also in relation to our images (our beliefs, attitudes, etc.)
of ourselves relative to our various physical, social and cultural
worlds and are derived in relation to the meaning our various present
situations and experiences have for us. Also, research by Jacques
(1956) and by Graves (1961) has indicated that a person's ability to
think about future events and their potential consequences for them
is highly correlated with their ability to remember and organize
their past experiences. In a similar fashion, other quantitative
evidence from the behavioral sciences has shown that the deeper and
stronger the sense of "continuity" a person has with his past life
(i.e., family, place of residence, customs, etc.) the stronger and
longer time perspectives one has regarding the future. This
especially refers to one's ability to "plan" intermediary phases
312needed to get to the future. The clarity of one's history, there-
fore, is also important to present and future human behavior. As
Cottle and Klineberg (1974) suggest, even though people constantly
reinterpret the past, as it becomes ". • • increasingly remote and
3llCott1e, T. and Klineberg, S. (1974), The Present of
Things Future, Free Press, New York, p. 9.
312Ib °d~ ., p , 10.
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discontinuous with the present, the future, too, is likely to be
conceived as unpredictable, its images unsafe as guides for current
. d . ,,313actlons an lmages. Based on these issues, the preservation of
culture in a society (regarding architecture, ethnic "communities,"
or even certain folk customs of specific groups) seems an important
strategy for helping fulfill a basic human need, especially
in a rapidly changing urban society. Also, the visibility of such
preservation in physical form as well as in our institutional and
social structures seems necessary for communicating a variety of sig-
nificant information. This especially refers to information regarding
people's identity, an issue found central to psychosocial stress
in society. In other words, the past is important because what a
person believes he was significantly influences what he wants to become
and to do. Therefore, to help reduce human stress, planning and design
must help express the symbolism of time. This may be accomplished
by investigating people's imagery of the past, present, and future
relative to the three areas of concern identified as important stress
313Ibid., p. 11.
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related needs of most people: identity maintenance, affiliation,
and one's sense of competence in being able to control his own life
d. 314an env~ronment.
The importance of studying temporal imagery in seeking to
understand societal conditions has been very effectively discussed
in an important work by Bell and Mau's (1967), the Sociology of the
Future. Based on the theories of Polak (1961) and Lasswell (1966)
in social change, they develop similar conclusions (although from
a different perspective) to those stated above regarding the
importance of the present and past images of man on his future.315
Polak's (1961) thesis on social change was that the rise and fall
of cultures historically has been based on a society's images of its
future, and even though man has shifted his general attitudes on
life from fatalistic to self-deterministic, Western man's image of the
future is believed becomingly increasingly more pessimistic.
This can be seen not only in major works such as Meadow's (1972)
The Limits to Growth or Toff1er's (1970) Future Shock but also
3l4The important point is that what people can comprehend
and understand about their present situations relative to their
past (long term as well as immediate past) very much influences
what types of processes aridend results they believe are probable
in their future situations. In regard to Yanke1ovich's (1967) study
mentioned earlier this may be another explanation regarding factors
contributing to the urban riots of 1967. For example, it may have
been impossible for Black people to have positive images of the future
based on their present images of their conditions relative to their
images of the past. See footnote number 286.
3U Bell, W. and Man, J. (1974), "Images of the Future: Theory
and Research Strategies," in Bell and Man (eds.), The Sociology of
the Future, Russell Sage Foundation, New York, pp. 6-41.
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in the increasing proliferation of "crises" facing our cities
reported in any morning newspaper. According to Polak's (1961)
thesis, the danger of such images is that they could indicate that
Western society has no viable future.3l6
Although it is beyond the scope and objectives of this
study to further address these important "image of the future"
issues, the significance of their role in the affairs of any urban
society suggests that planners and designers should be more critically
~are of the various forms of imagery generated and disseminated
regarding the future of the city. This is because, whether explicitly
recognized or not, this is a role planners, designers, mayors, and
others in various decisionmaking positions already possess. The
obvious examples are the classic "unveiling and selling" of a compre-
hensive plan or an urban renewal or model cities program. Therefore,
the most important contribution planning and design activity may
make regarding urban imagery is to not only help enrich and clarify
our vocabulary of images of potential futures. It is also important
to establish the validity and bases of such images and to clarify
the purposes such images are created to serve.The contention here is
that addressing the symbolism of time as a major component of the
planning and design process may significantly contribute to this task.
316Ibid., p. 14. Also see: F. Polak (1961), The Image of
the Future: Enlightening the Past, Orientating the Present, Fore-
casting the Future, Vo1s. I and II, Oceana, New York, pp. 36-57;
and H. Lasswell (1966), "The Changing Image of Human Nature: The
Socio-Cu1tura1 Aspect, Future-Oriented Man," American Journal of
Psychoanalysis, 26, No.2, pp. 157-166.
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D. Symbolism of Space and Social Interaction
As emphasized throughout this study, man's use of space
and his social structures are intrinsically related. This was
especially evident in the previous Ecological Design discussions of
behavioral settings and territoriality. The major points emphasized
have been that since spatial relationships and social or institutional
structures are related, any understanding of the functioning of the
spatial environment must be based on an understanding of its meaning
to various groups. A most important knowledge need for planning and
design, therefore, involves identifying what types or dimensions
of meaning are most important in providing cognitive and, therefore,
behavioral fit of people within their spatial environment. In
reviewing the man-environment research, three interrelated areas of
concern appear most significant in determining spatial meaning:
a. one's sense of belonging to specific places,
b. the control of .space, and
317c. the cognitive differentiations of space.
Generally, belonging to a specific spatial area is based on
one having a strong sense of identity and strong social affiliations.
This is achieved by people learning the proper or accepted ways of
using specific places in their various spatial environments. In other
317See R. Lee (1972), "The Social Definition of Outdoor Recre-
ation Places," in W. Burch, N. Cheek, and L. Taylor (eds.), Social
Behavior, Natural Resources, and the Environment, Harper and Row,
N.Y., pp. 68-84. He uses a similar set of elements in discussing
those outdoor recreation features which appear common and give meaning
to various sociocultural groups.
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words, people learn how to behave in certain settings, therefore,
they know what is expected of them andwhat toexpect of others. The
major point, however, is that the concept of belonging has different
meanings to different groups. For example, to the middle and upper
classes, the idea of belonging to specific places has been found
to be closely associated with owning property. On the other hand,
to the lower classes belonging appears more associated with their
knowledge of the everyday rules of behavior in their area (i.e., gang
turf), rules which help assure personal safety as well as allow
for desired social interaction (Fried and G1eicher, 1961; Suttles,
1968; Sommer, 1967; Lee, 1972).
This suggests that the control of space is closely associated
with how various groups experience belonging. Control of space for
the middle and upper classes is primarily assured by the legal
ownership of property reinforced by abstract ideals of "honesty"
and "law and order" in social interaction. However, when these
ideals are viewed as higher order needs according to Maslow's (1943)
theory of motivation, a different picture is suggested for lower class
groups. These groups are often struggling for the lower level needs
of shelter and safety. As these are increasingly met, however, the
middle level needs of self-esteem and dignity still need to be
realized before the high order ideals of the larger society can be
expected to be the normative rules for controlling the use of
space. For example, in studying what he termed the "public morality"
of ghetto areas, Suttles (1968) found that to the slum dweller
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morality is associated with normative behavior patterns for insuring
personal safety. It is not based on higher order abstract ideals
f d· h 1 . 318as oun 1n t e arger soc1ety. Also, he found that the social
control of space in the ghetto, although demarked by youth gangs,
is not however organized in terms of formal role and role expectations
used by the larger society. In other words, enforcement officials
such as the police were not expected to do any more than almost
anyone else in meeting their responsibilities to the residents. 319
From a somewhat different perspective,Newman' s (1973) "defensible
space" proposals reflect Suttle's (1968) findings. He recognized
safety as the basic need in low income urban residential areas and,
therefore, sought to increase one's control of space beyond his
dwelling unit. In 0ther words, byes tab1ishing new "boundary markers"
in the environment and by increasing surveillance opportunities, he
sought to extend the individual's control of space.320 For planning
and design therefore, helping to increase one's control of his
environment should help instill one's sense of belonging. This
appears the beginning also of an operational definition of territori-
a1ity for planning and design.
The third area of concern significant in determining spatial
meaning involves differences in various group's cognitive
318Suttles, G. (1968), The Social Order of the Slums, Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, Chicago, pp. 5-7, 232-233.
319Ibid., pp. 78-79.
320Newman, O. (1973), Ope cit., pp. 78-102.
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differentiation of space. For example, Webber's (1963) discussion
of middle and upper middle class "urban realms" refers to their
widely dispersed activity nodes within a region. As a result of
such realms these groups have an image of the urban environment
which is a network connecting sharply bounded or separated activities
such as "home", "socializing", "work", and "recreation". Such
urban imagery is in sharp contrast to that of the urban working and
lower classes suggested by the findings of Gans (1962), Liebow (1967)
and Lee (1968). The images there appear more localized or concen-
trated to street corners, hallways, and a few surrounding streets.
The important point from these examples 1S that although one's image
regarding the cognitive differentiation of space is closely related
to his basic group distinctions regarding life style, life cycle,
and social status, two concerns appear constant and significant in
determining the meaning of all imagery. These are our previously
mentioned concerns regarding differences in how groups "belong" to
specific places and how "control" over such places is realized.
In other words, a person's image regarding where he "belongs" as well
as his images of those areas that belong to him, whether symbolically
or legally, are intrinsically related to the social control of the
environment. Therefore, the importance of these images for the
planning and design process is that they reflect needs (i.e., safety),
values (i.e., social interaction) and attitudes (i.e., toward what
is moral) tha~ are different for various groups based on differing
normative standards. Because these normative standards or setting
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rules help develop certain expectations in people and define the
"social order" of the place, the boundaries of such places are
especially important due to these differences among groups. However,
for the planning and design process, dealing with boundary issues
is extremely complex as evidenced in the above discussions of belonging,
social control, and the cognitive differentiation of space. This is
because an image of one's world has many types of interacting
boundaries as suggested by Boulding's (1956) typology. Those
emphasized here as most relevant to the model of the urban planning
and design process have been the temporal, spatial, and social
interactional, which together comprise those basic elements of
people's "composite image" of the urban environment most significant
in comparing groups.
The contention of this study, therefore, is that planning
and design must seek to understand the boundaries of the existing
urban imagery of various groups relative to those temporal,
spatial, and interactional dimensions in order to know whether or
not such boundaries are being reinforced, reduced, destroyed, or
otherwise adapted in positive or negative directions by alternative
planning and design policies and actions. This is especially
important because the findings from stress theory which indicated
that environmental conditions which foster ambiguity regarding major
roles, statuses, or overall identity and environmental conditions over
which people have little control are generally harmful to them
psychologically. Therefore, these findings suggest that the
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clarity and the reinforcement of the boundaries of various groups'
major imagery elements are important in reducing psychosocial stress.
In other words, an understanding of the major differences in the
symbols comprising various groups' urban imagery is critical in
determining those components of daily life most meaningful to people.
From the previous investigation of Ecological Design Theory, three
interacting considerations or principles have been identified as
the most significant in making these comparisons: (a) the symbolism
of time, (b) the symbolism of space, and (c) the symbolism of
social interaction. An important point also is that these principles
relate not only to the Ecological Design research but they also
relate to those additional symbolic dimensions of one's urban imagery
emphasized throughout this study; namely, concerns for status, roles,
group norms, and the location and structure of urban decisionmaking.
These three principles, therefore, establish the beginning of an
emergent model of the urban planning and design process.
c. Emergent Model
Although it is beyond the scope of this study to present and
examine a definitive emergent model, a few significant characteristics
of such a model are suggested from this study. First, in comparison
to the overall working model presented in Chapter II,
an emergent model should essentially have the same basic elements
as indicated in Diagrams A and B (pp. 26-27). This is because
the previous examinations of symbolism and stress theory, urban
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planning theory, and ecological design theory indicated that the
working model does provide a viable conceptual structure for
unifying and relating these divergent areas. Second, even though
more definitive submodels for analyzing problems relative to psycho-
social stress induction (Diagram C, p. 74) and relative to symbol
systems (pp. 101-2) were developed, they appear consistent with
and, therefore, support the overall working model hypothesis for
planning and design presented in Chapter II (pp. 42-43). This means
the basic variable relationships of an emergent model would be
essentially the same as the equations of the working model hypothesis
in Chapter II:
Sc = f(SyI)
SyI = f [ Ep (Pt), Sc(Pt), Cn(Pt)] t
where Sc = stress condition characteris tics (of problem situation)
SyI = significant symbols
Ep = properties of objective physical environment
S = social structures
C = cultural normsn
Pt = specific population groups
t = temporal factors.
The final significant characteristics of an emergent.model relate
to the three principles identified above: the symbolism of time,
space, and social interaction •. These principles are directly
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related to the actual use of the model as suggested by the operational
steps in Element Two of Diagram B. In other words, this study has
shown how each of the major variables of Element Two interact and
how they may be analyzed, measured, or related to indicators. The
three principles, therefore, are a basic refinement to Step One
in the model's operation, which calls for the identification and
description of the major symbol systems associated with the major
actors or groups in problem situations (see p. 41). This is espe-
cially significant to the further development of the emergent model
~n future efforts because the additional four steps in the operation
of the model are directly derived from and structured upon the symbol
systems analysis in Step One.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The primary thesis of this study has been that the validity
and usefulness of urban planning and design knowledge and activity
must ultimately be established upon an understanding of those issues
significant to the quality of life of many groups in our cities.
Therefore, based on a concern for the quality of life and for the
validity of planning and design, this study has addressed several
closely related problem areas. One important problem area concerned
the limitations or the behavioral nonviability of our current
political, economic, and legal based planning paradigms in helping
to resolve or understand the complexities of urban crisis phenomena
important to the quality of life. Another major problem area
concerned our general lack of understanding regarding the relation-
ships between the psychosocial and physical environments. The major
task of the study, therefore, has been to investigate the role
of symbolism and stress theory in helping to understand and resolve
these problem areas. This was accomplished by presenting and con-
ceptually testing a working model of the urban planning and design
process relative to four areas: stress theory, symbolism theory,
urban planning theory, and ecological design theory.
Although the findings here have indicated that the overall
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structure of the model is conceptually valid, further validation
of the model would require applying the model to actual planning
and design problems. There appear to be two basic areas in which
the application of this model may be especially important. The
first is as an urban research tool. The second type of application
is as an adjunct decision model for seeking to determine the
psychosocial adaptive costs to various groups of alternative
planning strategies and resultant development proposals.
For example, in urban research the model appears important
as an heuristic device in the study of the public planning process
in metropolitan areas in helping to determine and make explicit
the pattern or systemic nature of the culturally subjective forces
influencing public planning. As Chapter IV discussed, nowhere
are these forces more evident than in the generation and dissemina-
tion of various forms of urban imagery by different groups in
order to influence not only the physical but the social and
institutional environments as well. Seeking a method by which
to understand the content and decision-making consequences of these
images is one of the primary functions of the model proposed
here. In other words, the model may be used to help assess the
types and sources of information and decision criteria used in
structuring the public planning process itself. For example,
O'Shaughnessy (1972) has identified five important types of
problem pre-structuring decisions usually found with our
rationality based decision-making processes. These are:
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descriptive decision (the selection of problem attributes to be
related); explanative decisions (the identification of major
causal forces and purposes); predictive decisions (statements about
future conditions and trends); evaluative decisions (statements
specifying the relative worth of things); and finally, prescriptive
decisions (the selection of operating policies and action
. 321strateg~es). Therefore, using this decision typology and the
model in this study, one may begin to assess and compare the types
of symbols and imagery used within these various forms of decisions
occurring in the public planning process itself. This appears
especially important in projects such as year 2000 comprehensive
planning, urban redevelopment, or metropolitan low income housing
design as well as allocation schemes where the differences in the
imagery patterns of various groups can be major sources of conflict
in seeking to develop meaningful planning documents for information
and decision-making purposes. Therefore, since the findings
presented in this study suggest that various forms of symbol-
evoking and image-seeking may be more important than rational
plan-making in actual urban development decision processes, much
more research is needed in identifying and describing the major
types and sources of urban images and their consequences in public
planning as well as in the daily lives of various groups.
The second area for applying the model identified above
321O'Shaughnessy, J. (1972), Inquiry and Decision, George
Allenand Urwin, Ltd., London, pp. 13-17.
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has been addressed throughout this study; namely, to determine
the psychosocial adaptive costs to groups influenced by development
proposals. This appears especially important in planning housing
for disadvantaged groups, especially the elderly and ethnic
minorities. For example, by analyzing the major symbol systems
(time, space, social interaction) of various groups relative to
their stress-related needs and values discussed in Chapter III
(identity, affiliation, and control of environment), one may begin
to determine and compare the likely adaptive costs associated with
each of the several basic planning components found in alternative
housing development proposals: the planning strategies and
processes themselves; the institutional control mechanisms; and
the resultant physical forms and spatial patterns. However, the
further testing of the model to determine whether or not the
level and incidence of psychosocial stress could be reduced (i.e.,
the adaptive cost of alternatives) would necessitate a longitudinal
analysis and comparison of similar population groups in similar
projects where the model was not applied. If such tests were
performed, however, a great variety of quantitative measurement
problems regarding stress states and adaptation levels and
identification problems regarding symbol systems would remain.
For these reasons, empirical testing of the model appears an
extremely important yet difficult task. Even with these problems
in future empirical testing, however, the major conclusion from
the investigations here is that the conceptual validity of the
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model indicates that it can presently serve two important functions.
First, based upon symbolism and stress theories (i.e., the adaptive
costs of alternatives), this study has shown that the model of
the planning and design process developed here may be used as an
operational definition for the quality of life concept. Second,
this study has shown that the model serves as an important heuristic
device in seeking to relate several major epistemological issues
facing urban planning and design theory: namely, the relationships
between procedural and substantive issues; the relationships
between complex problem analysis and problem synthesis (or
functionally reductive versus holistic thinking); and finally,
the relationships between the meaningfulness versus the function-
ing, productivity, or efficiency of alternative planning proposals
and urban processes generally.
This last epistemological issue regarding the meaningful-
ness of urban processes is especially significant to the development
of more behaviorally viable planning and design. In essence, the
conclusion of this study is that we must look for meaning in order
to explain and understand urban phenomena. Primarily searching for
causalities and rational explanations for objective urban functions
has yielded inane or at best incomplete conceptualizations of urban
problems. In other words, the planning and design of the city must
be based on an understanding of the connections between the minds
and behaviors of people and their various environments. For these
reasons, the suggestions for further research most needed in
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planning and design stemming from this study were shown to involve
areas such as urban symbolism, human adaptation to alternative
environments and so forth. However, the most critical research
need for planning and design still remains at the conceptual
level. This means that many others need to formulate ways in which
to consider more of total man in his many environments as a basis
for seeking to influence the development of the city in the
future. In other words, we must reintroduce and look hard at the
subjective or humanistic dimensions of life that are powerfully
ever present but often disguised or disregarded in the name of
scientific urban analysis. The research needs, therefore, are
to reinforce these analytical perspectives for seeking urban
knowledge with the complementary perspectives of interaction, synthe-
sis, and design. This has been the task of this study but only
suggestions as to what may be needed and what is possible have
been found. The continued integration of these perspectives by
others, therefore, is the most critical knowledge need and research
task for developing a more humanistic as well as scientific basis
for urban planning and design. In ending this study, the exhorta-
tions of Aldous Huxley (1958) seem to provide a valuable guidepost
to those choosing such a task:
Man must learn to simplify, but not to the point of falsifica-
tion. He must learn to concentrate upon the essentials of a
situation, but without ignoring too many of reality's qualifying
j :: '\6',1 , I
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side-issues. In this way, he may be able to tell, not indeed
the whole truth . . . , but considerably more than the dangerous
quarter-truths which have always been the current coin of
thought.322
322Huxley, A. (1958), Brave New World Revisited, New York.
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